
Data File Contents: n2w2ParYouth

NLTS2 Wave 2 Parent/Youth Survey

NAME LABEL FORMAT

HasHI (HasHI) Skip check boolean: resp identified youth as HI YNFMT

HasMR (HasMR) Skip check boolean: any report of MR (resp or district) YNFMT

HasOI (HasOI) Skip check boolean: resp identified youth as OI YNFMT

HasVI (HasVI) Skip check boolean: district or respondent identified youth as VI YNFMT

HasVIParRpt (HasVIParRpt) Skip check boolean: resp identified youth as VI YNFMT

ID (ID) Randomized ID number

InSchInPastYear (InSchInPastYear) Skip check boolean: youth attended secondary sch in past yr YNFMT

InSchNow (InSchNow) Skip check boolean: Youth is currently in school YNFMT

InSchNowYouth (InSchNowYouth) Skip check Boolean: youth reported s/he is currently in school

InSchW1W2Subset (InSchW1W2Subset) Data both waves/in school in both Wave 1/Wave 2 YNFMT

LD_Sp (LD_Sp) Skip check boolean: resp identified youth as LD or Speech YNFMT

LDSp_Only (LDSp_Only) Skip check boolean: resp identified youth as only LD or Speech YNFMT

LivesAtHome (LivesAtHome) Skip check boolean: youth currently lives at home w/ resp YNFMT

LivesAtHomeYouth (LivesAtHomeYouth) Skip check boolean: youth reports s/he lives at home YNFMT

LivesAway (LivesAway) Skip check boolean: youth lives elsewhere YNFMT

Mult_OI_OHI_MR (Mult_OI_OHI_MR) Skip check boolean: resp ident youth as multiple/OI/OHI/MR YNFMT

N2ParentWt (n2ParentWt) Parent Interview Part 1 weight

n2ParWt_Repl_01 (n2ParWt_Repl_01) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 01

n2ParWt_Repl_02 (n2ParWt_Repl_02) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 02

n2ParWt_Repl_03 (n2ParWt_Repl_03) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 03

n2ParWt_Repl_04 (n2ParWt_Repl_04) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 04

n2ParWt_Repl_05 (n2ParWt_Repl_05) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 05

n2ParWt_Repl_06 (n2ParWt_Repl_06) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 06

n2ParWt_Repl_07 (n2ParWt_Repl_07) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 07

n2ParWt_Repl_08 (n2ParWt_Repl_08) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 08

n2ParWt_Repl_09 (n2ParWt_Repl_09) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 09

n2ParWt_Repl_10 (n2ParWt_Repl_10) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 10

n2ParWt_Repl_11 (n2ParWt_Repl_11) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 11

n2ParWt_Repl_12 (n2ParWt_Repl_12) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 12

n2ParWt_Repl_13 (n2ParWt_Repl_13) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 13

n2ParWt_Repl_14 (n2ParWt_Repl_14) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 14

n2ParWt_Repl_15 (n2ParWt_Repl_15) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 15

n2ParWt_Repl_16 (n2ParWt_Repl_16) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 16

n2ParWt_Repl_17 (n2ParWt_Repl_17) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 17
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n2ParWt_Repl_18 (n2ParWt_Repl_18) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 18

n2ParWt_Repl_19 (n2ParWt_Repl_19) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 19

n2ParWt_Repl_20 (n2ParWt_Repl_20) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 20

n2ParWt_Repl_21 (n2ParWt_Repl_21) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 21

n2ParWt_Repl_22 (n2ParWt_Repl_22) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 22

n2ParWt_Repl_23 (n2ParWt_Repl_23) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 23

n2ParWt_Repl_24 (n2ParWt_Repl_24) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 24

n2ParWt_Repl_25 (n2ParWt_Repl_25) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 25

n2ParWt_Repl_26 (n2ParWt_Repl_26) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 26

n2ParWt_Repl_27 (n2ParWt_Repl_27) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 27

n2ParWt_Repl_28 (n2ParWt_Repl_28) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 28

n2ParWt_Repl_29 (n2ParWt_Repl_29) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 29

n2ParWt_Repl_30 (n2ParWt_Repl_30) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 30

n2ParWt_Repl_31 (n2ParWt_Repl_31) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 31

n2ParWt_Repl_32 (n2ParWt_Repl_32) Parent Interview Part 1 replicate weight 32

N2YouthWt (n2YouthWt) Youth survey weight

n2YthWt_Repl_01 (n2YthWt_Repl_01) Youth survey replicate weight 01

n2YthWt_Repl_02 (n2YthWt_Repl_02) Youth survey replicate weight 02

n2YthWt_Repl_03 (n2YthWt_Repl_03) Youth survey replicate weight 03

n2YthWt_Repl_04 (n2YthWt_Repl_04) Youth survey replicate weight 04

n2YthWt_Repl_05 (n2YthWt_Repl_05) Youth survey replicate weight 05

n2YthWt_Repl_06 (n2YthWt_Repl_06) Youth survey replicate weight 06

n2YthWt_Repl_07 (n2YthWt_Repl_07) Youth survey replicate weight 07

n2YthWt_Repl_08 (n2YthWt_Repl_08) Youth survey replicate weight 08

n2YthWt_Repl_09 (n2YthWt_Repl_09) Youth survey replicate weight 09

n2YthWt_Repl_10 (n2YthWt_Repl_10) Youth survey replicate weight 10

n2YthWt_Repl_11 (n2YthWt_Repl_11) Youth survey replicate weight 11

n2YthWt_Repl_12 (n2YthWt_Repl_12) Youth survey replicate weight 12

n2YthWt_Repl_13 (n2YthWt_Repl_13) Youth survey replicate weight 13

n2YthWt_Repl_14 (n2YthWt_Repl_14) Youth survey replicate weight 14

n2YthWt_Repl_15 (n2YthWt_Repl_15) Youth survey replicate weight 15

n2YthWt_Repl_16 (n2YthWt_Repl_16) Youth survey replicate weight 16

n2YthWt_Repl_17 (n2YthWt_Repl_17) Youth survey replicate weight 17

n2YthWt_Repl_18 (n2YthWt_Repl_18) Youth survey replicate weight 18
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n2YthWt_Repl_19 (n2YthWt_Repl_19) Youth survey replicate weight 19

n2YthWt_Repl_20 (n2YthWt_Repl_20) Youth survey replicate weight 20

n2YthWt_Repl_21 (n2YthWt_Repl_21) Youth survey replicate weight 21

n2YthWt_Repl_22 (n2YthWt_Repl_22) Youth survey replicate weight 22

n2YthWt_Repl_23 (n2YthWt_Repl_23) Youth survey replicate weight 23

n2YthWt_Repl_24 (n2YthWt_Repl_24) Youth survey replicate weight 24

n2YthWt_Repl_25 (n2YthWt_Repl_25) Youth survey replicate weight 25

n2YthWt_Repl_26 (n2YthWt_Repl_26) Youth survey replicate weight 26

n2YthWt_Repl_27 (n2YthWt_Repl_27) Youth survey replicate weight 27

n2YthWt_Repl_28 (n2YthWt_Repl_28) Youth survey replicate weight 28

n2YthWt_Repl_29 (n2YthWt_Repl_29) Youth survey replicate weight 29

n2YthWt_Repl_30 (n2YthWt_Repl_30) Youth survey replicate weight 30

n2YthWt_Repl_31 (n2YthWt_Repl_31) Youth survey replicate weight 31

n2YthWt_Repl_32 (n2YthWt_Repl_32) Youth survey replicate weight 32

NoDisab (NoDisab) Skip check boolean: no disability identified by respondent YNFMT

NormalUse (NormalUse) Skip check boolean: youth has normal use of appendages YNFMT

np2A1 (np2A1) Gender of youth I2_020F

np2A3a (np2A3a) Youth is Hispanic, Latino, or other Spanish origin YNFMT

np2A3b (np2A3b) Race or ethnicity of youth B_2FMT

np2A3b_01 (np2A3b_01) Race of youth identified as White MULTFMT

np2A3b_02 (np2A3b_02) Race of youth identified as African-American or Black MULTFMT

np2A3b_03 (np2A3b_03) Race of youth identified as American Indian or Alaska Native MULTFMT

np2A3b_04 (np2A3b_04) Race of youth identified as Asian MULTFMT

np2A3b_05 (np2A3b_05) Race of youth identified as Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander MULTFMT

np2A3b_06 (np2A3b_06) Race of youth identified as other MULTFMT

np2A3b_07 (np2A3b_07)  Hispanic, Latino or Spanish origin and no race indicated MULTFMT

np2A4a (np2A4a) Language other than English spoken in home YNFMT

np2A6a_01 (np2A6a_01) Youth lives with parents MULTFMT

np2A6a_02 (np2A6a_02) Youth lives legal guardian MULTFMT

np2A6a_03 (np2A6a_03) Youth lives with relative/adult family member other than spouse/parent MULTFMT

np2A6a_04 (np2A6a_04) Youth lives in foster care MULTFMT

np2A6a_05 (np2A6a_05) Youth lives on his/her own/alone MULTFMT

np2A6a_06 (np2A6a_06) Youth lives with a spouse or roommate MULTFMT

np2A6a_07 (np2A6a_07) Youth lives in residential or boarding school not college MULTFMT
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np2A6a_08 (np2A6a_08) Youth lives in a college dormitory or other college housing MULTFMT

np2A6a_09 (np2A6a_09) Youth lives in military housing MULTFMT

np2A6a_10 (np2A6a_10) Youth lives in a group home or other assisted living center MULTFMT

np2A6a_11 (np2A6a_11) Youth lives in a hospital/medical facility/institution for those w/ disabilities MULTFMT

np2A6a_12 (np2A6a_12) Youth lives in a mental health facility MULTFMT

np2A6a_13 (np2A6a_13) Youth lives in a correctional facility/youth detention center MULTFMT

np2A6a_14 (np2A6a_14) Youth is transient/homeless/lives on the street/in car MULTFMT

np2A6a_15 (np2A6a_15) Youth lives in other MULTFMT

np2A6b (np2A6b) Respondent wants youth to live there or someplace else I2_025F

np2A6b1 (np2A6b1) Youth living in foster care YNFMT

np2A6b2 (np2A6b2) Number of months youth has been living in foster care arrangement I2_142NF

np2A6c (np2A6c) Youth lived anywhere else in past 2 years YNFMT

np2A6d_01 (np2A6d_01) Youth also lived with parents MULTFMT

np2A6d_02 (np2A6d_02) Youth also lived legal guardian MULTFMT

np2A6d_03 (np2A6d_03) Youth also lived with relative/adult family member other than spouse/parent MULTFMT

np2A6d_04 (np2A6d_04) Youth also lived in foster care MULTFMT

np2A6d_05 (np2A6d_05) Youth also lived on his/her own/alone MULTFMT

np2A6d_06 (np2A6d_06) Youth also lived with a spouse or roommate MULTFMT

np2A6d_07 (np2A6d_07) Youth also lived in residential or boarding school not college MULTFMT

np2A6d_08 (np2A6d_08) Youth also lived in a college dormitory or other college housing MULTFMT

np2A6d_09 (np2A6d_09) Youth also lived in military housing MULTFMT

np2A6d_10 (np2A6d_10) Youth also lived in a group home or other assisted living center MULTFMT

np2A6d_11 (np2A6d_11) Youth also lived in a hospital/medical facility/institution for those with disabilities MULTFMT

np2A6d_12 (np2A6d_12) Youth also lived in a mental health facility MULTFMT

np2A6d_13 (np2A6d_13) Youth also lived in a correctional facility/youth detention center MULTFMT

np2A6d_14 (np2A6d_14) Youth was also transient/homeless/lived on the street/in car MULTFMT

np2A6d_15 (np2A6d_15) Youth also lived in other MULTFMT

np2A6e (np2A6e) Youth lived in a foster care arrangement YNFMT

np2A6f (np2A6f) Number of months youth had lived in foster care arrangement I2_142NF

np2B1a_00 (np2B1a_00) Youth has no problem/disability/not getting special services MULTFMT

np2B1a_01 (np2B1a_01) Youth diagnosed with asthma MULTFMT

np2B1a_02 (np2B1a_02) Youth diagnosed with ADD/ ADHD MULTFMT

np2B1a_03 (np2B1a_03) Youth diagnosed with autism or aspergers MULTFMT

np2B1a_04 (np2B1a_04) Youth diagnosed with (blindness) complete blindness MULTFMT
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np2B1a_05 (np2B1a_05) Youth diagnosed with cerebral palsy MULTFMT

np2B1a_06 (np2B1a_06) Youth diagnosed with deafness MULTFMT

np2B1a_07 (np2B1a_07) Youth diagnosed with deafness and blindness MULTFMT

np2B1a_08 (np2B1a_08) Youth diagnosed with down syndrome MULTFMT

np2B1a_09 (np2B1a_09) Youth diagnosed with dyslexia MULTFMT

np2B1a_10 (np2B1a_10) Youth diagnosed with ED, BD, having emotional problems, SED MULTFMT

np2B1a_11 (np2B1a_11) Youth diagnosed with hard of hearing/hearing impairment MULTFMT

np2B1a_12 (np2B1a_12) Youth diagnosed with health impairment MULTFMT

np2B1a_13 (np2B1a_13) Youth diagnosed with learning disability (LD) MULTFMT

np2B1a_14 (np2B1a_14) Youth diagnosed with mental retardation (EMR, TMR, SMR, MR) MULTFMT

np2B1a_15 (np2B1a_15) Youth diagnosed with physical or orthopedic impairment MULTFMT

np2B1a_16 (np2B1a_16) Youth diagnosed with speech impairment/communication impairment MULTFMT

np2B1a_17 (np2B1a_17) Youth diagnosed with spina bifida MULTFMT

np2B1a_18 (np2B1a_18) Youth diagnosed with traumatic brain injury (TBI) MULTFMT

np2B1a_19 (np2B1a_19) Youth diagnosed with visual impairment/partial sight MULTFMT

np2B1a_20 (np2B1a_20) Youth diagnosed with developmental delay MULTFMT

np2B1a_21 (np2B1a_21) Youth diagnosed with other MULTFMT

np2B1a_42 (np2B1a_42) Youth diagnosed with multiple disabilities MULTFMT

np2B1a1 (np2B1a1) Youth has been diagnosed with ADD or ADHD YNFMT

np2B1B (np2B1B) Main problem or disability youth diagnosed with I2_026F

np2B1c (np2B1c) Youth received help for district-designated disability in 2000-2001 School Yr YNFMT

np2B1d (np2B1d) Youth ever received help for district-designated disability YNFMT

np2B1e (np2B1e) Youth had visual impairment in beginning of 2000-2001 school year YNFMT

np2B1f (np2B1f) Youth had hearing impariment in beginning of 2000-2001 school year YNFMT

np2B2a (np2B2a) Age of youth when started having problem/disability I2_143NF

np2B3a (np2B3a) Youth has glasses or contacts YNFMT

np2B3b (np2B3b) How well youth sees w/ glasses or contacts I2_027F

np2B3c (np2B3c) How well youth sees without glasses or contacts I2_028F

np2B3d_a (np2B3d_a) Youth uses braille YNFMT

np2B3d_b (np2B3d_b) Youth uses Braille note taker YNFMT

np2B3d_c (np2B3d_c) Youth uses large print type YNFMT

np2B3d_d (np2B3d_d) Youth uses optical devices YNFMT

np2B3d_e (np2B3d_e) Youth uses mobility devices YNFMT

np2B3d_f (np2B3d_f) Youth uses assistive technology YNFMT
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np2B3d_g (np2B3d_g) Youth uses any other devices to see or read YNFMT

np2B4a (np2B4a) Youth hears normally or has a hearing problem I2_029F

np2B4b (np2B4b) Hearing loss is mild, moderate, or severe to profound I2_030F

np2B4c (np2B4c) Hearing aid or other device prescribed for youth YNFMT

np2B4d (np2B4d) How well youth hears with hearing device I2_031F

np2B4e (np2B4e) Youth has a cochlear implant YNFMT

np2B4f (np2B4f) If youth is hearing impaired, how well youth communicates I2_032F

np2B4g_a (np2B4g_a) Youth uses sign language or manual communication YNFMT

np2B4g_b (np2B4g_b) Youth uses lip reading YNFMT

np2B4g_c (np2B4g_c) Youth uses cued speech YNFMT

np2B4g_d (np2B4g_d) Youth uses oral speech YNFMT

np2B4g_e (np2B4g_e) Youth uses a communication board YNFMT

np2B4g_f (np2B4g_f) Youth uses anything else to help communicate YNFMT

np2B4h (np2B4h) If youth is hearing impaired, how clearly youth speaks I2_033F

np2B4i (np2B4i) If youth is hearing impaired, how well youth converses I2_034F

np2B4j (np2B4j) If youth is hearing impaired, how well youth understands others I2_035F

np2B4k (np2B4k) Which sign language youth is using or learning I2_036F

np2B4L (np2B4L) Household members use sign language or manual communication to communicate with youth YNFMT

np2B5a (np2B5a) How clearly youth speaks I2_033F

np2B5b (np2B5b) How clearly youth communicates by any means I2_032F

np2B5c_01 (np2B5c_01) Youth communicates with words MULTFMT

np2B5c_02 (np2B5c_02) Youth communicates with sounds that are not words MULTFMT

np2B5c_03 (np2B5c_03) Youth communicates with gestures, including pointing MULTFMT

np2B5c_04 (np2B5c_04) Youth communicates with sign language or manual communication MULTFMT

np2B5c_05 (np2B5c_05) Youth communicates with a communication board or book MULTFMT

np2B5c_06 (np2B5c_06) Youth communicates with a computer MULTFMT

np2B5c_07 (np2B5c_07) Youth communicates with anything else MULTFMT

np2B5c_08 (np2B5c_08) Youth communicates with lip reading MULTFMT

np2B5c_09 (np2B5c_09) Youth communicates with cued speech MULTFMT

np2B5d (np2B5d) How well youth converses I2_034F

np2B5e (np2B5e) How well youth understands others I2_035F

np2B6a1 (np2B6a1) Uses arms/hands normally for holding spoon, pencil I2_037F

np2B6a2 (np2B6a2) Has trouble using one or both arms/hands for holding small objects I2_038F
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np2B6b1 (np2B6b1) Uses arms/hands normally for throwing, lifting, carrying I2_037F

np2B6b2 (np2B6b2) Trouble using one or both arms/hands for throwing/carrying I2_038F

np2B6c1 (np2B6c1) Youth uses both legs/feet normally I2_037F

np2B6c2 (np2B6c2) Trouble using one or both legs/feet I2_038F

np2B6d (np2B6d) Uses equipment to get around such as crutches, walker, etc. YNFMT

np2B6e_01 (np2B6e_01) Youth uses crutches or arm canes MULTFMT

np2B6e_02 (np2B6e_02) Youth uses a walker MULTFMT

np2B6e_03 (np2B6e_03) Youth uses leg braces MULTFMT

np2B6e_04 (np2B6e_04) Youth uses a wheelchair MULTFMT

np2B6e_05 (np2B6e_05) Youth uses a cane MULTFMT

np2B6e_06 (np2B6e_06) Youth uses ankle/foot orthotics MULTFMT

np2B6e_07 (np2B6e_07) Youth uses other equipment to get around MULTFMT

np2B7a (np2B7a) General health of youth I2_039F

np2B7b (np2B7b) Youth takes medication for special need YNFMT

np2B7c (np2B7c) Youth takes medication for attention, behavior, mood, or activity level YNFMT

np2B7d_01 (np2B7d_01) Took: DOXEPIN ADAPIN, SINEQUAN MULTFMT

np2B7d_02 (np2B7d_02) Took: AMPHETAMINE, ADDERAL MULTFMT

np2B7d_03 (np2B7d_03) Took: ALPRAZOLAM, XANAX MULTFMT

np2B7d_04 (np2B7d_04) Took: AMBIEN, ZOLPIDEM TARTRATE MULTFMT

np2B7d_05 (np2B7d_05) Took: AMITRIPTYLINE, ELAVIL, ENDEP MULTFMT

np2B7d_06 (np2B7d_06) Took: AMOXAPINE, ASENDIN MULTFMT

np2B7d_07 (np2B7d_07) Took: ANAFRANIL, CLOMIPRAMINE MULTFMT

np2B7d_08 (np2B7d_08) Took: AQUACHLORAL SUPPRETTES, CHLORAL HYDRATE MULTFMT

np2B7d_09 (np2B7d_09) Took: ATARAX, ANTIHISTAMINE MULTFMT

np2B7d_10 (np2B7d_10) Took: ATIVAN, LORAZEPAM MULTFMT

np2B7d_11 (np2B7d_11) Took: AVENTYL, NORTRIPTYLINE, PAMELOR MULTFMT

np2B7d_12 (np2B7d_12) Took: AZENE, CLORAZEPATE, TRANXENE MULTFMT

np2B7d_13 (np2B7d_13) Took: BENADRYL, DIPHENYLHYDRAMINE MULTFMT

np2B7d_14 (np2B7d_14) Took: BENZODIAZEPINES, VALIUM AND OTHERS MULTFMT

np2B7d_15 (np2B7d_15) Took: BUPROPION, WELLBUTRIN MULTFMT

np2B7d_16 (np2B7d_16) Took: BUSPAR, BUSPIRONE MULTFMT

np2B7d_17 (np2B7d_17) Took: CARBAMAZEPINE, TEGRETOL MULTFMT

np2B7d_18 (np2B7d_18) Took: CELEXA, CITALOPRAM MULTFMT

np2B7d_19 (np2B7d_19) Took: CENTRAX, PRAZEPAM MULTFMT
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np2B7d_20 (np2B7d_20) Took: CHLORDIAZEPOXIDE, LIBRAX, LIBRITABS, LIBRIUM MULTFMT

np2B7d_21 (np2B7d_21) Took: CHLORPROMAZINE, THORAZINE MULTFMT

np2B7d_22 (np2B7d_22) Took: CHLORPROTHIXENE, TARACTAN MULTFMT

np2B7d_23 (np2B7d_23) Took: CIBALITH-S, LITHIUM CITRATE MULTFMT

np2B7d_24 (np2B7d_24) Took: CLONAZEPAM, KLONOPIN MULTFMT

np2B7d_25 (np2B7d_25) Took: CLOZAPINE, CLOZARIL MULTFMT

np2B7d_26 (np2B7d_26) Took: CONCERTA, METHYLPHENIDATE, RITALIN MULTFMT

np2B7d_27 (np2B7d_27) Took: CYLERT, PEMOLINE MULTFMT

np2B7d_28 (np2B7d_28) Took: DALMANE, FLURAZEPAM MULTFMT

np2B7d_29 (np2B7d_29) Took: D-AMPHETAMINE , DEXEDRINE, DEXTROAMPHETAMINE MULTFMT

np2B7d_30 (np2B7d_30) Took: DAXOLIN, LOXAPINE, LOXITANE MULTFMT

np2B7d_31 (np2B7d_31) Took: DEPAKOTE, DIVALPROEX SODIUM MULTFMT

np2B7d_32 (np2B7d_32) Took: DESIPRAMINE, NORPRAMIN, PERTOFRANE MULTFMT

np2B7d_33 (np2B7d_33) Took: DESYREL, TRAZODONE MULTFMT

np2B7d_34 (np2B7d_34) Took: DIAZAPAM, VALIUM MULTFMT

np2B7d_35 (np2B7d_35) Took: DORAL, QUAZEPAM MULTFMT

np2B7d_36 (np2B7d_36) Took: EFFEXOR, VENLAFAXINE MULTFMT

np2B7d_37 (np2B7d_37) Took: EQUANIL, MEPROBAMATE MULTFMT

np2B7d_38 (np2B7d_38) Took: ESKALITH, LITHANE, LITHIUM CARBONATE, LITHOBID MULTFMT

np2B7d_39 (np2B7d_39) Took: ESTAZOLAM, PROSOM MULTFMT

np2B7d_40 (np2B7d_40) Took: FLUOXETINE, PROZAC MULTFMT

np2B7d_41 (np2B7d_41) Took: FLUPHENAZINE, PERMITIL, PROLIXIN MULTFMT

np2B7d_42 (np2B7d_42) Took: FLUVOXAMINE, LUVOX MULTFMT

np2B7d_43 (np2B7d_43) Took: GABAPERTIN, NEURONTIN MULTFMT

np2B7d_44 (np2B7d_44) Took: HALAZEPAM, PAXIPAM MULTFMT

np2B7d_45 (np2B7d_45) Took: HALCION, TRIAZOLAM MULTFMT

np2B7d_46 (np2B7d_46) Took: HALDOL, HALOPERIDOL MULTFMT

np2B7d_47 (np2B7d_47) Took: IMIPRAMINE, TOFRANIL MULTFMT

np2B7d_48 (np2B7d_48) Took: INDERAL, PROPRANOLOL, INDERIDE MULTFMT

np2B7d_49 (np2B7d_49) Took: ISOCARBOXAZID, MARPLAN MULTFMT

np2B7d_50 (np2B7d_50) Took: LAMICTAL, LAMOTRIGINE MULTFMT

np2B7d_51 (np2B7d_51) Took: LIDONE, MOBAN, MOLINDONE MULTFMT

np2B7d_52 (np2B7d_52) Took: LUDIOMIL, MAPROTILINE MULTFMT

np2B7d_53 (np2B7d_53) Took: MELATONIN MULTFMT
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NAME LABEL FORMAT

np2B7d_54 (np2B7d_54) Took: MELLARIL, THIORIDAZINE MULTFMT

np2B7d_55 (np2B7d_55) Took: MESORIDAZINE, SERENTIL MULTFMT

np2B7d_56 (np2B7d_56) Took: MIRTAZAPINE, REMERON MULTFMT

np2B7d_57 (np2B7d_57) Took: NARDIL, PHENELZINE MULTFMT

np2B7d_58 (np2B7d_58) Took: NAVANE, THIOTHIXENE MULTFMT

np2B7d_59 (np2B7d_59) Took: NEFAZODONE, SERZONE MULTFMT

np2B7d_60 (np2B7d_60) Took: OLANZAPINE, ZYPREXA MULTFMT

np2B7d_61 (np2B7d_61) Took: ORAP, PIMOZIDE MULTFMT

np2B7d_62 (np2B7d_62) Took: OXAZEPAM, SERAX MULTFMT

np2B7d_63 (np2B7d_63) Took: PARNATE, TRANYLCYPROMINE MULTFMT

np2B7d_64 (np2B7d_64) Took: PAROXETINE, PAXIL MULTFMT

np2B7d_65 (np2B7d_65) Took: PERPHENAZINE, TRILAFON MULTFMT

np2B7d_66 (np2B7d_66) Took: PHENOBARBITOL MULTFMT

np2B7d_67 (np2B7d_67) Took: PROTRIPTYLINE, VIVACTIL MULTFMT

np2B7d_68 (np2B7d_68) Took: QUETIAPINE, SEROQUEL MULTFMT

np2B7d_69 (np2B7d_69) Took: RESTORIL, TEMAZEPAM MULTFMT

np2B7d_70 (np2B7d_70) Took: RISPERDAL, RISPERIDONE MULTFMT

np2B7d_71 (np2B7d_71) Took: SERTRALINE, ZOLOFT MULTFMT

np2B7d_72 (np2B7d_72) Took: STELAZINE, TRIFLUOPERAZINE MULTFMT

np2B7d_73 (np2B7d_73) Took: SURMONTIL, TRIMIPRAMINE MULTFMT

np2B7d_74 (np2B7d_74) Took: TRICYCLICS, ELAVIL AND OTHERS MULTFMT

np2B7d_75 (np2B7d_75) Took: TRIFLUPROMAZINE, VESPRIN MULTFMT

np2B7d_76 (np2B7d_76) Took: VISTARIL, ANTIHISTAMINE MULTFMT

np2B7d_77 (np2B7d_77) Took: CATAPRES,Clondine MULTFMT

np2B7d_78 (np2B7d_78) Took: Tenex MULTFMT

np2B7d_90 (np2B7d_90) Took: ANTICONVULSANT, UNSPECIFIED MULTFMT

np2B7d_91 (np2B7d_91) Took: ANTIDEPRESSANT OR ANTIANXIETY, UNSPECIFIED MULTFMT

np2B7d_92 (np2B7d_92) Took: ANTIHISTAMINE, UNSPECIFIED MULTFMT

np2B7d_93 (np2B7d_93) Took: ANTIPSYCHOTIC OR NEUROLEPTIC, UNSPECIFIED MULTFMT

np2B7d_94 (np2B7d_94) Took: BARBITURATE, UNSPECIFIED MULTFMT

np2B7d_95 (np2B7d_95) Took: MOOD STABILIZER, UNSPECIFIED MULTFMT

np2B7d_96 (np2B7d_96) Took: SLEEP MEDICATION, UNSPECIFIED MULTFMT

np2B7d_97 (np2B7d_97) Took: STIMULANT, UNSPECIFIED MULTFMT

np2B7d_98 (np2B7d_98) Took: SOMETHING ELSE MULTFMT
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NAME LABEL FORMAT

np2B7d_99 (np2B7d_99) Took: OTHER MULTFMT

np2B7d_Cat1 (np2B7d_Cat1) Takes stimulants MULTFMT

np2B7d_Cat2 (np2B7d_Cat2) Takes antidepressants/antianxiety meds MULTFMT

np2B7d_Cat3 (np2B7d_Cat3) Takes mood stabilizers MULTFMT

np2B7d_Cat4 (np2B7d_Cat4) Takes antipsychotic meds MULTFMT

np2B7d_Cat5 (np2B7d_Cat5) Takes seizure medication MULTFMT

np2B7d_Cat6 (np2B7d_Cat6) Takes other mood/behavior meds MULTFMT

np2B7e_01 (np2B7e_01) Medication prescribed to control attention, behavior or activity level MULTFMT

np2B7e_02 (np2B7e_02) Medication prescribed to control emotions, such as depression or anxiety MULTFMT

np2B7e_03 (np2B7e_03) Medication prescribed to control mood MULTFMT

np2B7e_04 (np2B7e_04) Medication prescribed to control anything else MULTFMT

np2B7f (np2B7f) Youth uses medical equipment or device YNFMT

np2B7g_01 (np2B7g_01) Youth uses a catheter MULTFMT

np2B7g_02 (np2B7g_02) Youth uses a feeding tube MULTFMT

np2B7g_03 (np2B7g_03) Youth uses a heart monitor or pacemaker MULTFMT

np2B7g_04 (np2B7g_04) Youth uses a nebulizer MULTFMT

np2B7g_05 (np2B7g_05) Youth uses a oxygen tank MULTFMT

np2B7g_06 (np2B7g_06) Youth uses a respirator MULTFMT

np2B7g_07 (np2B7g_07) Youth uses a ventilator MULTFMT

np2B7g_08 (np2B7g_08) Youth uses other medical equipment or devices MULTFMT

np2B7g_09 (np2B7g_09) Youth uses a breathing machine or device MULTFMT

np2B7i (np2B7i) Youth uses other equipment or devices for disability YNFMT

np2B7j (np2B7j) Other equipment or devices youth uses I2_041F

np2BeenFired (np2BeenFired) Youth has been employed as ever been fired from a job (in or out of sch) YNFMT

np2C1 (np2C1) Youth is currently covered by private health insurance YNFMT

np2C2 (np2C2) Youth covered by government assisted or public health insurance YNFMT

np2C3 (np2C3) Youth covered by any other health insurance YNFMT

np2C4a (np2C4a) Any health insurance with HMO YNFMT

np2C4b (np2C4b) Any coverage managed care YNFMT

np2C5a (np2C5a) Ins did not cover dental care YNFMT

np2C5b (np2C5b) Ins did not cover vision care YNFMT

np2C5c (np2C5c) Ins did not cover medicines/prescriptions YNFMT

np2C5d (np2C5d) Ins did not cover mental health care YNFMT

np2C6 (np2C6) Had to change or increase insurance because of special needs of youth YNFMT
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NLTS2 Wave 2 Parent/Youth Survey

NAME LABEL FORMAT

np2C7a (np2C7a) Insurance would not pay for special needs YNFMT

np2C7b_01 (np2C7b_01) Ins did not cover diagnostic procedures or tests or evaluations MULTFMT

np2C7b_02 (np2C7b_02) Ins did not cover medication MULTFMT

np2C7b_03 (np2C7b_03) Ins did not cover mental health servic MULTFMT

np2C7b_04 (np2C7b_04) Ins did not cover specialists MULTFMT

np2C7b_05 (np2C7b_05) Ins did not cover special equipment/devices/medical equipment MULTFMT

np2C7b_06 (np2C7b_06) Ins did not cover surgery MULTFMT

np2C7b_07 (np2C7b_07) Ins did not cover education/educational therapy MULTFMT

np2C7b_08 (np2C7b_08) Ins did not cover other therapy Ins did not cover services/occupational/physical/speech MULTFMT

np2C7b_09 (np2C7b_09) Ins did not cover alternative therapies/acupuncture/massage/biofeedback MULTFMT

np2C7b_10 (np2C7b_10) Ins did not cover other MULTFMT

np2CombEth (np2CombEth) District ethnicity with parent report used for missing B_2FMT

np2D1a (np2D1a) Enrolled in elementary or secondary school in the 2002/2003 school year YNFMT

np2D1b (np2D1b) Type of school attended I2_048F

np2D1c (np2D1c) First year youth attended this school YNFMT

np2D1d_01 (np2D1d_01) Changed schools because changing grade levels required that s/he change MULTFMT

np2D1d_02 (np2D1d_02) Changed schools because the family moved MULTFMT

np2D1d_03 (np2D1d_03) Changed schools because youth changed households or living arrangements MULTFMT

np2D1d_04 (np2D1d_04) Changed schools because family chose different/better school for youth MULTFMT

np2D1d_05 (np2D1d_05) Changed schools because school system assigned youth to a different school MULTFMT

np2D1d_06 (np2D1d_06) Changed schools because youth hospitalized MULTFMT

np2D1d_07 (np2D1d_07) Changed schools because incarcerated MULTFMT

np2D1d_08 (np2D1d_08) Changed schools because other MULTFMT

np2D1e (np2D1e) School helped youth prepare to attend new school YNFMT

np2D1f (np2D1f) School did enough to assist youth I2_049F

np2D1g (np2D1g) Move easier if school had helped YNFMT

np2D1h (np2D1h) Family member helped youth prepare to attend YNFMT

np2D1i (np2D1i) How difficult transition to new school was for youth I2_050F

np2D1j (np2D1j) Currently enrolled in elementary or secondary school YNFMT

np2D1k (np2D1k) Reason youth no longer in school I2_042F

np2D1k_D2d_D3b (np2D1k_D2d_D3b) Why youth left school I2_053F

np2D1L (np2D1L) Received high school diploma or certification of completion I2_051F

np2D1m_01 (np2D1m_01) Left because academic difficulties/poor grades/not doing well MULTFMT
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NAME LABEL FORMAT

np2D1m_02 (np2D1m_02) Left because dislike of school experience MULTFMT

np2D1m_03 (np2D1m_03) Left because school too dangerous MULTFMT

np2D1m_04 (np2D1m_04) Left because failed required test/graduation exam MULTFMT

np2D1m_05 (np2D1m_05) Left because lack of appropriate curriculum MULTFMT

np2D1m_06 (np2D1m_06) Left because poor relationships with teachers/school staf MULTFMT

np2D1m_07 (np2D1m_07) Left because poor relationships with fellow students MULTFMT

np2D1m_08 (np2D1m_08) Left because language difficulty MULTFMT

np2D1m_09 (np2D1m_09) Left because economic reasons MULTFMT

np2D1m_10 (np2D1m_10) Left because lack of childcare MULTFMT

np2D1m_11 (np2D1m_11) Left because lack of transportation MULTFMT

np2D1m_12 (np2D1m_12) Left because problems with behavior MULTFMT

np2D1m_13 (np2D1m_13) Left because substance abuse MULTFMT

np2D1m_14 (np2D1m_14) Left because illness/disability MULTFMT

np2D1m_15 (np2D1m_15) Left because pregnancy MULTFMT

np2D1m_16 (np2D1m_16) Left because entered criminal justice system MULTFMT

np2D1m_17 (np2D1m_17) Left because needed at home MULTFMT

np2D1m_18 (np2D1m_18) Left because religion MULTFMT

np2D1m_19 (np2D1m_19) Left because moved MULTFMT

np2D1m_20 (np2D1m_20) Left because parent/guardian influence MULTFMT

np2D1m_21 (np2D1m_21) Left because friends were dropping out MULTFMT

np2D1m_22 (np2D1m_22) Left because marriage MULTFMT

np2D1m_23 (np2D1m_23) Left because military, joined armed forces MULTFMT

np2D1m_24 (np2D1m_24) Left because employment, seek or accept job MULTFMT

np2D1m_25 (np2D1m_25) Left because of other reason MULTFMT

np2D1n (np2D1n) Attended 13th year after graduation for more credits YNFMT

np2D1o (np2D1o) Grade level of youth in 2002/2003 I2_043F

np2D1o1 (np2D1o1) Expect youth to graduate this year YNFMT

np2D1p (np2D1p) School in neighborhood where youth lives YNFMT

np2D1q (np2D1q) Youth lives at school during week YNFMT

np2D1t (np2D1t) Youth will be enrolled in school in fall YNFMT

np2D1u (np2D1u) Will be enrolled in the same school YNFMT

np2D2a (np2D2a) Received school instruction in a setting other than a regular school in 2002/2003 YNFMT

np2D2b (np2D2b) Setting where received school instruction other than in a regular school I2_052F

np2D2c (np2D2c) Currently receiving instruction in a setting other than a regular school YNFMT
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np2D2d (np2D2d) Reason for no longer receiving instruction in a setting other than a regular school I2_042F

np2D2e (np2D2e) Received a high school diploma or certificate of completion I2_051F

np2D2f_01 (np2D2f_01) academic difficult/poor grades/not doing well MULTFMT

np2D2f_02 (np2D2f_02) Left because disliked school experience MULTFMT

np2D2f_03 (np2D2f_03) Left because school too dangerous MULTFMT

np2D2f_04 (np2D2f_04) Left because failed required test/graduation exam MULTFMT

np2D2f_05 (np2D2f_05) Left because lack of appropriate curriculum MULTFMT

np2D2f_06 (np2D2f_06) Left because poor relationships with teachers/school staf MULTFMT

np2D2f_07 (np2D2f_07) Left because poor relationships with fellow students MULTFMT

np2D2f_08 (np2D2f_08) Left because language difficulty MULTFMT

np2D2f_09 (np2D2f_09) Left because economic reasons MULTFMT

np2D2f_10 (np2D2f_10) Left because lack of childcare MULTFMT

np2D2f_11 (np2D2f_11) Left because lack of transportation MULTFMT

np2D2f_12 (np2D2f_12) Left because problems with behavior MULTFMT

np2D2f_13 (np2D2f_13) Left because substance abuse MULTFMT

np2D2f_14 (np2D2f_14) Left because illness/disability MULTFMT

np2D2f_15 (np2D2f_15) Left because pregnancy MULTFMT

np2D2f_16 (np2D2f_16) Left because entered criminal justice system MULTFMT

np2D2f_17 (np2D2f_17) Left because needed at home MULTFMT

np2D2f_18 (np2D2f_18) Left because religion MULTFMT

np2D2f_19 (np2D2f_19) Left because moved MULTFMT

np2D2f_20 (np2D2f_20) Left because parent/guardian influence MULTFMT

np2D2f_21 (np2D2f_21) Left because friends were dropping out MULTFMT

np2D2f_22 (np2D2f_22) Left because marriage MULTFMT

np2D2f_23 (np2D2f_23) Left because military, joined armed forces MULTFMT

np2D2f_24 (np2D2f_24) Left because employment, seek or accept job MULTFMT

np2D2f_25 (np2D2f_25) Left because of other reason MULTFMT

np2D2g (np2D2g) Grade level of youth in 2002/2003 I2_043F

np2D2g1 (np2D2g1) Expect youth to graduate this year YNFMT

np2D2j (np2D2j) Youth will be enrolled in school in fall YNFMT

np2D2k (np2D2k) Youth will be enrolled in same school in fall YNFMT

np2D3a (np2D3a) When youth left school I2_044F

np2D3c_01 (np2D3c_01) Left because academic difficult/poor grades/not doing well MULTFMT

np2D3c_02 (np2D3c_02) Left because dislike of school experience MULTFMT
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np2D3c_03 (np2D3c_03) Left because school too dangerous MULTFMT

np2D3c_04 (np2D3c_04) Left because failed required test/graduation exam MULTFMT

np2D3c_05 (np2D3c_05) Left because lack of appropriate curriculum MULTFMT

np2D3c_06 (np2D3c_06) Left because poor relationships with teachers/school staf MULTFMT

np2D3c_07 (np2D3c_07) Left because poor relationships with fellow students MULTFMT

np2D3c_08 (np2D3c_08) Left because language difficulty MULTFMT

np2D3c_09 (np2D3c_09) Left because economic reasons MULTFMT

np2D3c_10 (np2D3c_10) Left because lack of childcare MULTFMT

np2D3c_11 (np2D3c_11) Left because lack of transportation MULTFMT

np2D3c_12 (np2D3c_12) Left because problems with behavior MULTFMT

np2D3c_13 (np2D3c_13) Left because substance abuse MULTFMT

np2D3c_14 (np2D3c_14) Left because illness/disability MULTFMT

np2D3c_15 (np2D3c_15) Left because pregnancy MULTFMT

np2D3c_16 (np2D3c_16) Left because entered criminal justice system MULTFMT

np2D3c_17 (np2D3c_17) Left because needed at home MULTFMT

np2D3c_18 (np2D3c_18) Left because religion MULTFMT

np2D3c_19 (np2D3c_19) Left because moved MULTFMT

np2D3c_20 (np2D3c_20) Left because parent/guardian influence MULTFMT

np2D3c_21 (np2D3c_21) Left because friends were dropping out MULTFMT

np2D3c_22 (np2D3c_22) Left because marriage MULTFMT

np2D3c_23 (np2D3c_23) Left because military, joined armed forces MULTFMT

np2D3c_24 (np2D3c_24) Left because employment, seek or accept job MULTFMT

np2D3c_25 (np2D3c_25) Left because other MULTFMT

np2D3d1 (np2D3d1) Received high school diploma or certificate of completion I2_051F

np2D3e (np2D3e) Youth will be enrolled in school in fall YNFMT

np2D4a1 (np2D4a1) Youth attended a 2-year or community college after leaving high school YNFMT

np2D4a1_D4a2_D4a3 (np2D4a1_D4a2_D4a3) Attended a postsecondary institution since high school YNFMT

np2D4a2 (np2D4a2) Youth attended a vocational or technical school after leaving high school YNFMT

np2D4a3 (np2D4a3) Youth attended a 4-year college after leaving high school YNFMT

np2D4b1 (np2D4b1) Youth currently attends a 2-year or community college after leaving high school YNFMT

np2D4b1_D4b2_D4b3 (np2D4b1_D4b2_D4b3) Attends a postsecondary institution currently YNFMT

np2D4b2 (np2D4b2) Youth currently attends a vocational or technical school after leaving high school YNFMT

np2D4b3 (np2D4b3) Youth currently attends a 4-year college after leaving high school YNFMT

np2D5a (np2D5a) Number of times youth changed schools I2_144NF
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np2D5b (np2D5b) Number of changes because of a promotion I2_144NF

np2D5c (np2D5c) Youth attended summer school in past two years YNFMT

np2D5d (np2D5d) Youth has (ever/in past 2 yrs) been suspended or expelled YNFMT

np2D5d_ever (np2D5d_ever) Youth has ever been suspended or expelled YNFMT

np2D5e (np2D5e) Youth was suspended, expelled, or both I_185FMT

np2D5e_ever (np2D5e_ever) Youth has ever been suspended, expelled, or both I_185FMT

np2D5f (np2D5f) Youth suspended during the 2002/2003 school year YNFMT

np2D5g (np2D5g) Youth expelled during the 2002/2003 school year YNFMT

np2D6a (np2D6a) Youth received special ed/had an IEP in 2002/2003 (no Wave 1) I2_045F

np2D6a_D6b_D6c (np2D6a_D6b_D6c) Youth received special ed/had an IEP in 2002/2003 I2_045F

np2D6b (np2D6b) Youth received special ed/had an IEP in 2002/2003 I2_045F

np2D6c (np2D6c) Youth received special ed in year left school I2_045F

np2D6D (np2D6D) When youth stopped receiving special ed I2_044F

np2D6e_01 (np2D6e_01) Not receiving SpEd because no longer needs special ed/services MULTFMT

np2D6e_02 (np2D6e_02) Not receiving SpEd because met iep goals MULTFMT

np2D6e_03 (np2D6e_03) Not receiving SpEd because youth was declassified MULTFMT

np2D6e_04 (np2D6e_04) Not receiving SpEd because no longer eligible, does not qualify MULTFMT

np2D6e_05 (np2D6e_05) Not receiving SpEd because school does not have the programs youth needs MULTFMT

np2D6e_06 (np2D6e_06) Not receiving SpEd because parent does not want youth in special ed MULTFMT

np2D6e_07 (np2D6e_07) Not receiving SpEd because youth did not want to be in special ed MULTFMT

np2D6e_08 (np2D6e_08) Not receiving SpEd because youth changed school/no request/new school unaware MULTFMT

np2D6e_09 (np2D6e_09) Not receiving SpEd because youth now has a 504 plan MULTFMT

np2D6e_10 (np2D6e_10) Respondent does not think youth ever was in special ed MULTFMT

np2D6e_11 (np2D6e_11) Not receiving SpEd because youth home schooled by parent MULTFMT

np2D6f (np2D6f) Family has been in mediation because of conflict with special ed program YNFMT

np2D6g (np2D6g) Outcome of mediation with school about the special ed program I2_056F

np2D6h (np2D6h) Family had hearing because of special ed program YNFMT

np2D6i (np2D6i) Outcome of hearing about special ed program I2_057F

np2D6j (np2D6j) Youth currently has a written accommodations/504 plan YNFMT

np2D6k (np2D6k) Age when youth first received special education in school I2_145NF

np2D6L (np2D6L) Youth received letter grades in 2002/2003 I2_058F

np2D6m (np2D6m) Grades received across all subjects I2_059F

np2D6n (np2D6n) Overall level of school work I2_060F

np2D6o_a (np2D6o_a) Satisfaction with school I2_046F
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np2D6o_b (np2D6o_b) Satisfaction with teachers I2_046F

np2D6o_c (np2D6o_c) Satisfaction with special education service I2_046F

np2D6o_d (np2D6o_d) Satisfaction with education I2_046F

np2D6o_f (np2D6o_f) Satisfaction with school communication I2_046F

np2DoesAtJob (np2DoesAtJob) What youth does at job where s/he spends the most time (in or out of sch) I2_098F

np2E1A_a (np2E1A_a) Attended a general school meeting YNFMT

np2E1A_b (np2E1A_b) Attended a school or class event YNFMT

np2E1A_c (np2E1A_c) Volunteered at the school YNFMT

np2E1A_d (np2E1A_d) Attended a parent/teacher conference YNFMT

np2E1B_a (np2E1B_a) How often attended general school meetings I2_061F

np2E1B_b (np2E1B_b) How often attended school or class events I2_061F

np2E1B_c (np2E1B_c) How often volunteered at the school I2_061F

np2E1B_d (np2E1B_d) How often attended parent/teacher conferences I2_061F

np2E2a (np2E2a) Adult attended a meeting about IEP YNFMT

np2E2b (np2E2b) Youth attended a meeting about IEP YNFMT

np2E2c (np2E2c) Adult met with school about transitional plan YNFMT

np2E2d (np2E2d) Youth met with school about transitional plan YNFMT

np2E3a (np2E3a) Source of IEP goals for youth I2_062F

np2E3b (np2E3b) Role of youth in setting IEP goals I2_063F

np2E3c (np2E3c) Level of involvement was appropriate for IEP and/or transition plan I2_064F

np2E4a (np2E4a) Had IEP meeting on 2002/2003 YNFMT

np2E4b (np2E4b) School planned for youth after high school YNFMT

np2E4c (np2E4c) Usefulness of planning useful for life after high school I2_065F

np2E4d (np2E4d) IEP goals for youth are challenging and appropriate I2_003F

np2E5a (np2E5a) Frequency of discussions between adult in household and youth about school I2_066F

np2E5b (np2E5b) Frequency of discussions between adult and youth about plans after high school I2_066F

np2E6 (np2E6) How often helped youth with homework I2_067F

np2E7a (np2E7a) Belong to support groups for those with a disability YNFMT

np2E7b (np2E7b) Participated in meetings, programs, or trainings YNFMT

np2E7c (np2E7c) Meetings, programs, or trainings were sponsored by a parent training/information center YNFMT

np2E7d (np2E7d) Helpfulness of information or training I2_068F

np2F10a (np2F10a) Youth needs job training or help now YNFMT

np2F10b_01 (np2F10b_01) Youth needs testing for work interests or abilities MULTFMT

np2F10b_02 (np2F10b_02) Youth needs training in specific job skills MULTFMT
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np2F10b_03 (np2F10b_03) Youth needs training in basic skills for work MULTFMT

np2F10b_04 (np2F10b_04) Youth needs career counseling MULTFMT

np2F10b_05 (np2F10b_05) Youth needs help in learning to look for a job MULTFMT

np2F10b_06 (np2F10b_06) Youth needs job shadowing MULTFMT

np2F10b_07 (np2F10b_07) Youth needs apprenticeships or internships MULTFMT

np2F10b_08 (np2F10b_08) Youth needs help in finding a job MULTFMT

np2F10b_09 (np2F10b_09) Youth needs other job help or training MULTFMT

np2F10c (np2F10c) If anyone tried to get youth job training YNFMT

np2F10d (np2F10d) Youth is on waiting list to get training YNFMT

np2F11a (np2F11a) Youth had independent living skills training since leaving high school I2_071F

np2F11b_a (np2F11b_a) Had training in using transportation YNFMT

np2F11b_b (np2F11b_b) Had training in home care skills YNFMT

np2F11b_c (np2F11b_c) Had training in financial issues YNFMT

np2F11b_d (np2F11b_d) Had training in self care skills YNFMT

np2F11b_e (np2F11b_e) Had training in relationship skills YNFMT

np2F11b_F (np2F11b_F) Had training in parenting skills YNFMT

np2F11b_g (np2F11b_g) Had training in self advocacy YNFMT

np2F11c_01 (np2F11c_01) A regular high school provided living skills training MULTFMT

np2F11c_02 (np2F11c_02) A special school for youth with disabilities provided living skills training MULTFMT

np2F11c_03 (np2F11c_03) A 4- or 2-year college provided living skills training MULTFMT

np2F11c_04 (np2F11c_04) Business or technical school provided living skills training MULTFMT

np2F11c_05 (np2F11c_05) A private occupational therapist provided living skills training MULTFMT

np2F11c_06 (np2F11c_06) Developmental disabilities agency provided living skills training MULTFMT

np2F11c_07 (np2F11c_07) Vocational Rehabilitation agency provided living skills training MULTFMT

np2F11c_08 (np2F11c_08) Another agency provided living skills training MULTFMT

np2F11c_09 (np2F11c_09) Group home or supported living program provided living skills training MULTFMT

np2F11c_10 (np2F11c_10) Hospital or health program provided living skills training MULTFMT

np2F11c_11 (np2F11c_11) Correctional facility provided living skills training MULTFMT

np2F11c_12 (np2F11c_12) Other source of living skills training MULTFMT

np2F12a (np2F12a) Youth currently getting training or help with independent skills YNFMT

np2F12b_a (np2F12b_a) Getting training or help with using transportation YNFMT

np2F12b_b (np2F12b_b) Getting training or help with home care skills YNFMT

np2F12b_c (np2F12b_c) Getting training or help with financial issues YNFMT

np2F12b_d (np2F12b_d) Getting training or help with self care skills YNFMT
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np2F12b_e (np2F12b_e) Getting training or help with relationship skills YNFMT

np2F12b_f (np2F12b_f) Getting training or help with parenting skills YNFMT

np2F12b_g (np2F12b_g) Getting training or help with self advocacy skills YNFMT

np2F12c_01 (np2F12c_01) A regular high school is providing living skills training MULTFMT

np2F12c_02 (np2F12c_02) A special school for youth with disabilities is providing living skills training MULTFMT

np2F12c_03 (np2F12c_03) A 4- or 2-year college is providing living skills training MULTFMT

np2F12c_04 (np2F12c_04) Business or technical school is providing living skills training MULTFMT

np2F12c_05 (np2F12c_05) A private occupational therapist is providing living skills training MULTFMT

np2F12c_06 (np2F12c_06) Developmental disabilities agency is providing living skills training MULTFMT

np2F12c_07 (np2F12c_07) Vocational Rehabilitation agency is providing living skills training MULTFMT

np2F12c_08 (np2F12c_08) Another agency is providing living skills training MULTFMT

np2F12c_09 (np2F12c_09) Group home or supported living program is providing living skills training MULTFMT

np2F12c_10 (np2F12c_10) Hospital or health program is providing living skills training MULTFMT

np2F12c_11 (np2F12c_11) Correctional facility is providing living skills training MULTFMT

np2F12c_12 (np2F12c_12) Other source is providing living skills training MULTFMT

np2F12d (np2F12d) Who pays for living skills training I2_070F

np2F12e (np2F12e) Youth getting enough training or help with independent living skills YNFMT

np2F12f (np2F12f) How useful independent living skills training has been I2_009F

np2F13a (np2F13a) Youth needs independent living skills training or help YNFMT

np2F13b_01 (np2F13b_01) Youth needs training in using transportation MULTFMT

np2F13b_02 (np2F13b_02) Youth needs training in home care skills MULTFMT

np2F13b_03 (np2F13b_03) Youth needs training in financial issues MULTFMT

np2F13b_04 (np2F13b_04) Youth needs training in self care skills MULTFMT

np2F13b_05 (np2F13b_05) Youth needs training in relationship skills MULTFMT

np2F13b_06 (np2F13b_06) Youth needs training in parenting skills MULTFMT

np2F13b_07 (np2F13b_07) Youth needs training in self advocacy skills MULTFMT

np2F13c (np2F13c) If anyone tried to get youth training in independent living skills YNFMT

np2F13d (np2F13d) Youth is on a waiting list for independent living skills training YNFMT

np2F13e (np2F13e) Youth has lived in a supervised group home YNFMT

np2F13f (np2F13f) If anyone tried to arrange for youth to live in a group home YNFMT

np2F13g (np2F13g) Youth is on a waiting list for a group home YNFMT

np2F14a_a (np2F14a_a) Youth received speech or language therapy since high school YNFMT

np2F14a_b (np2F14a_b) Youth received audiology services since high school YNFMT

np2F14a_c (np2F14a_c) Youth received mental health services since high school YNFMT
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np2F14a_d (np2F14a_d) Youth received physical therapy since high school YNFMT

np2F14a_e (np2F14a_e) Youth received social work services since high school YNFMT

np2F14a_f (np2F14a_f) Youth received occupational therapy since high school YNFMT

np2F14a_g (np2F14a_g) Youth received orientation/mobility services since high school YNFMT

np2F14a_h (np2F14a_h) Youth received medical services for diagnosis since high school YNFMT

np2F14a_i (np2F14a_i) Youth received personal assistant/aide since high school YNFMT

np2F14a_j (np2F14a_j) Youth received reader or interpreter services since high school YNFMT

np2F14a_k (np2F14a_k) Youth received nursing care since high school YNFMT

np2F14a_L (np2F14a_L) Youth received assistive technology services since high school YNFMT

np2F14a_m (np2F14a_m) Youth received transportation services since high school YNFMT

np2F14a_n (np2F14a_n) Youth received respite care since high school YNFMT

np2F14a_o (np2F14a_o) Youth received financial aid since high school YNFMT

np2F14a_p (np2F14a_p) Youth received other services since high school YNFMT

np2F14b_a (np2F14b_a) Youth currently receives speech or language therapy YNFMT

np2F14b_b (np2F14b_b) Youth currently receives audiology services YNFMT

np2F14b_c (np2F14b_c) Youth currently receives mental health services YNFMT

np2F14b_d (np2F14b_d) Youth currently receives physical therapy YNFMT

np2F14b_e (np2F14b_e) Youth currently receives social work services YNFMT

np2F14b_f (np2F14b_f) Youth currently receives occupational therapy YNFMT

np2F14b_g (np2F14b_g) Youth currently receives orientation/mobility services YNFMT

np2F14b_h (np2F14b_h) Youth currently receives medical services YNFMT

np2F14b_i (np2F14b_i) Youth currently receives personal assistant/aide YNFMT

np2F14b_j (np2F14b_j) Youth currently receives reader or interpreter YNFMT

np2F14b_k (np2F14b_k) Youth currently receives nursing care YNFMT

np2F14b_L (np2F14b_L) Youth currently receives assistive technology/devices YNFMT

np2F14b_m (np2F14b_m) Youth currently receives transportation services YNFMT

np2F14b_n (np2F14b_n) Youth currently receives respite care YNFMT

np2F14b_o (np2F14b_o) Youth currently receives financial aid YNFMT

np2F14b_p (np2F14b_p) Youth currently receives other services YNFMT

np2F14c_a (np2F14c_a) Family or youth pays for speech or language therapy YNFMT

np2F14c_b (np2F14c_b) Family or youth pays for audiology services YNFMT

np2F14c_c (np2F14c_c) Family or youth pays for mental health services YNFMT

np2F14c_d (np2F14c_d) Family or youth pays for physical therapy YNFMT

np2F14c_e (np2F14c_e) Family or youth pays for social work services YNFMT
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np2F14c_f (np2F14c_f) Family or youth pays for occupational therapy YNFMT

np2F14c_g (np2F14c_g) Family or youth pays for orientation/mobility services YNFMT

np2F14c_h (np2F14c_h) Family or youth pays for medical services YNFMT

np2F14c_i (np2F14c_i) Family or youth pays for personal assistant/aide YNFMT

np2F14c_j (np2F14c_j) Family or youth pays for reader or interpreter YNFMT

np2F14c_k (np2F14c_k) Family or youth pays for nursing care YNFMT

np2F14c_L (np2F14c_L) Family or youth pays for assistive technology/device YNFMT

np2F14c_m (np2F14c_m) Family or youth pays for transportation services YNFMT

np2F14c_n (np2F14c_n) Family or youth pays for respite care YNFMT

np2F14c_o (np2F14c_o) Family or youth pays for financial aid YNFMT

np2F14c_p (np2F14c_p) Family or youth pays for other services YNFMT

np2F14d (np2F14d) Overall youth is getting enough services YNFMT

np2F14e (np2F14e) Youth needs services other than those currently receiving YNFMT

np2F14f_a (np2F14f_a) Youth needs speech or language therapy MULTFMT

np2F14f_b (np2F14f_b) Youth needs audiology services MULTFMT

np2F14f_c (np2F14f_c) Youth needs psychological or mental health services MULTFMT

np2F14f_d (np2F14f_d) Youth needs physical therapy MULTFMT

np2F14f_e (np2F14f_e) Youth needs social work services MULTFMT

np2F14f_f (np2F14f_f) Youth needs occupational therapy or life skills MULTFMT

np2F14f_g (np2F14f_g) Youth needs orientation and mobility services MULTFMT

np2F14f_h (np2F14f_h) Youth needs medical services for diagnosis MULTFMT

np2F14f_i (np2F14f_i) Youth needs a personal assistant MULTFMT

np2F14f_j (np2F14f_j) Youth needs a reader or interpreter MULTFMT

np2F14f_k (np2F14f_k) Youth needs nursing care MULTFMT

np2F14f_l (np2F14f_l) Youth needs assistive technology services MULTFMT

np2F14f_m (np2F14f_m) Youth needs transportation services MULTFMT

np2F14f_n (np2F14f_n) Youth needs respite care MULTFMT

np2F14f_o (np2F14f_o) Youth needs financial aid MULTFMT

np2F14f_p (np2F14f_p) Youth needs other services MULTFMT

np2F14f_q (np2F14f_q) Youth does not need any services MULTFMT

np2F14g_a (np2F14g_a) Family or youth tried to get speech or language therapy YNFMT

np2F14g_b (np2F14g_b) Family or youth tried to get audiology services YNFMT

np2F14g_c (np2F14g_c) Family or youth tried to get mental health services YNFMT

np2F14g_d (np2F14g_d) Family or youth tried to get physical therapy YNFMT
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np2F14g_e (np2F14g_e) Family or youth tried to get social work services YNFMT

np2F14g_f (np2F14g_f) Family or youth tried to get occupational therapy YNFMT

np2F14g_g (np2F14g_g) Family or youth tried to get orientation/mobility services YNFMT

np2F14g_h (np2F14g_h) Family or youth tried to get medical services YNFMT

np2F14g_I (np2F14g_I) Family or youth tried to get personal assistant/aide YNFMT

np2F14g_j (np2F14g_j) Family or youth tried to get reader or interpreter YNFMT

np2F14g_k (np2F14g_k) Family or youth tried to get nursing care YNFMT

np2F14g_l (np2F14g_l) Family or youth tried to get assistive technology/device YNFMT

np2F14g_m (np2F14g_m) Family or youth tried to get transportation YNFMT

np2F14g_n (np2F14g_n) Family or youth tried to get respite care YNFMT

np2F14g_o (np2F14g_o) Family or youth tried to get financial aid YNFMT

np2F14g_p (np2F14g_p) Family or youth tried to get other services YNFMT

np2F14h_a (np2F14h_a) Youth on waiting list for speech or language therapy YNFMT

np2F14h_b (np2F14h_b) Youth on waiting list for audiology services YNFMT

np2F14h_c (np2F14h_c) Youth on waiting list for mental health services YNFMT

np2F14h_d (np2F14h_d) Youth on waiting list for physical therapy YNFMT

np2F14h_e (np2F14h_e) Youth on waiting list for social work services YNFMT

np2F14h_f (np2F14h_f) Youth on waiting list for occupational therapy YNFMT

np2F14h_g (np2F14h_g) Youth on waiting list for orientation/mobility services YNFMT

np2F14h_h (np2F14h_h) Youth on waiting list for medical services YNFMT

np2F14h_I (np2F14h_I) Youth on waiting list for a personal assistant/aide YNFMT

np2F14h_j (np2F14h_j) Youth on waiting list for a reader or interpreter YNFMT

np2F14h_k (np2F14h_k) Youth on waiting list for nursing care YNFMT

np2F14h_l (np2F14h_l) Youth on waiting list for assistive technology/device YNFMT

np2F14h_m (np2F14h_m) Youth on waiting list for transportation services YNFMT

np2F14h_n (np2F14h_n) Youth on waiting list for respite care YNFMT

np2F14h_o (np2F14h_o) Youth on waiting list for financial aid YNFMT

np2F14h_p (np2F14h_p) Youth on waiting list for other services YNFMT

np2F15a (np2F15a) Amount of effort for family to get services I2_069F

np2F15b_01 (np2F15b_01) Family learns about services from school MULTFMT

np2F15b_02 (np2F15b_02) Family learns about services from professional consultant MULTFMT

np2F15b_03 (np2F15b_03) Family learns about services from physician MULTFMT

np2F15b_04 (np2F15b_04) Family learns about services from other parents/parent group MULTFMT

np2F15b_05 (np2F15b_05) Family learns about services from family members MULTFMT
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np2F15b_06 (np2F15b_06) Family learns about services from web, computer MULTFMT

np2F15b_07 (np2F15b_07) Family learns about services from trainings, workshops, conferences MULTFMT

np2F15b_08 (np2F15b_08) Family learns about services from newsletters, magazines MULTFMT

np2F15b_09 (np2F15b_09) Family learns about services from other MULTFMT

np2F15b_10 (np2F15b_10) Family learns about svcs from a public or private agency MULTFMT

np2F15c_a (np2F15c_a) Cost of services has been a problem YNFMT

np2F15c_b (np2F15c_b) Where services are provided has been a problem YNFMT

np2F15c_c (np2F15c_c) Services not being available has been a problem YNFMT

np2F15c_d (np2F15c_d) Physical accessibility of services has been a problem YNFMT

np2F15c_e (np2F15c_e) Poor service quality has been a problem YNFMT

np2F15c_f (np2F15c_f) Scheduling conflicts has been a problem YNFMT

np2F15c_g (np2F15c_g) Language problems has been a problem YNFMT

np2F15c_h (np2F15c_h) Lack of time for services has been a problem YNFMT

np2F15c_i (np2F15c_i) Transportation has been a problem YNFMT

np2F15c_j (np2F15c_j) Youth not being eligible has been a problem YNFMT

np2F15c_k (np2F15c_k) Lack of information about services has been a problem YNFMT

np2F15c_L (np2F15c_L) Something else has been a problem YNFMT

np2F16a (np2F16a) Youth has a case manager or service coordinator YNFMT

np2F16b_01 (np2F16b_01) Someone at the school coordinates services MULTFMT

np2F16b_02 (np2F16b_02) A professional outside of school coordinates services MULTFMT

np2F16b_03 (np2F16b_03) You or another family member coordinates services MULTFMT

np2F16b_04 (np2F16b_04) Someone else coordinates services MULTFMT

np2F16c (np2F16c) How useful case management has been I2_009F

np2F16d (np2F16d) Youth is getting enough case management YNFMT

np2F16e (np2F16e) Youth needs a case manager YNFMT

np2F16f (np2F16f) Family tried to get case management service for youth YNFMT

np2F16g (np2F16g) Youth on waiting list to get case management YNFMT

np2F1a_a (np2F1a_a) Youth received speech or language therapy in the past year YNFMT

np2F1a_b (np2F1a_b) Youth received audiology services for hearing in the past year YNFMT

np2F1a_c (np2F1a_c) Youth received mental health services in the past year YNFMT

np2F1a_d (np2F1a_d) Youth received physical therapy in the past year YNFMT

np2F1a_e (np2F1a_e) Youth received social work services in the past year YNFMT

np2F1a_f (np2F1a_f) Youth received life skills therapy/training in the past year YNFMT

np2F1a_g (np2F1a_g) Youth received orientation/mobility services in the past year YNFMT
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np2F1a_h (np2F1a_h) Youth received medical services for diagnosis in the past year YNFMT

np2F1a_i (np2F1a_i) Youth received services from a personal assistant in the past year YNFMT

np2F1a_j (np2F1a_j) Youth received services from a tutor in the past year YNFMT

np2F1a_k (np2F1a_k) Youth received services from a reader or interpreter in the past year YNFMT

np2F1a_L (np2F1a_L) Youth received nursing care in the past year YNFMT

np2F1a_m (np2F1a_m) Youth received assistive technology services in the past year YNFMT

np2F1a_n (np2F1a_n) Youth received transportation services in the past year YNFMT

np2F1a_o (np2F1a_o) Youth received respite care in the past year YNFMT

np2F1a_p (np2F1a_p) Youth received career counseling in the past year YNFMT

np2F1a_q (np2F1a_q) Youth received financial aid in the past year YNFMT

np2F1a_r (np2F1a_r) Youth received other services in the past year YNFMT

np2F1b_a (np2F1b_a) Youth received speech/language therapy through school or district YNFMT

np2F1b_b (np2F1b_b) Youth received audiology services through school or district YNFMT

np2F1b_c (np2F1b_c) Youth received mental health services through school or district YNFMT

np2F1b_d (np2F1b_d) Youth received physical therapy through school or district YNFMT

np2F1b_e (np2F1b_e) Youth received social work services through school or district YNFMT

np2F1b_f (np2F1b_f) Youth received life skills training through school or district YNFMT

np2F1b_g (np2F1b_g) Youth received orientation/mobility training through school or district YNFMT

np2F1b_h (np2F1b_h) Youth received medical services through school or district YNFMT

np2F1b_i (np2F1b_i) Youth received services from a personal assistant through school or district YNFMT

np2F1b_j (np2F1b_j) Youth received services from a tutor through school or district YNFMT

np2F1b_k (np2F1b_k) Youth received services from a reader or interpreter through school or district YNFMT

np2F1b_L (np2F1b_L) Youth received nursing care through school or district YNFMT

np2F1b_m (np2F1b_m) Youth received assistive technology services through school or district YNFMT

np2F1b_n (np2F1b_n) Youth received transportation services through school or district YNFMT

np2F1b_o (np2F1b_o) Youth received respite care through school or district YNFMT

np2F1b_p (np2F1b_p) Youth received career counseling through school or district YNFMT

np2F1b_q (np2F1b_q) Youth received financial aid through school or district YNFMT

np2F1b_r (np2F1b_r) Youth received other services through school or district YNFMT

np2F1c_a (np2F1c_a) Youth currently receives speech/language therapy YNFMT

np2F1c_b (np2F1c_b) Youth currently receives audiology services YNFMT

np2F1c_c (np2F1c_c) Youth currently receives mental health services YNFMT

np2F1c_d (np2F1c_d) Youth currently receives physical therapy YNFMT

np2F1c_e (np2F1c_e) Youth currently receives social work services YNFMT
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np2F1c_f (np2F1c_f) Youth currently receives life skills training YNFMT

np2F1c_g (np2F1c_g) Youth currently receives orientation/mobility training YNFMT

np2F1c_h (np2F1c_h) Youth currently receives medical services YNFMT

np2F1c_i (np2F1c_i) Youth currently receives services from a personal assistant YNFMT

np2F1c_j (np2F1c_j) Youth currently receives services from tutor YNFMT

np2F1c_k (np2F1c_k) Youth currently receives services from a reader or interpreter YNFMT

np2F1c_L (np2F1c_L) Youth currently receives nursing care YNFMT

np2F1c_m (np2F1c_m) Youth currently receives assistive technology services YNFMT

np2F1c_n (np2F1c_n) Youth currently receives transportation services YNFMT

np2F1c_o (np2F1c_o) Youth currently receives respite care YNFMT

np2F1c_p (np2F1c_p) Youth currently receives career counseling YNFMT

np2F1c_q (np2F1c_q) Youth currently receives financial aid YNFMT

np2F1c_r (np2F1c_r) Youth currently receives other service YNFMT

np2F2a (np2F2a) Youth has a case manager or service coordinator YNFMT

np2F2b_01 (np2F2b_01) Someone at the school coordinates services MULTFMT

np2F2b_02 (np2F2b_02) A professional outside of school coordinates services MULTFMT

np2F2b_03 (np2F2b_03) Respondent or another family member coordinates services MULTFMT

np2F2b_04 (np2F2b_04) Someone else coordinates services MULTFMT

np2F3 (np2F3) Overall youth is getting enough services YNFMT

np2F4 (np2F4) How much effort it took to get services I2_069F

np2F5_01 (np2F5_01) Family learns about services from school MULTFMT

np2F5_02 (np2F5_02) Family learns about services from a professional consultant MULTFMT

np2F5_03 (np2F5_03) Family learns about services from a physician MULTFMT

np2F5_04 (np2F5_04) Family learns about services from other parents/parent group MULTFMT

np2F5_05 (np2F5_05) Family learns about services from family members MULTFMT

np2F5_06 (np2F5_06) Family learns about services from web, computer MULTFMT

np2F5_07 (np2F5_07) Family learns about services from newsletters, magazines MULTFMT

np2F5_08 (np2F5_08) Family learns about services from trainings/workshops/conferences MULTFMT

np2F5_09 (np2F5_09) Family learns about services from other source MULTFMT

np2F5_10 (np2F5_10) Family learns about svcs from other private/public agencies MULTFMT

np2F6a (np2F6a) Youth is on a waiting list for services YNFMT

np2F6b_01 (np2F6b_01) Youth is on a waiting list for speech or language therapy MULTFMT

np2F6b_02 (np2F6b_02) Youth is on a waiting list for audiology for hearing problems MULTFMT

np2F6b_03 (np2F6b_03) Youth is on a waiting list for psychological/mental health services MULTFMT
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np2F6b_04 (np2F6b_04) Youth is on a waiting list for physical therapy MULTFMT

np2F6b_05 (np2F6b_05) Youth is on a waiting list for social work services MULTFMT

np2F6b_06 (np2F6b_06) Youth is on a waiting list for occupational/life skills therapy MULTFMT

np2F6b_07 (np2F6b_07) Youth is on a waiting list for orientation and mobility services MULTFMT

np2F6b_08 (np2F6b_08) Youth is on a waiting list for medical for diagnosis/evaluation MULTFMT

np2F6b_09 (np2F6b_09) Youth is on a waiting list for services from a personal assistant MULTFMT

np2F6b_10 (np2F6b_10) Youth is on a waiting list for a tutor MULTFMT

np2F6b_11 (np2F6b_11) Youth is on a waiting list for a reader or interpreter MULTFMT

np2F6b_12 (np2F6b_12) Youth is on a waiting list for nursing care MULTFMT

np2F6b_13 (np2F6b_13) Youth is on a waiting list for assistive technology services/devices MULTFMT

np2F6b_14 (np2F6b_14) Youth is on a waiting list for transportation services MULTFMT

np2F6b_15 (np2F6b_15) Youth is on a waiting list for respite care MULTFMT

np2F6b_16 (np2F6b_16) Youth is on a waiting list for case management services MULTFMT

np2F6b_17 (np2F6b_17) Youth is on a waiting list for other services MULTFMT

np2F6b_18 (np2F6b_18) Residential services (group home, assisted living, etc.) MULTFMT

np2F6b_19 (np2F6b_19) Vocational services MULTFMT

np2F6b_20 (np2F6b_20) Financial assistance (aid, disability waiver, SSI, Medicaid MULTFMT

np2F7a (np2F7a) Cost of services has been a problem YNFMT

np2F7b (np2F7b) Where services are provided has been a problem YNFMT

np2F7c (np2F7c) Services not being available has been a problem YNFMT

np2F7d (np2F7d) Poor service quality has been a problem YNFMT

np2F7e (np2F7e) Scheduling conflicts has been a problem YNFMT

np2F7f (np2F7f) Language problems has been a problem YNFMT

np2F7g (np2F7g) Lack of time for services has been a problem YNFMT

np2F7h (np2F7h) Transportation has been a problem YNFMT

np2F7i (np2F7i) Youth not being eligible has been a problem YNFMT

np2F7j (np2F7j) Physical accessibility has been a problem YNFMT

np2F7k (np2F7k) Getting information has been a problem YNFMT

np2F7L (np2F7L) Something else has been a problem for getting or dealing with services YNFMT

np2F8a (np2F8a) Youth has had career counseling since high school YNFMT

np2F8b_a (np2F8b_a) Since high school youth has had testing to find out interests YNFMT

np2F8b_b (np2F8b_b) Since high school youth has had training in specific job skills YNFMT

np2F8b_c (np2F8b_c) Since high school youth has had training in basic skills YNFMT

np2F8b_d (np2F8b_d) Since high school youth has had career counseling YNFMT
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np2F8b_e (np2F8b_e) Since high school youth has had help in learning to look for a job YNFMT

np2F8b_f (np2F8b_f) Since high school youth has had job shadowing opportunities YNFMT

np2F8b_g (np2F8b_g) Since high school youth has had apprenticeships or internships YNFMT

np2F8b_h (np2F8b_h) Since high school youth has had help in finding a job YNFMT

np2F8b_I (np2F8b_I) Since high school youth has had other services YNFMT

np2F8c_01 (np2F8c_01) Youth had job training from a regular high school MULTFMT

np2F8c_02 (np2F8c_02) Youth had job training from a special school for youth with disabilities MULTFMT

np2F8c_03 (np2F8c_03) Youth had job training from a 4- or 2-year college MULTFMT

np2F8c_04 (np2F8c_04) Youth had job training from business or technical school MULTFMT

np2F8c_05 (np2F8c_05) Youth had job training from a family member or friend MULTFMT

np2F8c_06 (np2F8c_06) Youth had job training from an employer MULTFMT

np2F8c_07 (np2F8c_07) Youth had job training from a vocational Rehabilitation agency MULTFMT

np2F8c_08 (np2F8c_08) Youth had job training from Developmental Disabilities agency MULTFMT

np2F8c_09 (np2F8c_09) Youth had job training from another agency MULTFMT

np2F8c_10 (np2F8c_10) Youth had job training from Goodwill/sheltered workshop MULTFMT

np2F8c_11 (np2F8c_11) Youth had job training from the military MULTFMT

np2F8c_12 (np2F8c_12) Youth had job training from JTPA/Job Corps, etc MULTFMT

np2F8c_13 (np2F8c_13) Youth had job training from a group home MULTFMT

np2F8c_14 (np2F8c_14) Youth had job training from a correctional facility MULTFMT

np2F8c_15 (np2F8c_15) Youth had job training from other source MULTFMT

np2F9a (np2F9a) Youth is currently receiving career counseling YNFMT

np2F9b_a (np2F9b_a) Youth is currently receiving testing for work interests and abilities YNFMT

np2F9b_b (np2F9b_b) Youth is currently receiving training in specific job skills YNFMT

np2F9b_c (np2F9b_c) Youth is currently receiving  training in basic skills YNFMT

np2F9b_d (np2F9b_d) Youth is currently receiving career counseling YNFMT

np2F9b_e (np2F9b_e) Youth is currently receiving help in learning to look for a job YNFMT

np2F9b_f (np2F9b_f) Youth is currently receiving job shadowing opportunities YNFMT

np2F9b_g (np2F9b_g) Youth is currently receiving apprenticeships or internships YNFMT

np2F9b_h (np2F9b_h) Youth is currently receiving help in finding a job YNFMT

np2F9b_I (np2F9b_I) Youth is currently receiving other job training or help YNFMT

np2F9c_01 (np2F9c_01) A regular high school is providing job training MULTFMT

np2F9c_02 (np2F9c_02) A special school for youth with disabilities is providing job training MULTFMT

np2F9c_03 (np2F9c_03) A 4- or 2-year college is providing job training MULTFMT

np2F9c_04 (np2F9c_04) Business or technical school is providing job training MULTFMT
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np2F9c_05 (np2F9c_05) A family member or friend is providing job training MULTFMT

np2F9c_06 (np2F9c_06) Employer is providing job training MULTFMT

np2F9c_07 (np2F9c_07) Vocational Rehabilitation agency is providing job training MULTFMT

np2F9c_08 (np2F9c_08) Developmental Disabilities agency is providing job training MULTFMT

np2F9c_09 (np2F9c_09) Another agency is providing job training MULTFMT

np2F9c_10 (np2F9c_10) Goodwill/sheltered workshop is providing job training MULTFMT

np2F9c_11 (np2F9c_11) The military is providing job training MULTFMT

np2F9c_12 (np2F9c_12) JTPA/Job Corps, etc is providing job training MULTFMT

np2F9c_13 (np2F9c_13) A group home is providing job training MULTFMT

np2F9c_14 (np2F9c_14) Correctional facility is providing job training MULTFMT

np2F9c_15 (np2F9c_15) Another source is providing job training MULTFMT

np2F9d (np2F9d) Family or youth pays for the career counseling or job training I2_070F

np2F9e (np2F9e) Youth is getting enough job training/help YNFMT

np2F9f (np2F9f) Usefulness of job training I2_009F

np2FtPt (np2FtPt) Youth works/worked full- or part-time (in or out of sch) I2_103F

np2G10 (np2G10) Likelihood that youth will live away without supervision I2_008F

np2G11 (np2G11) Likelihood that youth will live away with supervision I2_008F

np2G12a (np2G12a) Likelihood that youth will get a paid job I2_073F

np2G12b (np2G12b) Likelihood that youth will totally support self without financial help I2_008F

np2G1a (np2G1a) How often youth joins group activities without being told I2_005F

np2G1b (np2G1b) How often youth makes friends easily I2_005F

np2G1c (np2G1c) How often youth ends disagreements with you calmly I2_005F

np2G1d (np2G1d) How often youth seems confident in social situation I2_005F

np2G1e (np2G1e) How often youth gets into trouble situations I2_005F

np2G1f (np2G1f) How often youth starts conversations I2_005F

np2G1g (np2G1g) How often youth receives criticism well I2_005F

np2G1h (np2G1h) How often youth behaves poorly at home I2_005F

np2G1i (np2G1i) How often youth controls temper when arguing with peers I2_005F

np2G1j (np2G1j) How often youth works at something until finished I2_005F

np2G1k (np2G1k) How often youth speaks in an appropriate tone at home I2_005F

np2G2a (np2G2a) How good youth is at being well organized I2_006F

np2G2b (np2G2b) How good youth is at performing art I2_006F

np2G2c (np2G2c) How good youth is at creative arts I2_006F

np2G2d (np2G2d) How good youth is at being sensitive to others I2_006F
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np2G2e (np2G2e) How good youth is at mechanical skills I2_006F

np2G2f (np2G2f) How good youth is at using a computer I2_006F

np2G2g (np2G2g) How good youth is at a physical/athletic activity I2_006F

np2G2h (np2G2h) How good youth is at having a sense of humor I2_006F

np2G3a_a (np2G3a_a) How well youth can tell time on clock with hands I2_007F

np2G3a_b (np2G3a_b) How well youth can read/understand common signs I2_007F

np2G3a_c (np2G3a_c) How well youth can count change I2_007F

np2G3a_d (np2G3a_d) How well youth can look up phone numbers/use phone I2_007F

np2G3a_e (np2G3a_e) How well youth can get places outside the home I2_007F

np2G3a_f (np2G3a_f) How well youth can use public transportation I2_007F

np2G3a_g (np2G3a_g) How well youth can buy own clothes at a store I2_007F

np2G3a_h (np2G3a_h) How well youth can arrange a plane or train trip I2_007F

np2G3b_a (np2G3b_a) How often youth fixes own breakfast or lunch I2_004F

np2G3b_b (np2G3b_b) How often youth does laundry I2_004F

np2G3b_c (np2G3b_c) How often youth straightens up own room I2_004F

np2G3b_d (np2G3b_d) How often youth buys a few things at the store I2_004F

np2G4 (np2G4) How often respondent talks to or communicates with youth I2_072F

np2G5 (np2G5) Likelihood that youth will get a high school diploma I2_008F

np2G6 (np2G6) Likelihood that youth will attend school after high school I2_008F

np2G7a (np2G7a) Likelihood that youth will complete technical or trade school I2_008F

np2G7b (np2G7b) Likelihood that youth will graduate from a  2-yr/comm college I2_008F

np2G8a (np2G8a) Likelihood that youth will graduate from 4-yr college I2_008F

np2G9 (np2G9) Likelihood that youth will get drivers license I2_073F

np2H10a (np2H10a) Spouse or partner currently has a paid job YNFMT

np2H10b (np2H10b) Hours per week spouse or partner works for pay I2_150NF

np2H10c (np2H10c) Range of hours per week spouse or partner works for pay I2_078F

np2H11a (np2H11a) Household received TANF/state welfare benefits in the past 2 years YNFMT

np2H11b (np2H11b) Household currently receives TANF/state welfare YNFMT

np2H12a (np2H12a) Household received food stamps in past 2 years YNFMT

np2H12b (np2H12b) Household currently receives food stamps YNFMT

np2H13a (np2H13a) Youth received SSI in the past 2 years YNFMT

np2H13b (np2H13b) Youth currently receives SSI YNFMT

np2H13c (np2H13c) Reason youth no longer receives SSI benefits I2_079F

np2H14a (np2H14a) Household income is above or below $25,000 I2_080F
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np2H14b (np2H14b) Household income categories between $5,000 and $25,000 I2_081F

np2H14c (np2H14c) Household income is above or below $50,000 I2_082F

np2H14Cat (np2H14Cat) Respondent household income categories I_120FMT

np2H14d (np2H14d) Household income categories between $25,001 and $50,000 I2_083F

np2H14Detail (np2H14Detail) Detailed respondent household income ranges I_117FMT

np2H14e (np2H14e) Household income categories of $50,001 and above I2_084F

np2H15 (np2H15) Level of difficulty for youth to arrange transportation I2_085F

np2H16 (np2H16) Household had no phone service within the past 12 months YNFMT

np2H1a (np2H1a) Youth currently lives with respondent YNFMT

np2H1b (np2H1b) Number of people in household I2_151NF

np2H2a (np2H2a) Number younger than 18 in household I2_152NF

np2H2b (np2H2b) Other children in household have a disability YNFMT

np2H3a (np2H3a) Number of adults in household I2_153NF

np2H3b (np2H3b) If any adults in household have a disability YNFMT

np2H4a (np2H4a) A parent or legal guardian lives in the household YNFMT

np2H4b (np2H4b) Mother, father, both parents, or legal guardian lives in household I2_075F

np2H5a (np2H5a) Respondent lives with a partner or spouse YNFMT

np2H5b (np2H5b) Marital status of respondent or partner I_127FMT

np2H6 (np2H6) Respondent/partner/spouse relationship to youth I_128FMT

np2H7 (np2H7) Education level of parent or guardian I2_074F

np2H8a (np2H8a) Parent or guardian currently has a paid job YNFMT

np2H8b (np2H8b) Hours per week parent or guardian works for pay I2_150NF

np2H8c (np2H8c) Range of hours per week parent or guardian works for pay I2_078F

np2H9 (np2H9) Education level of spouse or partner I2_074F

np2HadPdJob (np2HadPdJob) (In- or out-of HS) youth worked for pay other than work around house in the past two years YNFMT

np2HadPdJob_Ever (np2HadPdJob_Ever) Youth has ever worked for pay other than work around house (if reported in any wave) 

(includes in-HS past yr and out-of-HS >= 1 yr)

YNFMT

np2HasJob (np2HasJob) (In- or out-of HS) youth currently has a paid job other than work around house YNFMT

np2HasW1Data (np2HasW1Data) Has Wave 1 data

np2HourlyWage (np2HourlyWage) Hourly pay youth earned at job (in or out of sch) I2_146NF

np2I1a (np2I1a) Youth able to answer questions over phone YNFMT

np2I1a2 (np2I1a2) Respondent permission to interview youth YNFMT

np2I1b (np2I1b) If over 18, youth capable of making decisions I2_086F
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np2I1c (np2I1c) Youth able to answer a written questionnaire YNFMT

np2I1c1 (np2I1c1) Youth able to answer  a written questionnaire YNFMT

np2I1d (np2I1d) Permission to mail questionnaire YNFMT

np2I2a (np2I2a) Youth had job in the past 12 months YNFMT

np2I2b (np2I2b) Youth currently has a paid job YNFMT

np2I3a (np2I3a) Youth^s hourly pay for current job I2_146NF

np2I3b (np2I3b) Hours per week youth usually works I2_148NF

np2I4 (np2I4) Youth belongs to school or other groups YNFMT

np2J1 (np2J1) Youth participated in a school activity outside class in the past 12 months YNFMT

np2J10 (np2J10) How often youth takes part in e-mail, instant messaging, or chat rooms I2_092F

np2J11_01 (np2J11_01) Youth spent time visiting with family members MULTFMT

np2J11_02 (np2J11_02) Youth spent time visiting with friends MULTFMT

np2J11_03 (np2J11_03) Youth spent time doing homework MULTFMT

np2J11_04 (np2J11_04) Youth spent time reading for pleasure MULTFMT

np2J11_05 (np2J11_05) Youth spent time going out on dates MULTFMT

np2J11_06 (np2J11_06) Youth spent time just driving around (friends/alone) MULTFMT

np2J11_07 (np2J11_07) Youth spent time talking with friends on the phone MULTFMT

np2J11_08 (np2J11_08) Youth spent time playing electronic games MULTFMT

np2J11_09 (np2J11_09) Youth spent time using a computer for email/internet/chat rooms MULTFMT

np2J11_10 (np2J11_10) Youth spent time thinking/daydreaming/hanging around house MULTFMT

np2J11_11 (np2J11_11) Youth spent time watching television/video MULTFMT

np2J11_12 (np2J11_12) Youth spent time listening to music MULTFMT

np2J11_13 (np2J11_13) Youth spent time sports/jogging/swimming/biking,etc MULTFMT

np2J11_14 (np2J11_14) Youth spent time shopping/hanging out at the mall MULTFMT

np2J11_15 (np2J11_15) Youth spent time hanging out somewhere else/doing nothing MULTFMT

np2J11_16 (np2J11_16) Youth spent time household chores, cooking, gardening MULTFMT

np2J11_17 (np2J11_17) Youth spent time doing other activities MULTFMT

np2J11_18 (np2J11_18) Youth spent time doing hobbies/special interests MULTFMT

np2J11_19 (np2J11_19) Youth spent time doing organized activities in groups or alone MULTFMT

np2J11_20 (np2J11_20) Youth spent time attending entertainment/events MULTFMT

np2J11_21 (np2J11_21) Youth spent time playing (alone or unspecified with whom) MULTFMT

np2J11_22 (np2J11_22) Youth spent time looking for a job or preparing/applying to college MULTFMT

np2J12 (np2J12) How many hours per week youth watches TV or videos I2_154NF

np2J13 (np2J13) Youth has a drivers license or permit YNFMT
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np2J14a (np2J14a) Youth gets allowance or other money to spend YNFMT

np2J14b_a (np2J14b_a) Youth has a savings account YNFMT

np2J14b_b (np2J14b_b) Youth has a checking account where write checks YNFMT

np2J14b_c (np2J14b_c) Youth has credit cards/charge account in own name YNFMT

np2J15a (np2J15a) Youth has been arrested in past 2 years YNFMT

np2J15b (np2J15b) Youth has been in jail overnight past 2 years YNFMT

np2J15c (np2J15c) Youth has been on probation/parole past 2 years YNFMT

np2J15d (np2J15d) Youth has been stopped/questioned by police past 2 year YNFMT

np2J16 (np2J16) Youth is registered to vote YNFMT

np2J2 (np2J2) Youth participated in an out-of-school group activity past 12 months YNFMT

np2J3 (np2j3) Youth belongs to a group for youth with special needs YNFMT

np2J3a_01 (np2J3a_01) Youth participated in scouting MULTFMT

np2J3a_02 (np2J3a_02) Youth participated in a religious group MULTFMT

np2J3a_03 (np2J3a_03) Youth participated in YMCA/YWCA/JCC club/boys-girls clubs MULTFMT

np2J3a_04 (np2J3a_04) Youth participated in a sports team MULTFMT

np2J3a_05 (np2J3a_05) Youth participated in special olympics MULTFMT

np2J3a_06 (np2J3a_06) Youth participated in a 4-h club MULTFMT

np2J3a_07 (np2J3a_07) Youth participated in a special interest club MULTFMT

np2J3a_08 (np2J3a_08) Youth participated in a performing group MULTFMT

np2J3a_09 (np2J3a_09) Youth participated in student government MULTFMT

np2J3a_10 (np2J3a_10) Youth participated in a school subject matter club MULTFMT

np2J3a_11 (np2J3a_11) Youth participated in a volunteer service group MULTFMT

np2J3a_12 (np2J3a_12) Youth participated in a disability-oriented  advocacy group MULTFMT

np2J3a_13 (np2J3a_13) Youth participated in a cultural affinity group MULTFMT

np2J3a_14 (np2J3a_14) Youth participated in a homework club MULTFMT

np2J3a_15 (np2J3a_15) Youth participated in a leadership/youth development club MULTFMT

np2J3a_16 (np2J3a_16) Youth participated in vocational clubs MULTFMT

np2J3a_17 (np2J3a_17) Youth participated in a after-school care center MULTFMT

np2J3a_18 (np2J3a_18) Youth participated in another group MULTFMT

np2J3b (np2J3b) Group included only youth w/special needs YNFMT

np2J3c (np2J3c) How many groups included only those with special need I2_089F

np2J4 (np2J4) Youth did volunteer or community service in the past 12 months YNFMT

np2J5 (np2J5) Youth took out-of-school lessons or classes past 12 months YNFMT

np2J6 (np2J6) How often youth got together with friends in the past 12 months I2_090F
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np2J7 (np2J7) Youth  invited to a social activity in the past 12 months YNFMT

np2J8 (np2J8) How often friends called on phone in the past 12 months I2_091F

np2J9a1_a (np2J9a1_a) Youth uses a computer for homework/school assignments YNFMT

np2J9a1_b (np2J9a1_b) Youth uses a computer for playing games YNFMT

np2J9a1_c (np2J9a1_c) Youth uses a computer for the internet YNFMT

np2J9a2_a (np2J9a2_a) Youth knows how use a computer for homework/school assignments YNFMT

np2J9a2_b (np2J9a2_b) Youth knows how use a computer for playing games YNFMT

np2J9a2_c (np2J9a2_c) Youth knows how use a computer for the internet YNFMT

np2J9b_a (np2J9b_a) Youth knows how use a computer for mail or instant messaging YNFMT

np2J9b_b (np2J9b_b) Youth knows how use a computer for taking part in chat rooms YNFMT

np2K1 (np2K1) How well youth has gotten along with students at school I2_093F

np2K2 (np2K2) How well youth has gotten along with teachers at school I2_093F

np2K3a (np2K3a) School is challenging for youth I2_003F

np2K3b (np2K3b) Youth enjoys school I2_003F

np2K3c (np2K3c) Adult at the school who knows and cares about youth I2_003F

np2K3d (np2K3d) School is good at meeting individual needs of youth I2_003F

np2K3e (np2K3e) Youth is getting support/services needed to do well I2_003F

np2K4a (np2K4a) Youth had things stolen from school YNFMT

np2K4b (np2K4b) Youth has been bullied or picked at/to/from school YNFMT

np2K4c (np2K4c) Youth bullied or picked on other students YNFMT

np2K4d (np2K4d) Youth has been teased or called names at school YNFMT

np2K4e (np2K4e) Youth has been attacked/in fights at/to/from school YNFMT

np2K5a (np2K5a) Since HS youth has taken classes/tests for GED/diploma YNFMT

np2K5b (np2K5b) Youth received a high school diploma/GED YNFMT

np2K5c (np2K5c) Youth is currently taking class to earn HS diploma YNFMT

np2K5d (np2K5d) Youth earned a diploma or a certificate I2_051F

np2K6a (np2K6a) Number of months between high school and starting 2-year college I2_147NF

np2K6b_01 (np2K6b_01) Why left 2-yr/comm coll: completed program/received degree MULTFMT

np2K6b_02 (np2K6b_02) Why left 2-yr/comm coll: finished classes wanted/needed MULTFMT

np2K6b_03 (np2K6b_03) Why left 2-yr/comm coll: changed schools MULTFMT

np2K6b_04 (np2K6b_04) Why left 2-yr/comm coll: transportation problems MULTFMT

np2K6b_05 (np2K6b_05) Why left 2-yr/comm coll: did not get services needed MULTFMT

np2K6b_06 (np2K6b_06) Why left 2-yr/comm coll: too expensive/could not afford it MULTFMT

np2K6b_07 (np2K6b_07) Why left 2-yr/comm coll: did not have time/schedule conflicts MULTFMT
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np2K6b_08 (np2K6b_08) Why left 2-yr/comm coll: poor grades/not doing well in school MULTFMT

np2K6b_09 (np2K6b_09) Why left 2-yr/comm coll: did not like school MULTFMT

np2K6b_10 (np2K6b_10) Why left 2-yr/comm coll: wanted/needed to find a job MULTFMT

np2K6b_11 (np2K6b_11) Why left 2-yr/comm coll: offered a job/chose to work MULTFMT

np2K6b_12 (np2K6b_12) Why left 2-yr/comm coll: wanted to enter military MULTFMT

np2K6b_13 (np2K6b_13) Why left 2-yr/comm coll: did not get into wanted program MULTFMT

np2K6b_14 (np2K6b_14) Why left 2-yr/comm coll: illness/disability/ too sick to go MULTFMT

np2K6b_15 (np2K6b_15) Why left 2-yr/comm coll: got married MULTFMT

np2K6b_16 (np2K6b_16) Why left 2-yr/comm coll: got pregnant or had a child MULTFMT

np2K6b_17 (np2K6b_17) Why left 2-yr/comm coll: moved MULTFMT

np2K6b_18 (np2K6b_18) Why left 2-yr/comm coll: school too dangerous MULTFMT

np2K6b_19 (np2K6b_19) Why left 2-yr/comm coll: wanted to travel MULTFMT

np2K6b_20 (np2K6b_20) Why left 2-yr/comm coll: friends not in school/dropping out MULTFMT

np2K6b_21 (np2K6b_21) Why left 2-yr/comm coll: could not get along with teachers MULTFMT

np2K6b_22 (np2K6b_22) Why left 2-yr/comm coll: could not get along with other students MULTFMT

np2K6b_23 (np2K6b_23) Why left 2-yr/comm coll: could not get childcare MULTFMT

np2K6b_24 (np2K6b_24) Why left 2-yr/comm coll: parents/family did not want youth to go MULTFMT

np2K6b_25 (np2K6b_25) Why left 2-yr/comm coll: of other reason MULTFMT

np2K6b_26 (np2K6b_26) Why left 2-yr/comm coll: summer school MULTFMT

np2K6b_att (np2K6b_att) Current attendance status of youth who have attended 2-year/community college in the past 2 years I3_025F

np2K6b_K7b_K8b_01 (np2K6b_K7b_K8b_01) Why left postsecondary: youth graduated/completed program MULTFMT

np2K6b_K7b_K8b_02 (np2K6b_K7b_K8b_02) Why left postsecondary: youth finished the classes he/she wanted/needed to take MULTFMT

np2K6b_K7b_K8b_03 (np2K6b_K7b_K8b_03) Why left postsecondary: youth changed schools MULTFMT

np2K6b_K7b_K8b_04 (np2K6b_K7b_K8b_04) Why left postsecondary: youth had transportation problems MULTFMT

np2K6b_K7b_K8b_05 (np2K6b_K7b_K8b_05) Why left postsecondary: youth did not get services needed MULTFMT

np2K6b_K7b_K8b_06 (np2K6b_K7b_K8b_06) Why left postsecondary: it was too expensive/could not afford it MULTFMT

np2K6b_K7b_K8b_07 (np2K6b_K7b_K8b_07) Why left postsecondary: youth did not have time/ schedule conflicts/ conflicted with other 

demands

MULTFMT

np2K6b_K7b_K8b_08 (np2K6b_K7b_K8b_08) Why left postsecondary: youth had poor grades/not doing well in school MULTFMT

np2K6b_K7b_K8b_09 (np2K6b_K7b_K8b_09) Why left postsecondary: youth did not like school MULTFMT

np2K6b_K7b_K8b_10 (np2K6b_K7b_K8b_10) Why left postsecondary: youth wanted/needed to find a job MULTFMT

np2K6b_K7b_K8b_11 (np2K6b_K7b_K8b_11) Why left postsecondary: &Ywas offered a job/chose to work MULTFMT
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np2K6b_K7b_K8b_12 (np2K6b_K7b_K8b_12) Why left postsecondary: youth wanted to enter military MULTFMT

np2K6b_K7b_K8b_13 (np2K6b_K7b_K8b_13) Why left postsecondary: youth did not get into the program he/she wanted MULTFMT

np2K6b_K7b_K8b_14 (np2K6b_K7b_K8b_14) Why left postsecondary: illness/disability/too sick to go MULTFMT

np2K6b_K7b_K8b_15 (np2K6b_K7b_K8b_15) Why left postsecondary: youth got married MULTFMT

np2K6b_K7b_K8b_16 (np2K6b_K7b_K8b_16) Why left postsecondary: youth got pregnant or had a child MULTFMT

np2K6b_K7b_K8b_17 (np2K6b_K7b_K8b_17) Why left postsecondary: youth moved MULTFMT

np2K6b_K7b_K8b_18 (np2K6b_K7b_K8b_18) Why left postsecondary: school was too dangerous MULTFMT

np2K6b_K7b_K8b_19 (np2K6b_K7b_K8b_19) Why left postsecondary: youth wanted to travel MULTFMT

np2K6b_K7b_K8b_20 (np2K6b_K7b_K8b_20) Why left postsecondary: friends were not in school/were dropping out MULTFMT

np2K6b_K7b_K8b_21 (np2K6b_K7b_K8b_21) Why left postsecondary: youth could not get along with teachers MULTFMT

np2K6b_K7b_K8b_22 (np2K6b_K7b_K8b_22) Why left postsecondary: youth could not get along with other students MULTFMT

np2K6b_K7b_K8b_23 (np2K6b_K7b_K8b_23) Why left postsecondary: youth could not get childcare MULTFMT

np2K6b_K7b_K8b_24 (np2K6b_K7b_K8b_24) Why left postsecondary: parents/family did not want youth to go MULTFMT

np2K6b_K7b_K8b_25 (np2K6b_K7b_K8b_25) Why left postsecondary: other reasons MULTFMT

np2K6b_K7b_K8b_26 (np2K6b_K7b_K8b_26) Why left postsecondary: summer school MULTFMT

np2K6b_K7b_K8b_att (np2K6b_K7b_K8b_att) Current attendance status of youth who have attended postsecondary institution in the past 

2 years

I3_025F

np2K6b1 (np2K6b1) Left 2-year/community college because graduated or other reason I3_001F

np2K6b1_K7b1_K8b1 (np2K6b1_K7b1_K8b1) Left postsecondary institution because graduated or other reason I3_001F

np2K6c (np2K6c) Enrolled in 2-yr steadily or off and on during school year I2_094F

np2K6d (np2K6d) Going 2-year/comm college full or part time I2_095F

np2K6d_K7c_K8d (np2K6d_K7c_K8d) Attends postsec full or part time I2_095F

np2K6e (np2K6e) Taken mostly vocational or academic courses in 2-year I2_096F

np2K6f_01 (np2K6f_01) Trained at 2-yr/comm coll for agriculture/groundskeeping/horticulture MULTFMT

np2K6f_02 (np2K6f_02) Trained at 2-yr/comm coll for animal care (eg, veterinary helper) MULTFMT

np2K6f_03 (np2K6f_03) Trained at 2-yr/comm coll for arts/drama/dance/music/graphic design MULTFMT

np2K6f_04 (np2K6f_04) Trained at 2-yr/comm coll for communications/journalism/tv/radio MULTFMT

np2K6f_05 (np2K6f_05) Trained at 2-yr/comm coll for business MULTFMT

np2K6f_06 (np2K6f_06) Trained at 2-yr/comm coll for child care, early childhood education MULTFMT

np2K6f_07 (np2K6f_07) Trained at 2-yr/comm coll for clerical MULTFMT

np2K6f_08 (np2K6f_08) Trained at 2-yr/comm coll for computer support MULTFMT

np2K6f_09 (np2K6f_09) Trained at 2-yr/comm coll for education, teaching, tutoring MULTFMT

np2K6f_10 (np2K6f_10) Trained at 2-yr/comm coll for engineering MULTFMT

np2K6f_11 (np2K6f_11) Trained at 2-yr/comm coll for financial services MULTFMT
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np2K6f_12 (np2K6f_12) Trained at 2-yr/comm coll for food service, restaurant management MULTFMT

np2K6f_13 (np2K6f_13) Trained at 2-yr/comm coll for health care MULTFMT

np2K6f_14 (np2K6f_14) Trained at 2-yr/comm coll for marketing, advertising MULTFMT

np2K6f_15 (np2K6f_15) Trained at 2-yr/comm coll for mechanics (auto, machinery repair) MULTFMT

np2K6f_16 (np2K6f_16) Trained at 2-yr/comm coll for police science, criminal justice MULTFMT

np2K6f_17 (np2K6f_17) Trained at 2-yr/comm coll for retail sales MULTFMT

np2K6f_18 (np2K6f_18) Trained at 2-yr/comm coll for skilled crafts MULTFMT

np2K6f_19 (np2K6f_19) Trained at 2-yr/comm coll for other type of job MULTFMT

np2K6h (np2K6h) Youth ever gets help with school work at 2-year/community college YNFMT

np2K6h_K7e_K8f (np2K6h_K7e_K8f) Ever received help with school work from postsec YNFMT

np2K6i (np2K6i) 2-year/community college aware that youth has a disability I2_097F

np2K6i_K7f_K8g (np2K6i_K7f_K8g) Postsec aware of disability/special need I2_097F

np2K6j (np2K6j) Receives services or accommodations from 2-year/community college YNFMT

np2K6j_K7g_K8h (np2K6j_K7g_K8h) Received svcs/accommodations from postsec YNFMT

np2K6k (np2K6k) Youth asked for any services or accommodations from 2-yr/community college YNFMT

np2K6L_01 (np2K6L_01) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: more time in taking tests MULTFMT

np2K6L_02 (np2K6L_02) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: tests/other materials read to youth MULTFMT

np2K6L_03 (np2K6L_03) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: different tests MULTFMT

np2K6L_04 (np2K6L_04) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: different grading standards MULTFMT

np2K6L_05 (np2K6L_05) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: different setting to take tests MULTFMT

np2K6L_06 (np2K6L_06) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: instructions in sign/manual communication MULTFMT

np2K6L_07 (np2K6L_07) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: scribe to record answers MULTFMT

np2K6L_08 (np2K6L_08) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: additional time to finish assignments MULTFMT

np2K6L_09 (np2K6L_09) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: different assignments MULTFMT

np2K6L_10 (np2K6L_10) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: large print or braille materials MULTFMT

np2K6L_11 (np2K6L_11) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: books on tape MULTFMT

np2K6L_12 (np2K6L_12) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: use of computer/spell checker in class MULTFMT

np2K6L_13 (np2K6L_13) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: computer software for students w/disabilities MULTFMT

np2K6L_14 (np2K6L_14) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: computer hardware adapted for needs of student MULTFMT

np2K6L_15 (np2K6L_15) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: special use of calculator MULTFMT

np2K6L_16 (np2K6L_16) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: a reader or interpreter MULTFMT

np2K6L_17 (np2K6L_17) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: note taker in class MULTFMT

np2K6L_18 (np2K6L_18) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: personal aide/instructional assistant in class MULTFMT

np2K6L_19 (np2K6L_19) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: tutor MULTFMT
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np2K6L_20 (np2K6L_20) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: support person to monitor academic progress MULTFMT

np2K6L_21 (np2K6L_21) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: behavior management program MULTFMT

np2K6L_22 (np2K6L_22) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: help with learning strategies/study skills MULTFMT

np2K6L_23 (np2K6L_23) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: support group for students with disabilities MULTFMT

np2K6L_24 (np2K6L_24) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: early registration MULTFMT

np2K6L_25 (np2K6L_25) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: physical changes to classroom/special desks MULTFMT

np2K6L_26 (np2K6L_26) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: changes to equipment MULTFMT

np2K6L_27 (np2K6L_27) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: transportation assistance MULTFMT

np2K6L_28 (np2K6L_28) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: housing assistance MULTFMT

np2K6L_29 (np2K6L_29) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: orientation and mobility services MULTFMT

np2K6L_30 (np2K6L_30) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: social activities for students with disabilities MULTFMT

np2K6L_31 (np2K6L_31) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: food service arrangements/accommodations MULTFMT

np2K6L_32 (np2K6L_32) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: medical supports MULTFMT

np2K6L_33 (np2K6L_33) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: psychological or mental health services or counseling MULTFMT

np2K6L_34 (np2K6L_34) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: social work services MULTFMT

np2K6L_35 (np2K6L_35) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: occupational therapy or life skills training MULTFMT

np2K6L_36 (np2K6L_36) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: service coordination or case management MULTFMT

np2K6L_37 (np2K6L_37) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: childcare MULTFMT

np2K6L_38 (np2K6L_38) Svcs/accom from 2-yr/comm coll: other help MULTFMT

np2K6L2_01 (np2k6L2_01) Types of accomm from 2-yr: testing accommodations MULTFMT

np2K6L2_02 (np2k6L2_02) Types of accomm from 2-yr: assignment accommodations MULTFMT

np2K6L2_03 (np2k6L2_03) Types of accomm from 2-yr: materials technology adaptions MULTFMT

np2K6L2_04 (np2k6L2_04) Types of accomm from 2-yr: human aides MULTFMT

np2K6L2_05 (np2k6L2_05) Types of accomm from 2-yr: out of class learning supports MULTFMT

np2K6L2_06 (np2k6L2_06) Types of accomm from 2-yr: physical adaptions in classroom MULTFMT

np2K6L2_07 (np2k6L2_07) Types of accomm from 2-yr: independent living supports MULTFMT

np2K6L2_08 (np2k6L2_08) Types of accomm from 2-yr: therapies MULTFMT

np2K6L2_09 (np2k6L2_09) Types of accomm from 2-yr: service coordination/case management MULTFMT

np2K6L2_10 (np2k6L2_10) Types of accomm from 2-yr: child care MULTFMT

np2K6L2_11 (np2k6L2_11) Types of accomm from 2-yr: other accommodations MULTFMT

np2K6m1 (np2K6m1) Youth gotten any services or help on own besides what 2-yr/comm coll had available YNFMT

np2K6m2 (np2K6m2) Youth gotten a diploma from 2 yr/comm college YNFMT
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np2K6m2_K7j2_K8k_out (np2K6m2_K7j2_K8k_out) Youth graduated/got a diploma or certificate from postsecondary institution if no longer 

attending

YNFMT

np2K6m2_out (np2K6m2_out) Youth graduated/got a diploma or certificate from 2-year/community college if no longer attending YNFMT

np2K6n (np2K6n) Youth working toward diploma from 2-year/community college YNFMT

np2K7a (np2K7a) Number of months between high school and starting voc/tech school I2_147NF

np2K7b_01 (np2K7b_01) Left voc/tech because completed program/received degree MULTFMT

np2K7b_02 (np2K7b_02) Left voc/tech because finished classes wanted/needed MULTFMT

np2K7b_03 (np2K7b_03) Left voc/tech because changed schools MULTFMT

np2K7b_04 (np2K7b_04) Left voc/tech because transportation problems MULTFMT

np2K7b_05 (np2K7b_05) Left voc/tech because did not get services needed MULTFMT

np2K7b_06 (np2K7b_06) Left voc/tech because too expensive/could not afford it MULTFMT

np2K7b_07 (np2K7b_07) Left voc/tech because did not have time/schedule conflicts MULTFMT

np2K7b_08 (np2K7b_08) Left voc/tech because poor grades/not doing well in school MULTFMT

np2K7b_09 (np2K7b_09) Left voc/tech because did not like school MULTFMT

np2K7b_10 (np2K7b_10) Left voc/tech because wanted/needed to find a job MULTFMT

np2K7b_11 (np2K7b_11) Left voc/tech because offered a job/chose to work MULTFMT

np2K7b_12 (np2K7b_12) Left voc/tech because wanted to enter military MULTFMT

np2K7b_13 (np2K7b_13) Left voc/tech because did not get into program wanted MULTFMT

np2K7b_14 (np2K7b_14) Left voc/tech because illness/disability/ too sick to go MULTFMT

np2K7b_15 (np2K7b_15) Left voc/tech because got married MULTFMT

np2K7b_16 (np2K7b_16) Left voc/tech because got pregnant or had a child MULTFMT

np2K7b_17 (np2K7b_17) Left voc/tech because moved MULTFMT

np2K7b_18 (np2K7b_18) Left voc/tech because school too dangerous MULTFMT

np2K7b_19 (np2K7b_19) Left voc/tech because wanted to travel MULTFMT

np2K7b_20 (np2K7b_20) Left voc/tech because friends not in school/dropping out MULTFMT

np2K7b_21 (np2K7b_21) Left voc/tech because could not get along with teachers MULTFMT

np2K7b_22 (np2K7b_22) Left voc/tech because could not get along with other students MULTFMT

np2K7b_23 (np2K7b_23) Left voc/tech because could not get childcare MULTFMT

np2K7b_24 (np2K7b_24) Left voc/tech because parents/family did not want youth to go MULTFMT

np2K7b_25 (np2K7b_25) Left voc/tech because of other reason MULTFMT

np2K7b_26 (np2K7b_26) Left voc/tech because summer school MULTFMT

np2K7b_att (np2K7b_att) Current attendance status of youth who have attended voc/tech in the past 2 years I3_025F

np2K7b1 (np2K7b1) Left voc/tech because graduated or other reason I3_001F
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np2K7c (np2K7c) Youth attending voc/tech school full or part time I2_095F

np2K7d_01 (np2K7d_01) Youth trained at voc/tech for agriculture, groundskeeping, horticulture MULTFMT

np2K7d_02 (np2K7d_02) Youth trained at voc/tech for animal care - eg, veterinary helper MULTFMT

np2K7d_03 (np2K7d_03) Youth trained at voc/tech for arts, drama, dance, music, graphic design/arts, fashion design MULTFMT

np2K7d_04 (np2K7d_04) Youth trained at voc/tech for communications, journalism, tv/radio, entertainment industry MULTFMT

np2K7d_05 (np2K7d_05) Youth trained at voc/tech for business MULTFMT

np2K7d_06 (np2K7d_06) Youth trained at voc/tech for child care, early childhood education MULTFMT

np2K7d_07 (np2K7d_07) Youth trained at voc/tech for clerical - eg, filing, receptionist, secretary, typist MULTFMT

np2K7d_08 (np2K7d_08) Youth trained at voc/tech for computer support - eg, data entry, programming, web page development MULTFMT

np2K7d_09 (np2K7d_09) Youth trained at voc/tech for education, teaching, tutoring MULTFMT

np2K7d_10 (np2K7d_10) Youth trained at voc/tech for engineering (electrical, mechanical, chemical, materials) MULTFMT

np2K7d_11 (np2K7d_11) Youth trained at voc/tech for financial services MULTFMT

np2K7d_12 (np2K7d_12) Youth trained at voc/tech for food service, restaurant management MULTFMT

np2K7d_13 (np2K7d_13) Youth trained at voc/tech for health care - personal care attendant, nurses aide MULTFMT

np2K7d_14 (np2K7d_14) Youth trained at voc/tech for marketing, advertising MULTFMT

np2K7d_15 (np2K7d_15) Youth trained at voc/tech for mechanics (auto, machinery repair) MULTFMT

np2K7d_16 (np2K7d_16) Youth trained at voc/tech for personal services (beautician, manicurist, masseuse MULTFMT

np2K7d_17 (np2K7d_17) Youth trained at voc/tech for police science, criminal justice MULTFMT

np2K7d_18 (np2K7d_18) Youth trained at voc/tech for retail sales MULTFMT

np2K7d_19 (np2K7d_19) Youth trained at voc/tech for skilled crafts (plumbing, electrical work, carpentry) MULTFMT

np2K7d_20 (np2K7d_20) Youth trained at voc/tech for other vocation MULTFMT

np2K7e (np2K7e) Youth ever gets help with schoolwork at voc/tech school YNFMT

np2K7f (np2K7f) Voc/tech school is aware that youth has a disability I2_097F

np2K7g (np2K7g) Youth received any services from voc/tech school YNFMT

np2K7h (np2K7h) Youth applied for any services from voc/tech school YNFMT

np2K7i_01 (np2K7i_01) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: more time in taking tests MULTFMT

np2K7i_02 (np2K7i_02) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: tests/other materials read to youth MULTFMT

np2K7i_03 (np2K7i_03) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: different tests MULTFMT

np2K7i_04 (np2K7i_04) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: different grading standards MULTFMT

np2K7i_05 (np2K7i_05) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: different setting to take tests MULTFMT
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np2K7i_06 (np2K7i_06) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: instructions in sign/manual communication MULTFMT

np2K7i_07 (np2K7i_07) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: scribe to record answers MULTFMT

np2K7i_08 (np2K7i_08) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: additional time to finish assignments MULTFMT

np2K7i_09 (np2K7i_09) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: different assignments MULTFMT

np2K7i_10 (np2K7i_10) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: large print or braille materials MULTFMT

np2K7i_11 (np2K7i_11) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: books on tape MULTFMT

np2K7i_12 (np2K7i_12) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: use of computer/spell checker in class MULTFMT

np2K7i_13 (np2K7i_13) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: computer software for students w/disabilities MULTFMT

np2K7i_14 (np2K7i_14) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: computer hardware adapted for needs of student MULTFMT

np2K7i_15 (np2K7i_15) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: special use of calculator MULTFMT

np2K7i_16 (np2K7i_16) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: a reader or interpreter MULTFMT

np2K7i_17 (np2K7i_17) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: note taker in class MULTFMT

np2K7i_18 (np2K7i_18) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: personal aide/instructional assistant in class MULTFMT

np2K7i_19 (np2K7i_19) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: Tutor MULTFMT

np2K7i_20 (np2K7i_20) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: support person to monitor academic progress MULTFMT

np2K7i_21 (np2K7i_21) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: behavior management program MULTFMT

np2K7i_22 (np2K7i_22) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: help with learning strategies/study skills MULTFMT

np2K7i_23 (np2K7i_23) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: support group for students with disabilities MULTFMT

np2K7i_24 (np2K7i_24) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: early registration MULTFMT

np2K7i_25 (np2K7i_25) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: physical changes to classroom/special desks MULTFMT

np2K7i_26 (np2K7i_26) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: changes to equipment MULTFMT

np2K7i_27 (np2K7i_27) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: transportation assistance MULTFMT

np2K7i_28 (np2K7i_28) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: housing assistance MULTFMT

np2K7i_29 (np2K7i_29) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: orientation and mobility services MULTFMT

np2K7i_30 (np2K7i_30) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: social activities for students with disabilities MULTFMT

np2K7i_31 (np2K7i_31) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: food service arrangements/accommodations MULTFMT

np2K7i_32 (np2K7i_32) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: medical supports MULTFMT

np2K7i_33 (np2K7i_33) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: psychological or mental health services or counseling MULTFMT

np2K7i_34 (np2K7i_34) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: social work services MULTFMT

np2K7i_35 (np2K7i_35) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: occupational therapy or life skills training MULTFMT

np2K7i_36 (np2K7i_36) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: service coordination or case management MULTFMT

np2K7i_37 (np2K7i_37) Svc/Accom at voc/tech: childcare MULTFMT

np2K7i_38 (np2K7i_38) Svc/Accom at voc/tech:  other service or accommodation MULTFMT

np2K7i2_01 (np2K7i2_01) Types of accomm from voc: testing accommodations MULTFMT
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np2K7i2_02 (np2K7i2_02) Types of accomm from voc: assignment accommodations MULTFMT

np2K7i2_03 (np2K7i2_03) Types of accomm from voc: materials technology adaptions MULTFMT

np2K7i2_04 (np2K7i2_04) Types of accomm from voc: human aides MULTFMT

np2K7i2_05 (np2K7i2_05) Types of accomm from voc: out of class learning supports MULTFMT

np2K7i2_06 (np2K7i2_06) Types of accomm from voc: physical adaptions in classroom MULTFMT

np2K7i2_07 (np2K7i2_07) Types of accomm from voc: independent living supports MULTFMT

np2K7i2_08 (np2K7i2_08) Types of accomm from voc: therapies MULTFMT

np2K7i2_09 (np2K7i2_09) Types of accomm from voc: service coordination/case management MULTFMT

np2K7i2_10 (np2K7i2_10) Types of accomm from voc: child care MULTFMT

np2K7i2_11 (np2K7i2_11) Types of accomm from voc: other accommodations MULTFMT

np2K7j1 (np2K7j1) Youth gotten any services or help on own outside those available from voc/tech school YNFMT

np2K7j2 (np2K7j2) Youth gotten diploma or certificate from technical school YNFMT

np2K7j2_out (np2K7j2_out) Youth graduated/got a diploma or certificate from voc/tech if no longer attending YNFMT

np2K7k (np2K7k) Number of months to receive voc/tech diploma/certificate I2_147NF

np2K7L (np2K7L) Youth working toward another diploma or certificate for this work YNFMT

np2K8a (np2K8a) Number of months between high school and starting 4-year college I2_147NF

np2K8b_01 (np2K8b_01) Left 4-yr because completed program/received degree MULTFMT

np2K8b_02 (np2K8b_02) Left 4-yr because finished classes wanted/needed MULTFMT

np2K8b_03 (np2K8b_03) Left 4-yr because changed schools MULTFMT

np2K8b_04 (np2K8b_04) Left 4-yr because transportation problems MULTFMT

np2K8b_05 (np2K8b_05) Left 4-yr because did not get services needed MULTFMT

np2K8b_06 (np2K8b_06) Left 4-yr because too expensive/could not afford it MULTFMT

np2K8b_07 (np2K8b_07) Left 4-yr because did not have time/schedule conflicts MULTFMT

np2K8b_08 (np2K8b_08) Left 4-yr because poor grades/not doing well in school MULTFMT

np2K8b_09 (np2K8b_09) Left 4-yr because did not like school MULTFMT

np2K8b_10 (np2K8b_10) Left 4-yr because wanted/needed to find a job MULTFMT

np2K8b_11 (np2K8b_11) Left 4-yr because offered a job/chose to work MULTFMT

np2K8b_12 (np2K8b_12) Left 4-yr because wanted to enter military MULTFMT

np2K8b_13 (np2K8b_13) Left 4-yr because did not get into wanted program MULTFMT

np2K8b_14 (np2K8b_14) Left 4-yr because illness/disability/ too sick to go MULTFMT

np2K8b_15 (np2K8b_15) Left 4-yr because got married MULTFMT

np2K8b_16 (np2K8b_16) Left 4-yr because got pregnant or had a child MULTFMT

np2K8b_17 (np2K8b_17) Left 4-yr because moved MULTFMT

np2K8b_18 (np2K8b_18) Left 4-yr because school too dangerous MULTFMT
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np2K8b_19 (np2K8b_19) Left 4-yr because wanted to travel MULTFMT

np2K8b_20 (np2K8b_20) Left 4-yr because friends not in school/dropping out MULTFMT

np2K8b_21 (np2K8b_21) Left 4-yr because could not get along with teachers MULTFMT

np2K8b_22 (np2K8b_22) Left 4-yr because could not get along with other students MULTFMT

np2K8b_23 (np2K8b_23) Left 4-yr because could not get childcare MULTFMT

np2K8b_24 (np2K8b_24) Left 4-yr because parents/family did not want youth to go MULTFMT

np2K8b_25 (np2K8b_25) Left 4-yr because of other reason MULTFMT

np2K8b_26 (np2K8b_26) Left 4-yr because summer school MULTFMT

np2K8b_att (np2K8b_att) Current attendance status of youth who have attended 4-year college/university in the past 2 years I3_025F

np2K8b1 (np2K8b1) Left 4-year college/university because graduated or other reason I3_001F

np2K8c (np2K8c) Enrolled steady or off and on during yr I2_094F

np2K8d (np2K8d) Youth attending 4-year college full or part time I2_095F

np2K8e_01 (np2K8e_01) Studying agriculture, horticulture, viticulture, forestry MULTFMT

np2K8e_02 (np2K8e_02) Studying arts, drama, dance, music, graphic design/arts, fashion design MULTFMT

np2K8e_03 (np2K8e_03) Studying communications, journalism, TV/radio, entertainment industry MULTFMT

np2K8e_04 (np2K8e_04) Studying business, marketing, management MULTFMT

np2K8e_05 (np2K8e_05) Studying computer science, programming, artificial intelligence, information technologies MULTFMT

np2K8e_06 (np2K8e_06) Studying education, teaching, child development, early childhood education, home economic MULTFMT

np2K8e_07 (np2K8e_07) Studying English, literature, library science MULTFMT

np2K8e_08 (np2K8e_08) Studying history, political science, economics, sociology, psychology, humanities, philosophy, religion, 

urban studies, ethnic studies, international relations, social sciences

MULTFMT

np2K8e_09 (np2K8e_09) Studying liberal arts, general studies MULTFMT

np2K8e_10 (np2K8e_10) Studying mathematics, statistics MULTFMT

np2K8e_11 (np2K8e_11) Studying pre-med, nursing, public health, physical therapy, recreation therapy MULTFMT

np2K8e_12 (np2K8e_12) Studying science, biology, earth science, geology, physics, chemistry, environmental science MULTFMT

np2K8e_13 (np2K8e_13) Studying police science, criminal justice MULTFMT

np2K8e_14 (np2K8e_14) Studying engineering, electrical, mechanical, chemical MULTFMT

np2K8e_15 (np2K8e_15) Studying foreign language MULTFMT

np2K8e_16 (np2K8e_16) Undeclared or undecided course of study MULTFMT

np2K8e_17 (np2K8e_17) Other course of study at 4-year college MULTFMT
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np2K8f (np2K8f) Youth ever get help with schoolwork at 4-year YNFMT

np2K8g (np2K8g) 4-year college aware youth has a disability I2_097F

np2K8h (np2K8h) Youth received services or accommodations from 4-year because of disability YNFMT

np2K8i (np2K8i) Youth applied for any services from 4-year YNFMT

np2K8j_01 (np2K8j_01) Svc/accom at 4-yr: more time in taking tests MULTFMT

np2K8j_02 (np2K8j_02) Svc/accom at 4-yr: tests/other materials read to youth MULTFMT

np2K8j_03 (np2K8j_03) Svc/accom at 4-yr: different tests MULTFMT

np2K8j_04 (np2K8j_04) Svc/accom at 4-yr: different grading standards MULTFMT

np2K8j_05 (np2K8j_05) Svc/accom at 4-yr: different setting to take tests MULTFMT

np2K8j_06 (np2K8j_06) Svc/accom at 4-yr: instructions in sign/manual communication MULTFMT

np2K8j_07 (np2K8j_07) Svc/accom at 4-yr: scribe to record answers MULTFMT

np2K8j_08 (np2K8j_08) Svc/accom at 4-yr: additional time to finish assignments MULTFMT

np2K8j_09 (np2K8j_09) Svc/accom at 4-yr: different assignments MULTFMT

np2K8j_10 (np2K8j_10) Svc/accom at 4-yr: large print or Braille materials MULTFMT

np2K8j_11 (np2K8j_11) Svc/accom at 4-yr: books on tape MULTFMT

np2K8j_12 (np2K8j_12) Svc/accom at 4-yr: use of computer/spell checker in class MULTFMT

np2K8j_13 (np2K8j_13) Svc/accom at 4-yr: computer software for students w/disabilities MULTFMT

np2K8j_14 (np2K8j_14) Svc/accom at 4-yr: computer hardware adapted for needs of student MULTFMT

np2K8j_15 (np2K8j_15) Svc/accom at 4-yr: special use of calculator MULTFMT

np2K8j_16 (np2K8j_16) Svc/accom at 4-yr: a reader or interpreter MULTFMT

np2K8j_17 (np2K8j_17) Svc/accom at 4-yr: note taker in class MULTFMT

np2K8j_18 (np2K8j_18) Svc/accom at 4-yr: personal aide/instructional assistant in class MULTFMT

np2K8j_19 (np2K8j_19) Svc/accom at 4-yr: tutor MULTFMT

np2K8j_20 (np2K8j_20) Svc/accom at 4-yr: support person to monitor academic progress MULTFMT

np2K8j_21 (np2K8j_21) Svc/accom at 4-yr: behavior management program MULTFMT

np2K8j_22 (np2K8j_22) Svc/accom at 4-yr: help with learning strategies/study skills MULTFMT

np2K8j_23 (np2K8j_23) Svc/accom at 4-yr: support group for students with disabilities MULTFMT

np2K8j_24 (np2K8j_24) Svc/accom at 4-yr: early registration MULTFMT

np2K8j_25 (np2K8j_25) Svc/accom at 4-yr: physical changes to classroom/special desks MULTFMT

np2K8j_26 (np2K8j_26) Svc/accom at 4-yr: changes to equipment MULTFMT

np2K8j_27 (np2K8j_27) Svc/accom at 4-yr: transportation assistance MULTFMT

np2K8j_28 (np2K8j_28) Svc/accom at 4-yr: housing assistance MULTFMT

np2K8j_29 (np2K8j_29) Svc/accom at 4-yr: orientation and mobility services MULTFMT

np2K8j_30 (np2K8j_30) Svc/accom at 4-yr: social activities for students with disabilities MULTFMT
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np2K8j_31 (np2K8j_31) Svc/accom at 4-yr: food service arrangements/accommodations MULTFMT

np2K8j_32 (np2K8j_32) Svc/accom at 4-yr: medical supports MULTFMT

np2K8j_33 (np2K8j_33) Svc/accom at 4-yr: psychological or mental health services or counseling MULTFMT

np2K8j_34 (np2K8j_34) Svc/accom at 4-yr: social work services MULTFMT

np2K8j_35 (np2K8j_35) Svc/accom at 4-yr: occupational therapy or life skills training MULTFMT

np2K8j_36 (np2K8j_36) Svc/accom at 4-yr: service coordination or case management MULTFMT

np2K8j_37 (np2K8j_37) Svc/accom at 4-yr: childcare MULTFMT

np2K8j_38 (np2K8j_38) Svc/accom at 4-yr: other services or accommodations MULTFMT

np2K8j1 (np2K8j1) Youth gotten services on own other than those from 4-year YNFMT

np2K8j2_01 (np2K8j2_01) Types of accomm from 4-yr: testing accommodations MULTFMT

np2K8j2_02 (np2K8j2_02) Types of accomm from 4-yr: assignment accommodations MULTFMT

np2K8j2_03 (np2K8j2_03) Types of accomm from 4-yr: materials technology adaptions MULTFMT

np2K8j2_04 (np2K8j2_04) Types of accomm from 4-yr: human aides MULTFMT

np2K8j2_05 (np2K8j2_05) Types of accomm from 4-yr: out of class learning supports MULTFMT

np2K8j2_06 (np2K8j2_06) Types of accomm from 4-yr: physical adaptions in classroom MULTFMT

np2K8j2_07 (np2K8j2_07) Types of accomm from 4-yr: independent living supports MULTFMT

np2K8j2_08 (np2K8j2_08) Types of accomm from 4-yr: therapies MULTFMT

np2K8j2_09 (np2K8j2_09) Types of accomm from 4-yr: service coordination/case management MULTFMT

np2K8j2_10 (np2K8j2_10) Types of accomm from 4-yr: child care MULTFMT

np2K8j2_11 (np2K8j2_11) Types of accomm from 4-yr: other accommodations MULTFMT

np2K8k (np2K8k) Youth got a diploma or certificate from 4 year college YNFMT

np2K8k_out (np2K8k_out) Youth graduated/got a diploma or certificate from 4-year college/university if no longer attending YNFMT

np2K8L (np2K8L) Youth working toward diploma from this work YNFMT

np2L10a (np2L10a) Youth had a paid job before current one YNFMT

np2L10b (np2L10b) Previous job had more/same/fewer hours than current job I2_107F

np2L10c (np2L10c) Pay was more/less/same when youth left previous job I2_108F

np2L10d_a (np2L10d_a) Got paid vacation or sick leave at previous job YNFMT

np2L10d_b (np2L10d_b) Got health insurance at previous job YNFMT

np2L10d_c (np2L10d_c) Got retirement benefits at previous job YNFMT

np2L10e (np2L10e) Most workers had disability at previous job YNFMT

np2L10f (np2L10f) Reason youth left previous job I2_109F

np2L10g (np2L10g) Main reason youth quit previous job I2_101F

np2L11a (np2L11a) Type of work youth did at most recent job I2_099F
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np2L11b (np2L11b) Number hours a week youth usually worked at most recent job I2_148NF

np2L11c (np2L11c) Youth usually worked full or part time at most recent job I2_103F

np2L11d (np2L11d) Youth wanted to work part or full time at most recent job I2_104F

np2L11e (np2L11e) Number of months unemployed out-of school youth had past job I2_147NF

np2L11f (np2L11f) Hourly wage of unemployed out-of-school youth^s past job I2_146NF

np2L11g (np2L11g) Youth paid more when left most recent job then when started YNFMT

np2L11h (np2L11h) Youth promoted since started the most recent job YNFMT

np2L11i_a (np2L11i_a) Youth had paid vacation or sick leave at most recent job YNFMT

np2L11i_b (np2L11i_b) Youth got health insurance at most recent job YNFMT

np2L11i_c (np2L11i_c) Youth got retirement benefits at most recent job YNFMT

np2L11J (np2L11J) Most of the other workers had a disability at most recent job YNFMT

np2L11k1 (np2L11k1) Youth told employer about disability at most recent job I2_105F

np2L11k2 (np2L11k2) Employer told or was aware of youth^s disability at recent job YNFMT

np2L11L (np2L11L) Youth received help from employer due to disability at most recent job YNFMT

np2L11m (np2L11m) Youth asked for services from employer at most recent job YNFMT

np2L11n_01 (np2L11n_01) Accom at most recent job: none MULTFMT

np2L11n_02 (np2L11n_02) Accom at most recent job: large print or braille materials or large print computer MULTFMT

np2L11n_03 (np2L11n_03) Accom at most recent job: written materials on tape MULTFMT

np2L11n_04 (np2L11n_04) Accom at most recent job: computer hardware adapted for needs of student MULTFMT

np2L11n_05 (np2L11n_05) Accom at most recent job: headsets to allow hands free phone use or to magnify sound MULTFMT

np2L11n_06 (np2L11n_06) Accom at most recent job: different equipment (other than computer) or changes to equipment used 

on the job

MULTFMT

np2L11n_07 (np2L11n_07) Accom at most recent job: TTY or TTD available MULTFMT

np2L11n_08 (np2L11n_08) Accom at most recent job: altered work station MULTFMT

np2L11n_09 (np2L11n_09) Accom at most recent job: a reader or interpreter MULTFMT

np2L11n_10 (np2L11n_10) Accom at most recent job: job coach-helps monitor progress, offers advice to improve performance MULTFMT

np2L11n_11 (np2L11n_11) Accom at most recent job: a personal aide or assistant to help on the job MULTFMT

np2L11n_12 (np2L11n_12) Accom at most recent job: more training, training tailored to individual needs MULTFMT

np2L11n_13 (np2L11n_13) Accom at most recent job: more or different supervision or mentoring MULTFMT

np2L11n_14 (np2L11n_14) Accom at most recent job: different expectations for productivity or performance MULTFMT

np2L11n_15 (np2L11n_15) Accom at most recent job: instructions are modified in form or in the way they are communicated MULTFMT
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np2L11n_16 (np2L11n_16) Accom at most recent job: flexible times for arriving at and leaving work MULTFMT

np2L11n_17 (np2L11n_17) Accom at most recent job: slower pace for getting the job done MULTFMT

np2L11n_18 (np2L11n_18) Accom at most recent job: more breaks, longer breaks MULTFMT

np2L11n_19 (np2L11n_19) Accom at most recent job: more paid sick leave or paid time off for medical needs, therapy 

appointments, etc

MULTFMT

np2L11n_20 (np2L11n_20) Accom at most recent job: rearranged equipment or furniture to improve accessibility MULTFMT

np2L11n_21 (np2L11n_21) Accom at most recent job: made changes to the building (eg, widened doors, made restrooms 

accessible)

MULTFMT

np2L11n_22 (np2L11n_22) Accom at most recent job: transportation assistance MULTFMT

np2L11n_23 (np2L11n_23) Accom at most recent job: parking accommodations MULTFMT

np2L11n_24 (np2L11n_24) Accom at most recent job: emergency plan accounts for disabled worker MULTFMT

np2L11n_25 (np2L11n_25) Accom at most recent job: other accommodations or help MULTFMT

np2L11n2_00 (np2L11n2_00) Types of accomm from out-sch unemp last job: none MULTFMT

np2L11n2_01 (np2L11n2_01) Types of accomm from out-sch unemp last job: materials/tech adaptations MULTFMT

np2L11n2_02 (np2L11n2_02) Types of accomm from out-sch unemp last job: human aides MULTFMT

np2L11n2_03 (np2L11n2_03) Types of accomm from out-sch unemp last job: assignment/supervision accom MULTFMT

np2L11n2_04 (np2L11n2_04) Types of accomm from out-sch unemp last job: scheduling accom MULTFMT

np2L11n2_05 (np2L11n2_05) Types of accomm from out-sch unemp last job: physical adaptions MULTFMT

np2L11n2_06 (np2L11n2_06) Types of accomm from out-sch unemp last job: other supports MULTFMT

np2L11o (np2L11o) How youth usually get to work at most recent job I2_100F

np2L12a (np2L12a) Youth found most recent job by self or had help I2_106F

np2L12b_00 (np2L12b_00) Youth found most recent job by him or herself MULTFMT

np2L12b_01 (np2L12b_01) Someone in an employment agency or other program helped youth find more recent job MULTFMT

np2L12b_02 (np2L12b_02) A teacher or someone at school helped youth find more recent job MULTFMT

np2L12b_03 (np2L12b_03) A family member helped youth find more recent job MULTFMT

np2L12b_04 (np2L12b_04) A friend or someone else you know helped youth find more recent job MULTFMT

np2L12c (np2L12c) Agency stayed in touch to check how youth was doing at most recent job YNFMT

np2L12d (np2L12d) Reason youth left most recent job I2_109F

np2L12e (np2L12e) Reason youth quit most recent job I2_101F

np2L13a (np2L13a) Youth currently looking for a paid job YNFMT

np2L13b (np2L13b) Number of months unemployed out-of school youth has looked for job I2_147NF

np2L13c (np2L13c) What youth has done in the past month to find a job I2_110F
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np2L13d_01 (np2L13d_01) Why not looking for work: youth did not want to look/it was too hard to look MULTFMT

np2L13d_02 (np2L13d_02) Why not looking for work: youth is homemaker, raising a family/working in the home MULTFMT

np2L13d_03 (np2L13d_03) Why not looking for work: going to school/in a training program MULTFMT

np2L13d_04 (np2L13d_04) Why not looking for work: does not want to work/does not need the money MULTFMT

np2L13d_05 (np2L13d_05) Why not looking for work: does not know how to find a job MULTFMT

np2L13d_06 (np2L13d_06) Why not looking for work: available jobs are not worth having/do not interest you MULTFMT

np2L13d_07 (np2L13d_07) Why not looking for work: tried to get a job and could not/no one will hire youth MULTFMT

np2L13d_08 (np2L13d_08) Why not looking for work: are not any jobs available MULTFMT

np2L13d_09 (np2L13d_09) Why not looking for work: parents do not want youth to work MULTFMT

np2L13d_10 (np2L13d_10) Why not looking for work: jobs too hard to get to/transportation problems MULTFMT

np2L13d_11 (np2L13d_11) Why not looking for work: would lose SSI/disability/unemployment or other benefits MULTFMT

np2L13d_12 (np2L13d_12) Why not looking for work: has a job that has not started yet/is waiting to hear about a job/program for 

which s/he has applied

MULTFMT

np2L13d_13 (np2L13d_13) Why not looking for work: other reason MULTFMT

np2L14 (np2L14) Youth has been fired from a job in the past 2 years YNFMT

np2L1a (np2L1a) Past 12 month youth participated in school sponsored work YNFMT

np2L1b (np2L1b) Youth got school credit for this school sponsored work YNFMT

np2L1c (np2L1c) Youth was paid for school sponsored work YNFMT

np2L1d (np2L1d) Type of work done for school sponsored job I2_098F

np2L2a (np2L2a) Youth did work for pay other than work around the house in the past 2 years YNFMT

np2L2b (np2L2b) Youth worked during the summer or the school year I2_102F

np2L2c (np2L2c) How many hours per week youth usually worked summer I2_148NF

np2L2d (np2L2d) How many hours per week youth usually work during school year I2_148NF

np2L3a (np2L3a) Youth currently has a paid job other than work around house YNFMT

np2L3b (np2L3b) Number of different paid jobs youth has currently I2_155NF

np2L3b_L4e (np2L3b_L4e) In HS youth has/had more than one job YNFMT

np2L3c (np2L3c) Hours youth usually works per week at all jobs I2_148NF

np2L3c_L4d_L4f (np2L3c_L4d_L4f) Hours per week in-HS employed youth works/worked at all jobs I2_148NF

np2L3d (np2L3d) Youth works full or part time at all jobs I2_103F

np2L3d_L4d (np2L3d_L4d) Youth works/worked full or part time at all jobs I2_103F

np2L3e (np2L3e) Type of work does youth does at job I2_098F

np2L3e_L4a (np2L3e_L4a) Type of work youth did at current or most recent job I2_098F

np2L3f1 (np2L3f1) Hourly wage of in-school youth^s current job I2_146NF

np2L3f1_L4b (np2L3f1_L4b) Hourly wage youth earned at current or most recent job I2_146NF
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np2L3f2 (np2L3f2) How many hours a week does work at job I2_148NF

np2L3g (np2L3g) How youth usually gets to this job I2_100F

np2L3g_L4c (np2L3g_L4c) How in HS youth got to his/her current or most recent job I2_100F

np2L4a (np2L4a) Type of work youth did at last job I2_098F

np2L4b (np2L4b) Hourly wage of unemployed in-school youth^s most recent job I2_146NF

np2L4c (np2L4c) How youth usually get to last job I2_100F

np2L4d (np2L4d) Number of hours worked per week at last job I2_148NF

np2L4e (np2L4e) Youth had other jobs at the same time YNFMT

np2L4f (np2L4f) Hours youth worked per week at all jobs I2_148NF

np2L5 (np2L5) Youth has been fired from a job in the past 2 years YNFMT

np2L6a (np2L6a) Youth worked for pay other than work around the house in the past 2 years YNFMT

np2L6b (np2L6b) Number of paid jobs youth has had altogether in the past 2 yrs I2_156NF

np2L6b_L6d (np2L6b_L6d) How many paid jobs youth had in the past 2 years or since leaving HS I2_156NF

np2L6c (np2L6c) Longest time (in months) out-of school youth has worked at a job in past 2 years I2_147NF

np2L6c_L6e (np2L6c_L6e) Longest time at a job in the past 2 years or since leaving HS I2_147NF

np2L6d (np2L6d) Number of paid jobs youth has had since leaving high school I2_156NF

np2L6e (np2L6e) Longest time (in months)out-of school youth has worked at a job since high school I2_147NF

np2L7a (np2L7a) Youth currently has a paid job other than work around the house YNFMT

np2L7b (np2L7b) Number of different paid jobs youth currently has I2_155NF

np2L7c (np2L7c) Number of hours per week youth works at all jobs I2_148NF

np2L7d (np2L7d) Youth usually works full or part time at all jobs together I2_103F

np2L8a (np2L8a) Type of work youth does at the job where spends most time I2_099F

np2L8a_L11a (np2L8a_L11a) What youth did at current/most recent job I2_099F

np2L8b (np2L8b) Number of hours per week youth usually works at job where spends most time I2_148NF

np2L8b_L11b (np2L8b_L11b) Number of hours worked at current/most recent job I2_148NF

np2L8c (np2L8c) Youth usually work full time or part time at job where spends most time I2_103F

np2L8c_L11c (np2L8c_L11c) Worked part or full time at current/most recent job I2_103F

np2L8d (np2L8d) Youth works part time because wants to or would rather work full time I2_104F

np2L8d_L11d (np2L8d_L11d) Youth chose/chooses work part time at current/most recent job I2_104F

np2L8e (np2L8e) Number of months out-of-school youth has held current job I2_147NF

np2L8e_L11e (np2L8e_L11e) Number of months out-of-school youth held current/recent job I2_147NF

np2L8f1 (np2L8f1) Hourly wage of out-of-school youth^s current job I2_146NF

np2L8f1_L11f (np2L8f1_L11f) Hourly wage of out-of-school youth^s current/most recent job I2_146NF

np2L8f2 (np2L8f2) Number of hours per week youth usually works at this job I2_148NF
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np2L8g (np2L8g) Youth paid more now than when started job YNFMT

np2L8g_L11g (np2L8g_L11g) Youth received pay raise at current/most recent job YNFMT

np2L8h (np2L8h) Youth has been promoted since started job YNFMT

np2L8h_L11h (np2L8h_L11h) Youth promoted after started current/most recent job YNFMT

np2L8i_a (np2L8i_a) Youth gets paid vacation or sick leave at job YNFMT

np2L8i_a_L11i_a (np2L8i_a_L11i_a) Benefits current/recent: Paid vacation/sick leave MULTFMT

np2L8i_b (np2L8i_b) Youth gets health insurance at job YNFMT

np2L8i_b_L11i_b (np2L8i_b_L11i_b) Benefits current/recent: Health insurance MULTFMT

np2L8i_c (np2L8i_c) Youth gets retirement benefits at job YNFMT

np2L8i_c_L11i_c (np2L8i_c_L11i_c) Benefits current/recent: Retirement benefits MULTFMT

np2L8j (np2L8j) Most other workers have disability at job YNFMT

np2L8j_L11j (np2L8j_L11j) Most workers have/had disability at current/most recent job YNFMT

np2L8k1 (np2L8k1) Youth told employer s/he has a disability I2_105F

np2L8k1_L11k1 (np2L8k1_L11k1) Youth told employer that s/he had a disability at current/most recent job I2_105F

np2L8k2 (np2L8k2)Employer told or is aware of youth^s disability at current job YNFMT

np2L8k2_L11k2 (np2L8k2_L11k2) Employer aware that youth has/had disability at current/recent job YNFMT

np2L8L (np2L8L) Youth received help from employer due to disability YNFMT

np2L8L_L11L (np2L8L_L11L) Youth received accommodations from employer at current/recent job YNFMT

np2L8m (np2L8m) Youth asked for any services from employer YNFMT

np2L8n_01 (np2L8n_01) Accom from employer: none MULTFMT

np2L8n_02 (np2L8n_02) Accom from employer: large print or braille materials or large print computer MULTFMT

np2L8n_03 (np2L8n_03) Accom from employer: written materials on tape MULTFMT

np2L8n_04 (np2L8n_04) Accom from employer: computer hardware adapted for needs of youth MULTFMT

np2L8n_05 (np2L8n_05) Accom from employer: headsets to allow hands free phone use or to magnify sound MULTFMT

np2L8n_06 (np2L8n_06) Accom from employer: different equipment (other than computer) or changes to equipment used on the 

job

MULTFMT

np2L8n_07 (np2L8n_07) Accom from employer: TTY or TTD available MULTFMT

np2L8n_08 (np2L8n_08) Accom from employer: altered work station MULTFMT

np2L8n_09 (np2L8n_09) Accom from employer: a reader or interpreter MULTFMT

np2L8n_10 (np2L8n_10) Accom from employer: job coach-helps monitor progress, offers advice to improve performance MULTFMT

np2L8n_11 (np2L8n_11) Accom from employer: a personal aide or assistant to help on the job MULTFMT

np2L8n_12 (np2L8n_12) Accom from employer: more training, training tailored to individual needs MULTFMT

np2L8n_13 (np2L8n_13) Accom from employer: more or different supervision or mentoring MULTFMT
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np2L8n_14 (np2L8n_14) Accom from employer: different expectations for productivity or performance MULTFMT

np2L8n_15 (np2L8n_15) Accom from employer: instructions are modified in form or in the way they are communicated MULTFMT

np2L8n_16 (np2L8n_16) Accom from employer: flexible times for arriving at and leaving work MULTFMT

np2L8n_17 (np2L8n_17) Accom from employer: slower pace for getting the job done MULTFMT

np2L8n_18 (np2L8n_18) Accom from employer: more breaks, longer breaks MULTFMT

np2L8n_19 (np2L8n_19) Accom from employer: more paid sick leave or paid time off for medical needs, therapy appointments, 

etc

MULTFMT

np2L8n_20 (np2L8n_20) Accom from employer: rearranged equipment or furniture to improve accessibility MULTFMT

np2L8n_21 (np2L8n_21) Accom from employer: made changes to the building (eg, widened doors, made restrooms accessible) MULTFMT

np2L8n_22 (np2L8n_22) Accom from employer: transportation assistance MULTFMT

np2L8n_23 (np2L8n_23) Accom from employer: parking accommodations MULTFMT

np2L8n_24 (np2L8n_24) Accom from employer: emergency plan accounts for disabled worker MULTFMT

np2L8n_25 (np2L8n_25) Accom from employer: other accommodation or help MULTFMT

np2L8n2_00 (np2L8n2_00) Types of accomm from out-sch current job: none MULTFMT

np2L8n2_01 (np2L8n2_01) Types of accomm from out-sch current job: materials/tech adaptations MULTFMT

np2L8n2_02 (np2L8n2_02) Types of accomm from out-sch current job: human aides MULTFMT

np2L8n2_03 (np2L8n2_03) Types of accomm from out-sch current job: assignment/supervision accom MULTFMT

np2L8n2_04 (np2L8n2_04) Types of accomm from out-sch current job: scheduling accom MULTFMT

np2L8n2_05 (np2L8n2_05) Types of accomm from out-sch current job: physical adaptions MULTFMT

np2L8n2_06 (np2L8n2_06) Types of accomm from out-sch current job: other supports MULTFMT

np2L8o (np2L8o) How youth usually gets to work I2_100F

np2L8o_L11o (np2L8o_L11o) How youth usually gets/got to his/her current/recent job I2_100F

np2L9a (np2L9a) Number of months out-of-school youth looked for current job I2_147NF

np2L9b (np2L9b) Youth job on own or had help I2_106F

np2L9b_L12a (np2L9b_L12a) Youth found his/her current/most recent job by self or had help I2_106F

np2L9c_00 (np2L9c_00) Youth found current job by him or herself MULTFMT

np2L9c_01 (np2L9c_01) Someone in an employment agency or other program helped youth find job MULTFMT

np2L9c_02 (np2L9c_02) A teacher or someone at school helped youth find job MULTFMT

np2L9c_03 (np2L9c_03) A family member helped youth find job MULTFMT

np2L9c_04 (np2L9c_04) A friend or someone else you know helped youth find job MULTFMT

np2L9c_L12b_00 (np2L9c_L12b_00) Helped find curr/recent: found by him/herself MULTFMT

np2L9c_L12b_01 (np2L9c_L12b_01) Helped find curr/recent: employment agency MULTFMT
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np2L9c_L12b_02 (np2L9c_L12b_02) Helped find curr/recent: teacher/school MULTFMT

np2L9c_L12b_03 (np2L9c_L12b_03) Helped find curr/recent: family member MULTFMT

np2L9c_L12b_04 (np2L9c_L12b_04) Helped find curr/recent: friend MULTFMT

np2L9d (np2L9d) The agency stayed in touch to check how youth was doing on the job YNFMT

np2L9d_L12c (np2L9d_L12c) Agency stayed in touch after found current/recent job YNFMT

np2M1 (np2M1) Youth has a partner or spouse living with him/her YNFMT

np2M10 (np2M10) How difficult it is for youth to get where s/he needs to go I2_085F

np2M11 (np2M11) Household had no phone service at any time in the past 12 months YNFMT

np2M2 (np2M2) Marital status of youth I2_111F

np2M3 (np2M3) Spouse or partner of youth has a paid job YNFMT

np2M4 (np2m4) Youth has ever had or fathered a child) YNFMT

np2M4_Ever (np2M4_Ever) Youth ever had or fathered a child YNFMT

np2M5 (np2M5) Number of children youth has had in the past 2 yrs I2_112F

np2M6 (np2M6) If any children of youth has a disability or special need YNFMT

np2M7a (np2M7a) Youth received TANF/state welfare benefits in the past 2 years YNFMT

np2M7b (np2M7b) Youth currently receives money from TANF/state welfare YNFMT

np2M7c (np2M7c) Youth received Food Stamps anytime in the past 2 yrs YNFMT

np2M7d (np2M7d) Youth currently receives Food Stamps YNFMT

np2M8a (np2M8a) Youth is currently covered by any kind health insurance YNFMT

np2M8a_b_c (np2M8a_b_c)  If youth has health insurance, type of coverage I2_158NF

np2M8b (np2M8b) Youth is covered by private health insurance YNFMT

np2M8c (np2M8c) Youth is covered by government health insurance YNFMT

np2M8d (np2M8d) Health insurance youth has is with an HMO YNFMT

np2M8e (np2M8e) Health insurance youth has is with managed care YNFMT

np2M8f_a (np2M8f_a) Insurance covers dental care YNFMT

np2M8f_b (np2M8f_b) Insurance covers vision care YNFMT

np2M8f_c (np2M8f_c) Insurance covers prescription medicines YNFMT

np2M8f_d (np2M8f_d) Insurance covers mental health care YNFMT

np2M9a (np2M9a) Income last tax year for youth alone I2_083F

np2M9ab (np2M9ab) Youth^s or youth^s household income was more or less than $25,000 I2_083F

np2M9b (np2M9b) Total income last tax year for youth and his/her spouse was above or below $25,000 I2_080F

np2M9c (np2M9c) Household income categories between $5,000 and $25,000 I2_081F

np2M9Cat (np2M9Cat) Youth^s household income categories I_120FMT

np2M9d (np2M9d) Household income was above or below $50,000 I2_082F
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np2M9Detail (np2M9Detail) Detailed income ranges of youth^s household I_117FMT

np2M9e (np2M9e) Household income categories between $25,001 and $50,000 I2_083F

np2M9f (np2M9f) Household income categories of $50,001 and above I2_084F

np2mailflag (np2mailflag) Youth completed a mail questionnaire

np2MultJob (np2MultJob) Youth has more than one job currently or did when s/he last worked (in or out of sch) YNFMT

np2NbrHrsWork (np2NbrHrsWork) Number of hours a week youth works/worked (in or out of sch) I2_148NF

np2P10 (np2P10) How often youth got together with friends outside of organized activities in the past 12 months I2_090F

np2P10_J6 (np2P10_J6) How often youth got together with friends outside of organized activities in the past 12 months I2_090F

np2P11 (np2P11) Youth was invited to social activities with friends in the past 12months YNFMT

np2P11_J7 (np2P11_J7) Youth was invited to social activities with friends in the past 12months YNFMT

np2P12 (np2P12) How often friends called youth on the phone in the past 12 months I2_091F

np2P12_J8 (np2P12_J8) How often friends called youth on the phone in the past 12 months I2_091F

np2P13a1_a (np2P13a1_a) Youth uses a computer for homework/school assignments YNFMT

np2P13a1_b (np2P13a1_b) Youth uses a computer for playing games YNFMT

np2P13a1_c (np2P13a1_c) Youth uses a computer for accessing the internet YNFMT

np2P13a1_J9a1_a (np2P13a1_J9a1_a) Youth uses a computer for homework/school assignments YNFMT

np2P13a1_J9a1_b (np2P13a1_J9a1_b) Youth uses a computer for playing games YNFMT

np2P13a1_J9a1_c (np2P13a1_J9a1_c) Youth uses a computer for accessing the internet YNFMT

np2P13a2_a (np2P13a2_a) Youth knows how to use a computer for homework/school assignments YNFMT

np2P13a2_b (np2P13a2_b) Youth knows how to use a computer for playing games YNFMT

np2P13a2_c (np2P13a2_c) Youth knows how to use a computer for accessing the internet YNFMT

np2P13a2_J9a2_a (np2P13a2_J9a2_a) Youth knows how to use a computer for homework/school assignments YNFMT

np2P13a2_J9a2_b (np2P13a2_J9a2_b) Youth knows how to use a computer for playing games YNFMT

np2P13a2_J9a2_c (np2P13a2_J9a2_c) Youth knows how to use a computer for accessing the internet YNFMT

np2P13a3_a (np2P13a3_a) Youth knows how to use a computer for e-mail or instant messaging YNFMT

np2P13a3_b (np2P13a3_b) Youth knows how to use a computer for taking part in chat rooms YNFMT

np2P13a3_J9b_a (np2P13a3_J9b_a) Youth knows how to use a computer for e-mail or instant messaging YNFMT

np2P13a3_J9b_b (np2P13a3_J9b_b) Youth knows how to use a computer for taking part in chat rooms YNFMT

np2P13b (np2P13b) How often youth uses e-mail, instant messaging, or chat rooms I2_092F

np2P13b_J10 (np2P13b_J10) How often youth uses e-mail, instant messaging, or chat rooms I2_092F

np2P14a (np2P14a) How often youth did work around the house in the past week I2_010F

np2P14b (np2P14b) How often youth did hobbies in the past week I2_010F
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np2P14c (np2P14c) How often youth just hang out with friends in the past week I2_010F

np2P14d (np2P14d) How often youth bought a few thing at the store in the past week I2_010F

np2P15 (np2P15) Youth has a driver^s license/learner^s permit YNFMT

np2P15_J13 (np2P15_J13) Youth has a driver^s license/learner^s permit YNFMT

np2P16a (np2P16a) Youth has an allowance or other money that can s/he can decide how to spend YNFMT

np2P16a_J14a (np2P16a_J14a) Youth has an allowance or other money that can s/he can decide how to spend YNFMT

np2P16a_J14aWorked (np2P16a_J14aWorked) Youth has allowance/had paid job in past year and has money s/he can decide how to 

spend

YNFMT

np2P16b (np2P16b) Youth has a savings account YNFMT

np2P16b_J14b_a (np2P16b_J14b_a) Youth has a savings account YNFMT

np2P16c (np2P16c) Youth has a checking account and writes check YNFMT

np2P16c_J14b_b (np2P16c_J14b_b) Youth has a checking account and writes check YNFMT

np2P16d (np2P16d) Youth has credit card in his or her own name YNFMT

np2P16d_J14b_c (np2P16d_J14b_c) Youth has credit card in his or her own name YNFMT

np2P1a_01 (np2P1a_01) Youth currently lives with parent MULTFMT

np2P1a_01_A6a_01 (np2P1a_01_A6a_01) Youth currently lives with parent MULTFMT

np2P1a_0104 (np2P1a_0104) Youth currently lives with a parent or foster parent MULTFMT

np2P1a_02 (np2P1a_02) Youth currently lives alone MULTFMT

np2P1a_02_A6a_05 (np2P1a_02_A6a_05) Youth currently lives alone MULTFMT

np2P1a_0203 (np2P1a_0203) Youth currently lives alone or with a spouse or roommate MULTFMT

np2P1a_03 (np2P1a_03) Youth currently lives with spouse or roommate MULTFMT

np2P1a_03_A6a_06 (np2P1a_03_A6a_06) Youth currently lives with spouse or roommate MULTFMT

np2P1a_04 (np2P1a_04) Youth currently lives in foster care MULTFMT

np2P1a_04_A6a_04 (np2P1a_04_A6a_04) Youth currently lives in foster care MULTFMT

np2P1a_05 (np2P1a_05) Youth currently lives in a residential or boarding school other than a college MULTFMT

np2P1a_05_A6a_07 (np2P1a_05_A6a_07) Youth currently lives in a residential or boarding school other than a college MULTFMT

np2P1a_06 (np2P1a_06) Youth currently lives with an adult family member other than a spouse or parent MULTFMT

np2P1a_06_A6a_03 (np2P1a_06_A6a_03) Youth currently lives with an adult family member other than a spouse or parent MULTFMT

np2P1a_07 (np2P1a_07) Youth currently lives in a college dorm MULTFMT

np2P1a_07_A6a_08 (np2P1a_07_A6a_08) Youth currently lives in a college dorm MULTFMT

np2P1a_0708 (np2P1a_0708) Youth currently lives in a college dorm or military housing MULTFMT

np2P1a_08 (np2P1a_08) Youth currently lives in military housing in barracks MULTFMT

np2P1a_08_A6a_09 (np2P1a_08_A6a_09) Youth currently lives in military housing in barracks MULTFMT
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np2P1a_09 (np2P1a_09) Youth currently lives in a group home, assisted living center, or other supervised living arrangement MULTFMT

np2P1a_09_A6a_10 (np2P1a_09_A6a_10) Youth currently lives in a group home, assisted living center, or other supervised living 

arrangement

MULTFMT

np2P1a_10 (np2P1a_10) Youth currently lives in a hospital, medical facility, convalescent hospital, or institution MULTFMT

np2P1a_10_A6a_11 (np2P1a_10_A6a_11) Youth currently lives in a hospital, medical facility, convalescent hospital, or institution MULTFMT

np2P1a_1011 (np2P1a_1011) Youth currently lives in a medical or mental health facility MULTFMT

np2P1a_11 (np2P1a_11) Youth currently lives in a mental health facility MULTFMT

np2P1a_11_A6a_12 (np2P1a_11_A6a_12) Youth currently lives in a mental health facility MULTFMT

np2P1a_12 (np2P1a_12) Youth currently lives in a correctional facility/youth detention center MULTFMT

np2P1a_12_A6a_13 (np2P1a_12_A6a_13) Youth currently lives in a correctional facility/youth detention center MULTFMT

np2P1a_13 (np2P1a_13) Youth currently lives transient, homeless, on the street, in his/her car MULTFMT

np2P1a_13_A6a_14 (np2P1a_13_A6a_14) Youth currently lives transient, homeless, on the street, in his/her car MULTFMT

np2P1a_14 (np2P1a_14) Youth currently lives non-family legal guardian MULTFMT

np2P1a_14_A6a_02 (np2P1a_14_A6a_02) Youth currently lives non-family legal guardian MULTFMT

np2P1a_15 (np2P1a_15) Youth currently lives in another situation/location MULTFMT

np2P1a_15_A6a_15 (np2P1a_15_A6a_15) Youth currently lives in another situation/location MULTFMT

np2P1a_A6a_0104 (np2P1a_A6a_0104) Youth currently lives with a parent or foster parent MULTFMT

np2P1a_A6a_0203 (np2P1a_A6a_0203) Youth currently lives alone or with a spouse or roommate MULTFMT

np2P1a_A6a_0708 (np2P1a_A6a_0708)Youth currently lives in a college dorm or military housing MULTFMT

np2P1a_A6a_1011 (np2P1a_A6a_1011) Youth currently lives in a medical or mental health facility MULTFMT

np2P1b (np2P1b) Youth wants to live w/ parent/guardian or somewhere else I2_114F

np2P1c (np2P1c) Youth is happy with current living arrangement I2_115F

np2P2a (np2P2a) Youth has been in high school in 2002/2003 or taken classes YNFMT

np2P2a_D1a_D2a (np2P2a_D1a_D2a) Youth has been in high school in 2002/2003 or taken classes YNFMT

np2P2b (np2P2b) Youth currently in high school or taking high school classes YNFMT

np2P2b_D1j_D2c (np2P2b_D1j_D2c) Youth currently in high school or taking high school classes YNFMT

np2P3_01 (np2P3_01) Youth spent time visiting with family members MULTFMT

np2P3_02 (np2P3_02) Youth spent time visiting with friends MULTFMT

np2P3_0205 (np2P3_0205) Youth spent time with friends or going on dates MULTFMT

np2P3_03 (np2P3_03) Youth spent time doing homework MULTFMT

np2P3_0316 (np2P3_0316) Youth spent time doing homework, household chores, cooking, or gardening MULTFMT
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np2P3_04 (np2P3_04) Youth spent time reading for pleasure MULTFMT

np2P3_0418 (np2P3_0418) Youth spent time reading for pleasure or doing hobbies MULTFMT

np2P3_05 (np2P3_05) Youth spent time going out on dates MULTFMT

np2P3_06 (np2P3_06) Youth spent time just driving around (with friends or alone) MULTFMT

np2P3_07 (np2P3_07) Youth spent time talking with friends on the telephone MULTFMT

np2P3_08 (np2P3_08) Youth spent time playing electronic games MULTFMT

np2P3_09 (np2P3_09) Youth spent time using the computer for email or internet or chat rooms MULTFMT

np2P3_10 (np2P3_10) Youth spent time thinking or daydreaming MULTFMT

np2P3_11 (np2P3_11) Youth spent time watching television or videos MULTFMT

np2P3_12 (np2P3_12) Youth spent time listening to music MULTFMT

np2P3_13 (np2P3_13) Youth spent time playing sports, jogging, swimming, biking, skating MULTFMT

np2P3_14 (np2P3_14) Youth spent time shopping/hanging out at the mall MULTFMT

np2P3_1415 (np2P3_1415) Youth spent time shopping, hanging out, hanging out at the mall, driving around, doing nothing MULTFMT

np2P3_15 (np2P3_15) Youth spent time hanging out somewhere else/doing nothing MULTFMT

np2P3_16 (np2P3_16) Youth spent time household chores, cooking, gardening MULTFMT

np2P3_17 (np2P3_17) Youth spent time doing other activities MULTFMT

np2P3_18 (np2P3_18) Youth spent time doing hobbies/special interests MULTFMT

np2P3_19 (np2P3_19) Youth spent time doing organized activities in groups or alone MULTFMT

np2P3_20 (np2P3_20) Youth spent time attending entertainment/events MULTFMT

np2P3_21 (np2P3_21) Youth spent time playing (alone or unspecified with whom) MULTFMT

np2P3_22 (np2P3_22) Youth spent time looking for a job or preparing/applying to college MULTFMT

np2P3_J11_01 (np2P3_J11_01) Youth spent time visiting with family members MULTFMT

np2P3_J11_02 (np2P3_J11_02) Youth spent time visiting with friends MULTFMT

np2P3_J11_0205 (np2P3_J11_0205) Youth spent time with friends or going on dates MULTFMT

np2P3_J11_03 (np2P3_J11_03) Youth spent time doing homework MULTFMT

np2P3_J11_0316 (np2P3_J11_0316) Youth spent time doing homework, household chores, cooking, or gardening MULTFMT

np2P3_J11_04 (np2P3_J11_04) Youth spent time reading for pleasure MULTFMT

np2P3_J11_0418 (np2P3_J11_0418) Youth spent time reading for pleasure or doing hobbies MULTFMT

np2P3_J11_05 (np2P3_J11_05) Youth spent time going out on dates MULTFMT

np2P3_J11_06 (np2P3_J11_06) Youth spent time just driving around (with friends or alone) MULTFMT

np2P3_J11_07 (np2P3_J11_07) Youth spent time talking with friends on the telephone MULTFMT

np2P3_J11_08 (np2P3_J11_08) Youth spent time playing electronic games MULTFMT

np2P3_J11_09 (np2P3_J11_09) Youth spent time using the computer for email or internet or chat rooms MULTFMT
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np2P3_J11_10 (np2P3_J11_10) Youth spent time thinking or daydreaming MULTFMT

np2P3_J11_11 (np2P3_J11_11) Youth spent time watching television or videos MULTFMT

np2P3_J11_12 (np2P3_J11_12) Youth spent time listening to music MULTFMT

np2P3_J11_13 (np2P3_J11_13) Youth spent time playing sports, jogging, swimming, biking, skating MULTFMT

np2P3_J11_14 (np2P3_J11_14) Youth spent time shopping/hanging out at the mall MULTFMT

np2P3_J11_1415 (np2P3_J11_1415) Youth spent time shopping, hanging out, hanging out at the mall, driving around, doing nothing MULTFMT

np2P3_J11_15 (np2P3_J11_15) Youth spent time hanging out somewhere else/doing nothing MULTFMT

np2P3_J11_16 (np2P3_J11_16) Youth spent time household chores, cooking, gardening MULTFMT

np2P3_J11_17 (np2P3_J11_17) Youth spent time doing other activities MULTFMT

np2P3_J11_18 (np2P3_J11_18) Youth spent time doing hobbies/special interests MULTFMT

np2P3_J11_19 (np2P3_J11_19) Youth spent time doing organized activities in groups or alone MULTFMT

np2P3_J11_20 (np2P3_J11_20) Youth spent time attending entertainment/events MULTFMT

np2P3_J11_21 (np2P3_J11_21) Youth spent time playing (alone or unspecified with whom) MULTFMT

np2P3_J11_22 (np2P3_J11_22) Youth spent time looking for a job or preparing/applying to college MULTFMT

np2P4 (np2P4) Number of hours per week youth usually watches TV/videos I2_154NF

np2P4_J12 (np2P4_J12) Number of hours per week youth usually watches TV/videos I2_154NF

np2P5 (np2P5) Participated in school activities outside of class past 12 months YNFMT

np2P5_J1 (np2P5_J1) Participated in school activities outside of class past 12 months YNFMT

np2P5_P6_J1_J2_I4 (np2P5_P6_J1_J2_I4) Youth participated in a group

np2P6 (np2P6) Participated in out-of-school group activities in past 12 months YNFMT

np2P6_J2 (np2P6_J2) Participated in out-of-school group activities in past 12 months YNFMT

np2P6_J2_I4 (np2P6_J2_I4) Participated in out-of-school group activities in past 12 months YNFMT

np2P7 (np2p7) Youth belongs to a group for youth with special needs YNFMT

np2P7_J3 (np2P7_J3) Youth belongs to a group for youth with special needs YNFMT

np2P7a_01 (np2P7a_01) Youth participated in scouting MULTFMT

np2P7a_02 (np2P7a_02) Youth participated in a religious group, religious youth group MULTFMT

np2P7a_03 (np2P7a_03) Youth participated in the YMCA, YWCA, JCC club/activities, boys-girls clubs MULTFMT

np2P7a_04 (np2P7a_04) Youth participated in a sports team MULTFMT

np2P7a_05 (np2P7a_05) Youth participated in Special Olympics MULTFMT

np2P7a_06 (np2P7a_06) Youth participated in a 4-h club MULTFMT

np2P7a_07 (np2P7a_07) Youth participated in a special interest club MULTFMT

np2P7a_08 (np2P7a_08) Youth participated in a performing group MULTFMT

np2P7a_09 (np2P7a_09) Youth participated in student government MULTFMT
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np2P7a_10 (np2P7a_10) Youth participated in a school subject matter club MULTFMT

np2P7a_11 (np2P7a_11) Youth participated in a volunteer service group MULTFMT

np2P7a_12 (np2P7a_12) Youth participated in a disability-oriented support, advocacy, or social group MULTFMT

np2P7a_13 (np2P7a_13) Youth participated in a cultural affinity group MULTFMT

np2P7a_14 (np2P7a_14) Youth participated in a homework club MULTFMT

np2P7a_15 (np2P7a_15) Youth participated in a leadership, youth development club MULTFMT

np2P7a_16 (np2P7a_16) Youth participated in a vocational club MULTFMT

np2P7a_17 (np2P7a_17) Youth participated in an after-school care center MULTFMT

np2P7a_18 (np2P7a_18) Youth participated in other groups MULTFMT

np2P7a_J3a_01 (np2P7a_J3a_01) Youth participated in scouting MULTFMT

np2P7a_J3a_02 (np2P7a_J3a_02) Youth participated in a religious group, religious youth group MULTFMT

np2P7a_J3a_03 (np2P7a_J3a_03) Youth participated in the YMCA, YWCA, JCC club/activities, boys-girls clubs MULTFMT

np2P7a_J3a_04 (np2P7a_J3a_04) Youth participated in a sports team MULTFMT

np2P7a_J3a_05 (np2P7a_J3a_05) Youth participated in Special Olympics MULTFMT

np2P7a_J3a_06 (np2P7a_J3a_06) Youth participated in a 4-h club MULTFMT

np2P7a_J3a_07 (np2P7a_J3a_07) Youth participated in a special interest club MULTFMT

np2P7a_J3a_08 (np2P7a_J3a_08) Youth participated in a performing group MULTFMT

np2P7a_J3a_09 (np2P7a_J3a_09) Youth participated in student government MULTFMT

np2P7a_J3a_10 (np2P7a_J3a_10) Youth participated in a school subject matter club MULTFMT

np2P7a_J3a_11 (np2P7a_J3a_11) Youth participated in a volunteer service group MULTFMT

np2P7a_J3a_12 (np2P7a_J3a_12) Youth participated in a disability-oriented support, advocacy, or social group MULTFMT

np2P7a_J3a_13 (np2P7a_J3a_13) Youth participated in a cultural affinity group MULTFMT

np2P7a_J3a_14 (np2P7a_J3a_14) Youth participated in a homework club MULTFMT

np2P7a_J3a_15 (np2P7a_J3a_15) Youth participated in a leadership, youth development club MULTFMT

np2P7a_J3a_16 (np2P7a_J3a_16) Youth participated in a vocational club MULTFMT

np2P7a_J3a_17 (np2P7a_J3a_17) Youth participated in an after-school care center MULTFMT

np2P7a_J3a_18 (np2P7a_J3a_18) Youth participated in other groups MULTFMT

np2P7b (np2P7b) Group that youth participated in included only youth with special needs YNFMT

np2P7b_J3b (np2P7b_J3b) Group that youth participated in included only youth with special needs YNFMT

np2P7c (np2P7c) Number of groups that youth participated in that included only those with special needs I2_117F

np2P7c_J3c (np2P7c_J3c) Number of groups that youth participated in that included only those with special needs I2_117F

np2P8 (np2P8) Youth participated in volunteer/community service in the past 12 months YNFMT

np2P8_J4 (np2P8_J4) Youth participated in volunteer/community service in the past 12 months YNFMT
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np2P9 (np2P9) Youth took out-of-school lesson or classes in the past 12 month YNFMT

np2P9_J5 (np2P9_J5) Youth took out-of-school lesson or classes in the past 12 month YNFMT

np2Par1Flag (np2Par1Flag) Parent part 1 flag - 1 = done

np2Par2Flag (np2Par2Flag) Parent part 2 flag - 1 = done

np2PostSec_ever (np2PostSec_ever) Young adult has ever attended a postsecondary institution since leaving high school (if reported 

in any wave)

YNFMT

np2PP1Lang (np2PP1Lang) PP1 lang flag 1,3 = English ,2 = Spanish I2_001F

np2PP2Lang (np2PP2Lang) PP2 lang flag 1,3 = English ,2 = Spanish I2_001F

np2Prim_Lang (np2Prim_Lang) Interview conducted in English or Spanish I2_001F

np2PStat2yr_Ever (np2PStat2yr_Ever) As of this wave, attendance status of youth who ever attended a 2-year/community college (if 

reported in any wave)

I5_031F

np2PStat4yr_Ever (np2PStat4yr_Ever) As of this wave, attendance status of youth who ever attended a 4-year college/university (if 

reported in any wave)

I5_031F

np2PStatAny_Ever (np2PStatAny_Ever) As of this wave, attendance status of youth who ever attended a postsecondary institution (if 

reported in any wave)

I5_031F

np2PStatVoc_Ever (np2PStatVoc_Ever) As of this wave, attendance status of youth who ever attended a postsecondary vocational 

school (if reported in any wave)

I5_031F

np2Q1 (np2Q1) General health of youth I2_039F

np2Q1_B7a (np2Q1_B7a) General health of youth I2_039F

np2Q2 (np2Q2) How often health or emotional problem caused the youth to miss a day of school in the past month I2_118F

np2Q3 (np2Q3) How often health or emotional problem caused the youth to miss a social activity in the past month I2_118F

np2Q4a (np2Q4a) Youth currently takes a prescription medication related to a disability YNFMT

np2Q4a_B7b (np2Q4a_B7b) Youth currently takes a prescription medication related to a disability YNFMT

np2Q4b (np2Q4b) Youth takes a prescription to control behavior, attention, or mood YNFMT

np2Q4b_B7c (np2Q4b_B7c) Youth takes a prescription to control behavior, attention, or mood YNFMT

np2Q4c_01 (np2Q4c_01) Took: DOXEPIN ADAPIN, SINEQUAN MULTFMT

np2Q4c_02 (np2Q4c_02) Took: AMPHETAMINE, ADDERAL MULTFMT

np2Q4c_03 (np2Q4c_03) Took: ALPRAZOLAM, XANAX MULTFMT

np2Q4c_04 (np2Q4c_04) Took: AMBIEN, ZOLPIDEM TARTRATE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_05 (np2Q4c_05) Took: AMITRIPTYLINE, ELAVIL, ENDEP MULTFMT

np2Q4c_06 (np2Q4c_06) Took: AMOXAPINE, ASENDIN MULTFMT

np2Q4c_07 (np2Q4c_07) Took: ANAFRANIL, CLOMIPRAMINE MULTFMT
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np2Q4c_08 (np2Q4c_08) Took: AQUACHLORAL SUPPRETTES, CHLORAL HYDRATE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_09 (np2Q4c_09) Took: ATARAX, ANTIHISTAMINE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_10 (np2Q4c_10) Took: ATIVAN, LORAZEPAM MULTFMT

np2Q4c_11 (np2Q4c_11) Took: AVENTYL, NORTRIPTYLINE, PAMELOR MULTFMT

np2Q4c_12 (np2Q4c_12) Took: AZENE, CLORAZEPATE, TRANXENE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_13 (np2Q4c_13) Took: BENADRYL, DIPHENYLHYDRAMINE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_14 (np2Q4c_14) Took: BENZODIAZEPINES, VALIUM AND OTHERS MULTFMT

np2Q4c_15 (np2Q4c_15) Took: BUPROPION, WELLBUTRIN MULTFMT

np2Q4c_16 (np2Q4c_16) Took: BUSPAR, BUSPIRONE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_17 (np2Q4c_17) Took: CARBAMAZEPINE, TEGRETOL MULTFMT

np2Q4c_18 (np2Q4c_18) Took: CELEXA, CITALOPRAM MULTFMT

np2Q4c_19 (np2Q4c_19) Took: CENTRAX, PRAZEPAM MULTFMT

np2Q4c_20 (np2Q4c_20) Took: CHLORDIAZEPOXIDE, LIBRAX, LIBRITABS, LIBRIUM MULTFMT

np2Q4c_21 (np2Q4c_21) Took: CHLORPROMAZINE, THORAZINE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_22 (np2Q4c_22) Took: CHLORPROTHIXENE, TARACTAN MULTFMT

np2Q4c_23 (np2Q4c_23) Took: CIBALITH-S, LITHIUM CITRATE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_24 (np2Q4c_24) Took: CLONAZEPAM, KLONOPIN MULTFMT

np2Q4c_25 (np2Q4c_25) Took: CLOZAPINE, CLOZARIL MULTFMT

np2Q4c_26 (np2Q4c_26) Took: CONCERTA, METHYLPHENIDATE, RITALIN MULTFMT

np2Q4c_27 (np2Q4c_27) Took: CYLERT, PEMOLINE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_28 (np2Q4c_28) Took: DALMANE, FLURAZEPAM MULTFMT

np2Q4c_29 (np2Q4c_29) Took: D-AMPHETAMINE , DEXEDRINE, DEXTROAMPHETAMINE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_30 (np2Q4c_30) Took: DAXOLIN, LOXAPINE, LOXITANE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_31 (np2Q4c_31) Took: DEPAKOTE, DIVALPROEX SODIUM MULTFMT

np2Q4c_32 (np2Q4c_32) Took: DESIPRAMINE, NORPRAMIN, PERTOFRANE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_33 (np2Q4c_33) Took: DESYREL, TRAZODONE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_34 (np2Q4c_34) Took: DIAZAPAM, VALIUM MULTFMT

np2Q4c_35 (np2Q4c_35) Took: DORAL, QUAZEPAM MULTFMT

np2Q4c_36 (np2Q4c_36) Took: EFFEXOR, VENLAFAXINE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_37 (np2Q4c_37) Took: EQUANIL, MEPROBAMATE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_38 (np2Q4c_38) Took: ESKALITH, LITHANE, LITHIUM CARBONATE, LITHOBID MULTFMT

np2Q4c_39 (np2Q4c_39) Took: ESTAZOLAM, PROSOM MULTFMT

np2Q4c_40 (np2Q4c_40) Took: FLUOXETINE, PROZAC MULTFMT

np2Q4c_41 (np2Q4c_41) Took: FLUPHENAZINE, PERMITIL, PROLIXIN MULTFMT
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np2Q4c_42 (np2Q4c_42) Took: FLUVOXAMINE, LUVOX MULTFMT

np2Q4c_43 (np2Q4c_43) Took: GABAPERTIN, NEURONTIN MULTFMT

np2Q4c_44 (np2Q4c_44) Took: HALAZEPAM, PAXIPAM MULTFMT

np2Q4c_45 (np2Q4c_45) Took: HALCION, TRIAZOLAM MULTFMT

np2Q4c_46 (np2Q4c_46) Took: HALDOL, HALOPERIDOL MULTFMT

np2Q4c_47 (np2Q4c_47) Took: IMIPRAMINE, TOFRANIL MULTFMT

np2Q4c_48 (np2Q4c_48) Took: INDERAL, PROPRANOLOL, INDERIDE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_49 (np2Q4c_49) Took: ISOCARBOXAZID, MARPLAN MULTFMT

np2Q4c_50 (np2Q4c_50) Took: LAMICTAL, LAMOTRIGINE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_51 (np2Q4c_51) Took: LIDONE, MOBAN, MOLINDONE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_52 (np2Q4c_52) Took: LUDIOMIL, MAPROTILINE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_53 (np2Q4c_53) Took: MELATONIN MULTFMT

np2Q4c_54 (np2Q4c_54) Took: MELLARIL, THIORIDAZINE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_55 (np2Q4c_55) Took: MESORIDAZINE, SERENTIL MULTFMT

np2Q4c_56 (np2Q4c_56) Took: MIRTAZAPINE, REMERON MULTFMT

np2Q4c_57 (np2Q4c_57) Took: NARDIL, PHENELZINE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_58 (np2Q4c_58) Took: NAVANE, THIOTHIXENE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_59 (np2Q4c_59) Took: NEFAZODONE, SERZONE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_60 (np2Q4c_60) Took: OLANZAPINE, ZYPREXA MULTFMT

np2Q4c_61 (np2Q4c_61) Took: ORAP, PIMOZIDE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_62 (np2Q4c_62) Took: OXAZEPAM, SERAX MULTFMT

np2Q4c_63 (np2Q4c_63) Took: PARNATE, TRANYLCYPROMINE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_64 (np2Q4c_64) Took: PAROXETINE, PAXIL MULTFMT

np2Q4c_65 (np2Q4c_65) Took: PERPHENAZINE, TRILAFON MULTFMT

np2Q4c_66 (np2Q4c_66) Took: PHENOBARBITOL MULTFMT

np2Q4c_67 (np2Q4c_67) Took: PROTRIPTYLINE, VIVACTIL MULTFMT

np2Q4c_68 (np2Q4c_68) Took: QUETIAPINE, SEROQUEL MULTFMT

np2Q4c_69 (np2Q4c_69) Took: RESTORIL, TEMAZEPAM MULTFMT

np2Q4c_70 (np2Q4c_70) Took: RISPERDAL, RISPERIDONE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_71 (np2Q4c_71) Took: SERTRALINE, ZOLOFT MULTFMT

np2Q4c_72 (np2Q4c_72) Took: STELAZINE, TRIFLUOPERAZINE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_73 (np2Q4c_73) Took: SURMONTIL, TRIMIPRAMINE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_74 (np2Q4c_74) Took: TRICYCLICS, ELAVIL AND OTHERS MULTFMT

np2Q4c_75 (np2Q4c_75) Took: TRIFLUPROMAZINE, VESPRIN MULTFMT
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np2Q4c_76 (np2Q4c_76) Took: VISTARIL, ANTIHISTAMINE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_77 (np2Q4c_77) Took: CATAPRES,Clondine MULTFMT

np2Q4c_78 (np2Q4c_78) Took: Tenex MULTFMT

np2Q4c_90 (np2Q4c_90) Took: ANTICONVULSANT, UNSPECIFIED MULTFMT

np2Q4c_91 (np2Q4c_91) Took: ANTIDEPRESSANT OR ANTIANXIETY, UNSPECIFIED MULTFMT

np2Q4c_92 (np2Q4c_92) Took: ANTIHISTAMINE, UNSPECIFIED MULTFMT

np2Q4c_93 (np2Q4c_93) Took: ANTIPSYCHOTIC OR NEUROLEPTIC, UNSPECIFIED MULTFMT

np2Q4c_94 (np2Q4c_94) Took: BARBITURATE, UNSPECIFIED MULTFMT

np2Q4c_95 (np2Q4c_95) Took: MOOD STABILIZER, UNSPECIFIED MULTFMT

np2Q4c_96 (np2Q4c_96) Took: SLEEP MEDICATION, UNSPECIFIED MULTFMT

np2Q4c_97 (np2Q4c_97) Took: STIMULANT, UNSPECIFIED MULTFMT

np2Q4c_98 (np2Q4c_98) Took: SOMETHING ELSE MULTFMT

np2Q4c_99 (np2Q4c_99) Took: OTHER MULTFMT

np2Q4c_B7d_Cat1 (np2Q4c_B7d_Cat1) Takes stimulants MULTFMT

np2Q4c_B7d_Cat2 (np2Q4c_B7d_Cat2) Takes antidepressants/antianxiety meds MULTFMT

np2Q4c_B7d_Cat3 (np2Q4c_B7d_Cat3) Takes mood stabilizers MULTFMT

np2Q4c_B7d_Cat4 (np2Q4c_B7d_Cat4) Takes antipsychotic meds MULTFMT

np2Q4c_B7d_Cat5 (np2Q4c_B7d_Cat5) Takes seizure medication MULTFMT

np2Q4c_B7d_Cat6 (np2Q4c_B7d_Cat6) Takes other mood/behavior meds MULTFMT

np2Q4c_Cat1 (np2Q4c_Cat1) Takes stimulants MULTFMT

np2Q4c_Cat2 (np2Q4c_Cat2) Takes antidepressants/antianxiety meds MULTFMT

np2Q4c_Cat3 (np2Q4c_Cat3) Takes mood stabilizers MULTFMT

np2Q4c_Cat4 (np2Q4c_Cat4) Takes antipsychotic meds MULTFMT

np2Q4c_Cat5 (np2Q4c_Cat5) Takes seizure medication MULTFMT

np2Q4c_Cat6 (np2Q4c_Cat6) Takes other mood/behavior meds MULTFMT

np2Q4d (np2Q4d) Medication taken prescribed to control behavior, emotions, or mood I2_040F

np2Q4d_B7e_01 (np2Q4d_B7e_01) Medication prescribed to control attention, behavior or activity level MULTFMT

np2Q4d_B7e_02 (np2Q4d_B7e_02) Medication prescribed to control emotions, such as depression or anxiety MULTFMT

np2Q4d_B7e_03 (np2Q4d_B7e_03) Medication prescribed to control mood MULTFMT

np2Q4d_B7e_04 (np2Q4d_B7e_04) Medication prescribed to control anything else MULTFMT

np2Q5 (np2Q5) Youth considers him/herself to have a disability or special need YNFMT

np2Q6 (np2Q6) Youth knows what service s/he needs for dealing with disability I2_119F

np2Q7 (np2Q7) Youth receives services or therapies from school, agency, or professional because of disability YNFMT
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np2Q8 (np2Q8) How often youth tells professionals what s/he thinks about the services I2_120F

np2R1a (np2R1a) How much youth enjoys school I2_121F

np2R1a_K3b (np2R1a_K3b) How much youth enjoys school I2_121F

np2R1b (np2R1b) How much youth feels like part of the school I2_121F

np2R2 (np2R2) How hard school is for youth I2_124F

np2R2_K3a (np2R2_K3a) How hard school is for youth I2_124F

np2R3 (np2R3) How safe youth feels at school I2_125F

np2R4a_a (np2R4a_a) There is an adult at school youth feels close to I2_122F

np2R4a_a_K3c (np2R4a_a_K3c) There is an adult at school youth feels close to I2_122F

np2R4a_b (np2R4a_b) Youth gets the support and services from school needed in order to do well I2_122F

np2R4a_b_K3e (np2R4a_b_K3e) Youth gets the support and services from school needed in order to do well I2_122F

np2R4b (np2R4b) If there is an adult at school who youth feels close to YNFMT

np2R4c (np2R4c) If youth is getting the support and services from school needed to do well YNFMT

np2R5a (np2R5a) How often youth had trouble getting along teachers in 2002/2003 school year I2_118AF

np2R5a_K2 (np2R5a_K2) How often youth had trouble getting along teachers in 2002/2003 school year I2_123F

np2R5b (np2R5b) How often youth had trouble paying attention in school in 2002/2003 school year I2_123F

np2R5c (np2R5c) How often youth had trouble getting homework done in 2002/2003 school year I2_123F

np2R5d (np2R5d) How often youth had trouble getting along with other students in 2002/2003 school year I2_118AF

np2R5d_K1 (np2R5d_K1) How often youth had trouble getting along with other students in 2002/2003 school year I2_123F

np2R6a (np2R6a) Youth had things stolen from locker or desk in 2002/2003 school year YNFMT

np2R6a_K4a (np2R6a_K4a) Youth had things stolen from locker or desk in 2002/2003 school year YNFMT

np2R6b (np2R6b) Youth was bullied at or on the way to and from school in 2002/2003 school year YNFMT

np2R6b_K4b (np2R6b_K4b) Youth was bullied at or on the way to and from school in 2002/2003 school year YNFMT

np2R6c (np2R6c) Youth bullied or picked on other students in 2002/2003 school year YNFMT

np2R6c_K4c (np2R6c_K4c) Youth bullied or picked on other students in 2002/2003 school year YNFMT

np2R6d (np2R6d) Youth was teased or called names at school in 2002/2003 school year YNFMT

np2R6d_K4d (np2R6d_K4d) Youth was teased or called names at school in 2002/2003 school year YNFMT

np2R6e (np2R6e) Youth was physically attacked or in fights at or on the way to and from school in 2002/2003 school year YNFMT

np2R6e_K4e (np2R6e_K4e) Youth was physically attacked or in fights at or on the way to and from school in 2002/2003 school 

year

YNFMT

np2R7a (np2R7a) Youth went to an IEP meeting in the past 2 years YNFMT

np2R7a_E2b (np2R7a_E2b) Youth went to an IEP meeting in the past 2 years YNFMT
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np2R7b (np2R7b) Youth met with an adult at school to set goals/make a transition plan YNFMT

np2R7b_E2d (np2R7b_E2d) Youth met with an adult at school to set goals/make a transition plan YNFMT

np2R7c (np2R7c) Amount of choice youth had on goals for his/her IEP I2_126F

np2R7d (np2R7d) Youth wanted to be more or less involved in IEP decisions I2_127F

np2R7e (np2R7e) Youth thinks IEP goals are right for him/her I2_128F

np2RiskScale (np2RiskScale) Scale of youth risk behaviors I2_159NF

np2S1a (np2S1a) Youth graduated from high school YNFMT

np2S1a_D3b (np2S1a_D3b) Youth graduated from high school YNFMT

np2S1b (np2S1b) Reason youth did not graduate from high school I2_129F

np2S1b_D3b (np2S1b_D3b) Why youth left school I2_129F

np2S1c_01 (np2S1c_01) Youth left school because of academic difficulty/ poor grades, not doing well MULTFMT

np2S1c_02 (np2S1c_02) Youth left school because of dislike of school experience MULTFMT

np2S1c_03 (np2S1c_03) Youth left school because school too dangerous MULTFMT

np2S1c_04 (np2S1c_04) Youth left school because failed required test/failed graduation exam MULTFMT

np2S1c_05 (np2S1c_05) Youth left school because of lack of appropriate curriculum MULTFMT

np2S1c_06 (np2S1c_06) Youth left school because of poor relationships with teachers and school staff MULTFMT

np2S1c_07 (np2S1c_07) Youth left school because of poor relationships with fellow students MULTFMT

np2S1c_08 (np2S1c_08) Youth left school because of language difficulty MULTFMT

np2S1c_09 (np2S1c_09) Youth left school because of economic reasons MULTFMT

np2S1c_10 (np2S1c_10) Youth left school because of lack of childcare MULTFMT

np2S1c_11 (np2S1c_11) Youth left school because of lack of transportation MULTFMT

np2S1c_12 (np2S1c_12) Youth left school because of problems with behavior MULTFMT

np2S1c_13 (np2S1c_13) Youth left school because of substance abuse MULTFMT

np2S1c_14 (np2S1c_14) Youth left school because of illness/disability MULTFMT

np2S1c_15 (np2S1c_15) Youth left school because of pregnancy MULTFMT

np2S1c_16 (np2S1c_16) Youth left school because s/he entered criminal justice system MULTFMT

np2S1c_17 (np2S1c_17) Youth left school because needed at home MULTFMT

np2S1c_18 (np2S1c_18) Youth left school because of religion MULTFMT

np2S1c_19 (np2S1c_19) Youth left school because s/he moved MULTFMT

np2S1c_20 (np2S1c_20) Youth left school because of parent/guardian influence MULTFMT

np2S1c_21 (np2S1c_21) Youth left school because friends were dropping out MULTFMT

np2S1c_22 (np2S1c_22) Youth left school because of marriage MULTFMT

np2S1c_23 (np2S1c_23) Youth left school because of military, joined armed forces MULTFMT

np2S1c_24 (np2S1c_24) Youth left school because of employment, seek or accept job MULTFMT
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np2S1c_25 (np2S1c_25) Youth left school because of another reason MULTFMT

np2S1c_D3c_01 (np2S1c_D3c_01) Youth left school because of academic difficulty/ poor grades, not doing well MULTFMT

np2S1c_D3c_02 (np2S1c_D3c_02) Youth left school because of dislike of school experience MULTFMT

np2S1c_D3c_03 (np2S1c_D3c_03) Youth left school because school too dangerous MULTFMT

np2S1c_D3c_04 (np2S1c_D3c_04) Youth left school because failed required test/failed graduation exam MULTFMT

np2S1c_D3c_05 (np2S1c_D3c_05) Youth left school because of lack of appropriate curriculum MULTFMT

np2S1c_D3c_06 (np2S1c_D3c_06) Youth left school because of poor relationships with teachers and school staff MULTFMT

np2S1c_D3c_07 (np2S1c_D3c_07) Youth left school because of poor relationships with fellow students MULTFMT

np2S1c_D3c_08 (np2S1c_D3c_08) Youth left school because of language difficulty MULTFMT

np2S1c_D3c_09 (np2S1c_D3c_09) Youth left school because of economic reasons MULTFMT

np2S1c_D3c_10 (np2S1c_D3c_10) Youth left school because of lack of childcare MULTFMT

np2S1c_D3c_11 (np2S1c_D3c_11) Youth left school because of lack of transportation MULTFMT

np2S1c_D3c_12 (np2S1c_D3c_12) Youth left school because of problems with behavior MULTFMT

np2S1c_D3c_13 (np2S1c_D3c_13) Youth left school because of substance abuse MULTFMT

np2S1c_D3c_14 (np2S1c_D3c_14) Youth left school because of illness/disability MULTFMT

np2S1c_D3c_15 (np2S1c_D3c_15) Youth left school because of pregnancy MULTFMT

np2S1c_D3c_16 (np2S1c_D3c_16) Youth left school because s/he entered criminal justice system MULTFMT

np2S1c_D3c_17 (np2S1c_D3c_17) Youth left school because needed at home MULTFMT

np2S1c_D3c_18 (np2S1c_D3c_18) Youth left school because of religion MULTFMT

np2S1c_D3c_19 (np2S1c_D3c_19) Youth left school because s/he moved MULTFMT

np2S1c_D3c_20 (np2S1c_D3c_20) Youth left school because of parent/guardian influence MULTFMT

np2S1c_D3c_21 (np2S1c_D3c_21) Youth left school because friends were dropping out MULTFMT

np2S1c_D3c_22 (np2S1c_D3c_22) Youth left school because of marriage MULTFMT

np2S1c_D3c_23 (np2S1c_D3c_23) Youth left school because of military, joined armed forces MULTFMT

np2S1c_D3c_24 (np2S1c_D3c_24) Youth left school because of employment, seek or accept job MULTFMT

np2S1c_D3c_25 (np2S1c_D3c_25) Youth left school because of another reason MULTFMT

np2S2a (np2S2a) Youth took classes to earn a diploma or certificate since leaving high school YNFMT

np2S2a_K5a (np2S2a_K5a) Youth took classes to earn a diploma or certificate since leaving high school YNFMT

np2S2b (np2S2b) Youth get either a high school diploma or a certificate YNFMT

np2S2b_K5b (np2S2b_K5b) Youth get either a high school diploma or a certificate YNFMT

np2S2c (np2S2c) Youth is currently taking class to earn a high school diploma or certificate YNFMT

np2S2c_K5c (np2S2c_K5c) Youth is currently taking class to earn a high school diploma or certificate YNFMT

np2S2d (np2S2d) If it was a diploma or a certificate that youth earned I2_051F

np2S2d_K5d (np2S2d_K5d) If it was a diploma or a certificate that youth earned I2_051F
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np2S3a (np2S3a) Youth has taken any classes from a 2-yr/community college since leaving high school YNFMT

np2S3a_D4a1 (np2S3a_D4a1) Youth has taken any classes from a 2-yr/community college since leaving high school YNFMT

np2S3a_D4a1_ever (np2S3a_D4a1_ever) Youth ever attended a 2-year/community college since leaving high school (if reported in any 

wave)

YNFMT

np2S3a_S4a_S5a (np2S3a_S4a_S5a) Attended a postsecondary institution since high school YNFMT

np2S3a_S4a_S5a_D4a1_D4a2_D4a3(np2S3a_S4a_S5a_D4a1_D4a2_D4a3) Youth attended postsecondary since high school YNFMT

np2S3b (np2S3b) Number of months between high school and starting 2-year college I2_147NF

np2S3b_K6a (np2S3b_K6a) Number of months between high school and starting 2-year college I2_147NF

np2S3c (np2S3c) Youth currently attending a 2-year/community college YNFMT

np2S3c_D4b1 (np2S3c_D4b1) Youth currently attending a 2-year/community college YNFMT

np2S3c_S4c_S5c (np2S3c_S4c_S5c) Attends a postsecondary institution currently YNFMT

np2S3c_S4c_S5c_D4b1_D4b2_D4b3(np2S3c_S4c_S5c_D4b1_D4b2_D4b3) Attends a postsecondary institution currently YNFMT

np2S3d_01 (np2S3d_01) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he graduated MULTFMT

np2S3d_02 (np2S3d_02) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he finished the classes youth wanted/needed to take MULTFMT

np2S3d_03 (np2S3d_03) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he changed schools MULTFMT

np2S3d_04 (np2S3d_04) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he  had transportation problems MULTFMT

np2S3d_05 (np2S3d_05) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he did not get services needed MULTFMT

np2S3d_06 (np2S3d_06) Why left 2-yr/comm college: it was too expensive/could not afford it MULTFMT

np2S3d_07 (np2S3d_07) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he did not have time/ schedule conflicts/ conflicted with other demands MULTFMT

np2S3d_08 (np2S3d_08) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he had poor grades/not doing well in school MULTFMT

np2S3d_09 (np2S3d_09) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he did not like school MULTFMT

np2S3d_10 (np2S3d_10) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he wanted/needed to find a job MULTFMT

np2S3d_11 (np2S3d_11) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he was offered a job/chose to work MULTFMT

np2S3d_12 (np2S3d_12) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he wanted to enter military MULTFMT

np2S3d_13 (np2S3d_13) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he did not get into the program he/she wanted MULTFMT

np2S3d_14 (np2S3d_14) Why left 2-yr/comm college: of illness/disability/ too sick to go MULTFMT

np2S3d_15 (np2S3d_15) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he got married MULTFMT

np2S3d_16 (np2S3d_16) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he got pregnant or had a child MULTFMT

np2S3d_17 (np2S3d_17) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he moved MULTFMT

np2S3d_18 (np2S3d_18) Why left 2-yr/comm college: school was too dangerous MULTFMT

np2S3d_19 (np2S3d_19) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he wanted to travel MULTFMT

np2S3d_20 (np2S3d_20) Why left 2-yr/comm college: friends were not in school/were dropping out MULTFMT
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np2S3d_21 (np2S3d_21) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he could not get along with teachers MULTFMT

np2S3d_22 (np2S3d_22) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he could not get along with other students MULTFMT

np2S3d_23 (np2S3d_23) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he could not get childcare MULTFMT

np2S3d_24 (np2S3d_24) Why left 2-yr/comm college: parents/family did not want youth to go MULTFMT

np2S3d_25 (np2S3d_25) Why left 2-yr/comm college: of another reasons MULTFMT

np2S3d_26 (np2S3d_26) Why left 2-yr/comm college: of summer school MULTFMT

np2S3d_att (np2S3d_att) Current attendance status of youth who have attended 2-year/community college in the past 2 years I3_025F

np2S3d_K6b_01 (np2S3d_K6b_01) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he graduated MULTFMT

np2S3d_K6b_02 (np2S3d_K6b_02) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he finished the classes youth wanted/needed to take MULTFMT

np2S3d_K6b_03 (np2S3d_K6b_03) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he changed schools MULTFMT

np2S3d_K6b_04 (np2S3d_K6b_04) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he  had transportation problems MULTFMT

np2S3d_K6b_05 (np2S3d_K6b_05) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he did not get services needed MULTFMT

np2S3d_K6b_06 (np2S3d_K6b_06) Why left 2-yr/comm college: it was too expensive/could not afford it MULTFMT

np2S3d_K6b_07 (np2S3d_K6b_07) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he did not have time/ schedule conflicts/ conflicted with other 

demands

MULTFMT

np2S3d_K6b_08 (np2S3d_K6b_08) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he had poor grades/not doing well in school MULTFMT

np2S3d_K6b_09 (np2S3d_K6b_09) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he did not like school MULTFMT

np2S3d_K6b_10 (np2S3d_K6b_10) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he wanted/needed to find a job MULTFMT

np2S3d_K6b_11 (np2S3d_K6b_11) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he was offered a job/chose to work MULTFMT

np2S3d_K6b_12 (np2S3d_K6b_12) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he wanted to enter military MULTFMT

np2S3d_K6b_13 (np2S3d_K6b_13) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he did not get into the program he/she wanted MULTFMT

np2S3d_K6b_14 (np2S3d_K6b_14) Why left 2-yr/comm college: of illness/disability/ too sick to go MULTFMT

np2S3d_K6b_15 (np2S3d_K6b_15) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he got married MULTFMT

np2S3d_K6b_16 (np2S3d_K6b_16) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he got pregnant or had a child MULTFMT

np2S3d_K6b_17 (np2S3d_K6b_17) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he moved MULTFMT

np2S3d_K6b_18 (np2S3d_K6b_18) Why left 2-yr/comm college: school was too dangerous MULTFMT

np2S3d_K6b_19 (np2S3d_K6b_19) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he wanted to travel MULTFMT

np2S3d_K6b_20 (np2S3d_K6b_20) Why left 2-yr/comm college: friends were not in school/were dropping out MULTFMT

np2S3d_K6b_21 (np2S3d_K6b_21) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he could not get along with teachers MULTFMT

np2S3d_K6b_22 (np2S3d_K6b_22) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he could not get along with other students MULTFMT

np2S3d_K6b_23 (np2S3d_K6b_23) Why left 2-yr/comm college: s/he could not get childcare MULTFMT

np2S3d_K6b_24 (np2S3d_K6b_24) Why left 2-yr/comm college: parents/family did not want youth to go MULTFMT
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np2S3d_K6b_25 (np2S3d_K6b_25) Why left 2-yr/comm college: of another reasons MULTFMT

np2S3d_K6b_26 (np2S3d_K6b_26) Why left 2-yr/comm college: of summer school MULTFMT

np2S3d_K6b_att (np2S3d_K6b_att) Current attendance status of youth who have attended 2-year/community college in the past 2 

years

I3_025F

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_01 (np2S3d_S4d_S5d_01) Why left postsecondary: youth graduated/completed program MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_02 (np2S3d_S4d_S5d_02) Why left postsecondary: youth finished the classes he/she wanted/needed to take MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_03 (np2S3d_S4d_S5d_03) Why left postsecondary: youth changed schools MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_04 (np2S3d_S4d_S5d_04) Why left postsecondary: youth had transportation problems MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_05 (np2S3d_S4d_S5d_05) Why left postsecondary: youth did not get services needed MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_06 (np2S3d_S4d_S5d_06) Why left postsecondary: it was too expensive/could not afford it MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_07 (np2S3d_S4d_S5d_07) Why left postsecondary: youth did not have time/ schedule conflicts/ conflicted with other 

demands

MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_08 (np2S3d_S4d_S5d_08) Why left postsecondary: youth had poor grades/not doing well in school MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_09 (np2S3d_S4d_S5d_09) Why left postsecondary: youth did not like school MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_10 (np2S3d_S4d_S5d_10) Why left postsecondary: youth wanted/needed to find a job MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_11 (np2S3d_S4d_S5d_11) Why left postsecondary: &Ywas offered a job/chose to work MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_12 (np2S3d_S4d_S5d_12) Why left postsecondary: youth wanted to enter military MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_13 (np2S3d_S4d_S5d_13) Why left postsecondary: youth did not get into the program he/she wanted MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_14 (np2S3d_S4d_S5d_14) Why left postsecondary: illness/disability/too sick to go MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_15 (np2S3d_S4d_S5d_15) Why left postsecondary: youth got married MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_16 (np2S3d_S4d_S5d_16) Why left postsecondary: youth got pregnant or had a child MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_17 (np2S3d_S4d_S5d_17) Why left postsecondary: youth moved MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_18 (np2S3d_S4d_S5d_18) Why left postsecondary: school was too dangerous MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_19 (np2S3d_S4d_S5d_19) Why left postsecondary: youth wanted to travel MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_20 (np2S3d_S4d_S5d_20) Why left postsecondary: friends were not in school/were dropping out MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_21 (np2S3d_S4d_S5d_21) Why left postsecondary: youth could not get along with teachers MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_22 (np2S3d_S4d_S5d_22) Why left postsecondary: youth could not get along with other students MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_23 (np2S3d_S4d_S5d_23) Why left postsecondary: youth could not get childcare MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_24 (np2S3d_S4d_S5d_24) Why left postsecondary: parents/family did not want youth to go MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_25 (np2S3d_S4d_S5d_25) Why left postsecondary: other reasons MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_26 (np2S3d_S4d_S5d_26) Why left postsecondary: summer school MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_att (np2S3d_S4d_S5d_att) Current attendance status of youth who have attended postsecondary institution in the past 

2 years

I3_025F
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np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_01(np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_01) Why left postsecondary: youth graduated/completed program MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_02(np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_02) Why left postsecondary: youth finished the classes he/she wanted/needed 

to take

MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_03(np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_03) Why left postsecondary: youth changed schools MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_04(np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_04) Why left postsecondary: youth had transportation problems MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_05(np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_05) Why left postsecondary: youth did not get services needed MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_06(np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_06) Why left postsecondary: it was too expensive/could not afford it MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_07(np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_07) Why left postsecondary: youth did not have time/ schedule conflicts/ 

conflicted with other demands

MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_08(np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_08) Why left postsecondary: youth had poor grades/not doing well in school MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_09(np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_09) Why left postsecondary: youth did not like school MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_10(np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_10) Why left postsecondary: youth wanted/needed to find a job MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_11(np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_11) Why left postsecondary: &Ywas offered a job/chose to work MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_12(np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_12) Why left postsecondary: youth wanted to enter military MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_13(np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_13) Why left postsecondary: youth did not get into the program he/she wanted MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_14(np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_14) Why left postsecondary: illness/disability/too sick to go MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_15(np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_15) Why left postsecondary: youth got married MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_16(np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_16) Why left postsecondary: youth got pregnant or had a child MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_17(np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_17) Why left postsecondary: youth moved MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_18(np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_18) Why left postsecondary: school was too dangerous MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_19(np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_19) Why left postsecondary: youth wanted to travel MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_20(np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_20) Why left postsecondary: friends were not in school/were dropping out MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_21(np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_21) Why left postsecondary: youth could not get along with teachers MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_22(np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_22) Why left postsecondary: youth could not get along with other students MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_23(np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_23) Why left postsecondary: youth could not get childcare MULTFMT
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np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_24(np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_24) Why left postsecondary: parents/family did not want youth to go MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_25(np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_25) Why left postsecondary: other reasons MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_26(np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_26) Why left postsecondary: summer school MULTFMT

np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_att(np2S3d_S4d_S5d_K6b_K7b_K8b_att) Current attendance status of youth who have attended postsecondary 

institution in the past 2 years

I3_025F

np2S3d1 (np2S3d1) Left 2-year/community college because graduated or other reason I3_001F

np2S3d1_K6b1 (np2S3d1_K6b1) Left 2-year/community college because graduated or other reason I3_001F

np2S3d1_S4d1_S5d1 (np2S3d1_S4d1_S5d1) Left postsecondary institution because graduated or other reason I3_001F

np2S3d1_S4d1_S5d1_K6b1_K7b1_K8b1(np2S3d1_S4d1_S5d1_K6b1_K7b1_K8b1) Left postsecondary institution because graduated or other reason I3_001F

np2S3e (np2S3e) Youth enrolled in 2-year/comm college steadily or off and on during the school year I2_094F

np2S3e_K6c (np2S3e_K6c) Youth enrolled in 2-year/comm college steadily or off and on during the school year I2_094F

np2S3e_S5e (np2S3e_S5e) Youth enrolled in postseconday steadily or off and on during the school year I2_094F

np2S3f (np2S3f) Youth attended 2-year/community college full or part time I2_095F

np2S3f_K6d (np2S3f_K6d) Youth attended 2-year/community college full or part time I2_095F

np2S3f_S4e_S5f (np2S3f_S4e_S5f) Attends postsec full or part time I2_095F

np2S3f_S4e_S5f_K6d_k7c_k8d (np2S3f_S4e_S5f_K6d_K7c_K8d) Attends postsec full or part time I2_095F

np2S3g (np2S3g) Youth took mostly vocational or academic courses at 2-yr/comm coll college I2_096F

np2S3g_K6e (np2S3g_K6e) Youth took mostly vocational or academic courses at 2-yr/comm coll college I2_096F

np2S3h_01 (np2S3h_01) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for agriculture, grounds keeping, horticulture MULTFMT

np2S3h_02 (np2S3h_02) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for animal care - eg, veterinary helper MULTFMT

np2S3h_03 (np2S3h_03) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for arts, drama, dance, music, graphic design/arts, fashion design MULTFMT

np2S3h_04 (np2S3h_04) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for communications, journalism, TV/radio, entertainment industry MULTFMT

np2S3h_05 (np2S3h_05) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for business MULTFMT

np2S3h_06 (np2S3h_06) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for child care, early childhood education MULTFMT

np2S3h_07 (np2S3h_07) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for clerical - eg, filing, receptionist, secretary, typist MULTFMT

np2S3h_08 (np2S3h_08) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for computer support - eg, data entry, programming, web page development MULTFMT

np2S3h_09 (np2S3h_09) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for education, teaching, tutoring MULTFMT

np2S3h_10 (np2S3h_10) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for engineering (electrical, mechanical, chemical, materials) MULTFMT
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np2S3h_11 (np2S3h_11) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for financial services MULTFMT

np2S3h_12 (np2S3h_12) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for food service , restaurant management MULTFMT

np2S3h_13 (np2S3h_13) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for health care - personal care attendant, nurses aide MULTFMT

np2S3h_14 (np2S3h_14) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for marketing, advertising MULTFMT

np2S3h_15 (np2S3h_15) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for mechanics (auto, machinery repair) MULTFMT

np2S3h_16 (np2S3h_16) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for police science, criminal justice MULTFMT

np2S3h_17 (np2S3h_17) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for retail sales MULTFMT

np2S3h_18 (np2S3h_18) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for skilled crafts (plumbing, electrical work, carpentry) MULTFMT

np2S3h_19 (np2S3h_19) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for other vocation MULTFMT

np2S3h_K6f_01 (np2S3h_K6f_01) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for agriculture, grounds keeping, horticulture MULTFMT

np2S3h_K6f_02 (np2S3h_K6f_02) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for animal care - eg, veterinary helper MULTFMT

np2S3h_K6f_03 (np2S3h_K6f_03) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for arts, drama, dance, music, graphic design/arts, fashion design MULTFMT

np2S3h_K6f_04 (np2S3h_K6f_04) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for communications, journalism, TV/radio, entertainment industry MULTFMT

np2S3h_K6f_05 (np2S3h_K6f_05) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for business MULTFMT

np2S3h_K6f_06 (np2S3h_K6f_06) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for child care, early childhood education MULTFMT

np2S3h_K6f_07 (np2S3h_K6f_07) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for clerical - eg, filing, receptionist, secretary, typist MULTFMT

np2S3h_K6f_08 (np2S3h_K6f_08) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for computer support - eg, data entry, programming, web page 

development

MULTFMT

np2S3h_K6f_09 (np2S3h_K6f_09) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for education, teaching, tutoring MULTFMT

np2S3h_K6f_10 (np2S3h_K6f_10) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for engineering (electrical, mechanical, chemical, materials) MULTFMT

np2S3h_K6f_11 (np2S3h_K6f_11) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for financial services MULTFMT

np2S3h_K6f_12 (np2S3h_K6f_12) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for food service , restaurant management MULTFMT

np2S3h_K6f_13 (np2S3h_K6f_13) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for health care - personal care attendant, nurses aide MULTFMT

np2S3h_K6f_14 (np2S3h_K6f_14) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for marketing, advertising MULTFMT

np2S3h_K6f_15 (np2S3h_K6f_15) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for mechanics (auto, machinery repair) MULTFMT

np2S3h_K6f_16 (np2S3h_K6f_16) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for police science, criminal justice MULTFMT

np2S3h_K6f_17 (np2S3h_K6f_17) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for retail sales MULTFMT

np2S3h_K6f_18 (np2S3h_K6f_18) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for skilled crafts (plumbing, electrical work, carpentry) MULTFMT

np2S3h_K6f_19 (np2S3h_K6f_19) Training at 2-yr/comm coll for other vocation MULTFMT

np2S3i (np2S3i) Youth ever got help with schoolwork at 2-year/community college YNFMT

np2S3i_K6h (np2S3i_K6h) Youth ever got help with schoolwork at 2-year/community college YNFMT
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np2S3i_S4g_S5h (np2S3i_S4g_S5h) Ever received help with school work from postsec YNFMT

np2S3i_S4g_S5h_K6h_K7e_K8f (np2S3i_S4g_S5h_K6h_K7e_K8f) Ever received help with school work from postsec YNFMT

np2S3j (np2S3j) 2-year/community college was aware youth has a disability I2_097F

np2S3j_K6i (np2S3j_K6i) 2-year/community college was aware youth has a disability I2_097F

np2S3j_S4h_S5i (np2S3j_S4h_S5i) Postsec aware of disability/special need I2_097F

np2S3j_S4h_S5i_K6i_K7f_K8g (np2S3j_S4h_S5i_K6i_K7f_K8g) Postsec aware of disability/special need I2_097F

np2S3k (np2S3k) Youth received services or accommodations from 2-year/community college YNFMT

np2S3k_K6j (np2S3k_K6j) Youth received services or accommodations from 2-year/community college YNFMT

np2S3k_S4i_S5j (np2S3k_S4i_S5j) Received svcs/accommodations from postsec YNFMT

np2S3k_S4i_S5j_K6j_K7g_K8h (np2S3k_S4i_S5j_K6j_K7g_K8h) Received svcs/accommodations from postsec YNFMT

np2S3L (np2S3L) Youth asked for services from 2-year/community college YNFMT

np2S3L_K6k (np2S3L_K6k) Youth asked for services from 2-year/community college YNFMT

np2S3m_01 (np2S3m_01) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: more time taking tests MULTFMT

np2S3m_02 (np2S3m_02) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: having tests and other materials read to youth MULTFMT

np2S3m_03 (np2S3m_03) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: different tests MULTFMT

np2S3m_04 (np2S3m_04) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: different grading standards MULTFMT

np2S3m_05 (np2S3m_05) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: different setting to take tests MULTFMT

np2S3m_06 (np2S3m_06) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: instructions given in sign language or manual communication MULTFMT

np2S3m_07 (np2S3m_07) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: scribe to record answers MULTFMT

np2S3m_08 (np2S3m_08) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: additional time to finish assignments MULTFMT

np2S3m_09 (np2S3m_09) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: different assignments MULTFMT

np2S3m_10 (np2S3m_10) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: large print or Braille materials or large print computer MULTFMT

np2S3m_11 (np2S3m_11) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: books on tape MULTFMT

np2S3m_12 (np2S3m_12) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: use of computer or spell checker in class or during test taking MULTFMT

np2S3m_13 (np2S3m_13) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: computer software designed for students with disabilities MULTFMT

np2S3m_14 (np2S3m_14) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: computer hardware adapted for needs of student MULTFMT

np2S3m_15 (np2S3m_15) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: special use of calculator MULTFMT

np2S3m_16 (np2S3m_16) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: a reader or interpreter MULTFMT

np2S3m_17 (np2S3m_17) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: note taker in class MULTFMT

np2S3m_18 (np2S3m_18) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: a personal aide or instructional assistant to help in class MULTFMT

np2S3m_19 (np2S3m_19) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: tutor MULTFMT
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np2S3m_20 (np2S3m_20) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: support person to monitor academic progress and help with managing 

academic workload

MULTFMT

np2S3m_21 (np2S3m_21) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: a behavior management program MULTFMT

np2S3m_22 (np2S3m_22) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: help with learning strategies or study skills MULTFMT

np2S3m_23 (np2S3m_23) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: support group for students with disabilities MULTFMT

np2S3m_24 (np2S3m_24) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: early registration MULTFMT

np2S3m_25 (np2S3m_25) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: physical changes to the classroom, special desks MULTFMT

np2S3m_26 (np2S3m_26) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: changes to equipment MULTFMT

np2S3m_27 (np2S3m_27) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: transportation assistance MULTFMT

np2S3m_28 (np2S3m_28) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: housing assistance MULTFMT

np2S3m_29 (np2S3m_29) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: orientation and mobility services MULTFMT

np2S3m_30 (np2S3m_30) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: social activities for students with disabilities MULTFMT

np2S3m_31 (np2S3m_31) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: food service arrangements or accommodations MULTFMT

np2S3m_32 (np2S3m_32) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: medical supports MULTFMT

np2S3m_33 (np2S3m_33) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: psychological or mental health services or counseling MULTFMT

np2S3m_34 (np2S3m_34) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: social work services MULTFMT

np2S3m_35 (np2S3m_35) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: occupational therapy or life skills training MULTFMT

np2S3m_36 (np2S3m_36) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: service coordination or case management MULTFMT

np2S3m_37 (np2S3m_37) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: childcare MULTFMT

np2S3m_38 (np2S3m_38) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: other accommodations or services MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_01 (np2S3m_K6L_01) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: more time taking tests MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_02 (np2S3m_K6L_02) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: having tests and other materials read to youth MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_03 (np2S3m_K6L_03) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: different tests MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_04 (np2S3m_K6L_04) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: different grading standards MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_05 (np2S3m_K6L_05) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: different setting to take tests MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_06 (np2S3m_K6L_06) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: instructions given in sign language or manual communication MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_07 (np2S3m_K6L_07) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: scribe to record answers MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_08 (np2S3m_K6L_08) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: additional time to finish assignments MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_09 (np2S3m_K6L_09) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: different assignments MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_10 (np2S3m_K6L_10) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: large print or Braille materials or large print computer MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_11 (np2S3m_K6L_11) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: books on tape MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_12 (np2S3m_K6L_12) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: use of computer or spell checker in class or during test taking MULTFMT
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np2S3m_K6L_13 (np2S3m_K6L_13) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: computer software designed for students with disabilities MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_14 (np2S3m_K6L_14) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: computer hardware adapted for needs of student MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_15 (np2S3m_K6L_15) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: special use of calculator MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_16 (np2S3m_K6L_16) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: a reader or interpreter MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_17 (np2S3m_K6L_17) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: note taker in class MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_18 (np2S3m_K6L_18) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: a personal aide or instructional assistant to help in class MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_19 (np2S3m_K6L_19) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: tutor MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_20 (np2S3m_K6L_20) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: support person to monitor academic progress and help with managing 

academic workload

MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_21 (np2S3m_K6L_21) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: a behavior management program MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_22 (np2S3m_K6L_22) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: help with learning strategies or study skills MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_23 (np2S3m_K6L_23) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: support group for students with disabilities MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_24 (np2S3m_K6L_24) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: early registration MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_25 (np2S3m_K6L_25) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: physical changes to the classroom, special desks MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_26 (np2S3m_K6L_26) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: changes to equipment MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_27 (np2S3m_K6L_27) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: transportation assistance MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_28 (np2S3m_K6L_28) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: housing assistance MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_29 (np2S3m_K6L_29) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: orientation and mobility services MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_30 (np2S3m_K6L_30) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: social activities for students with disabilities MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_31 (np2S3m_K6L_31) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: food service arrangements or accommodations MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_32 (np2S3m_K6L_32) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: medical supports MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_33 (np2S3m_K6L_33) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: psychological or mental health services or counseling MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_34 (np2S3m_K6L_34) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: social work services MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_35 (np2S3m_K6L_35) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: occupational therapy or life skills training MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_36 (np2S3m_K6L_36) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: service coordination or case management MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_37 (np2S3m_K6L_37) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: childcare MULTFMT

np2S3m_K6L_38 (np2S3m_K6L_38) Accom/svc from 2-yr coll: other accommodations or services MULTFMT

np2S3m2_01 (np2S3m2_01) Types of accomm from 2-yr: testing accommodations MULTFMT

np2S3m2_02 (np2S3m2_02) Types of accomm from 2-yr: assignment accommodations MULTFMT

np2S3m2_03 (np2S3m2_03) Types of accomm from 2-yr: materials technology adaptions MULTFMT

np2S3m2_04 (np2S3m2_04) Types of accomm from 2-yr: human aides MULTFMT
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np2S3m2_05 (np2S3m2_05) Types of accomm from 2-yr: out of class learning supports MULTFMT

np2S3m2_06 (np2S3m2_06) Types of accomm from 2-yr: physical adaptions in classroom MULTFMT

np2S3m2_07 (np2S3m2_07) Types of accomm from 2-yr: independent living supports MULTFMT

np2S3m2_08 (np2S3m2_08) Types of accomm from 2-yr: therapies MULTFMT

np2S3m2_09 (np2S3m2_09) Types of accomm from 2-yr: service coordination/case management MULTFMT

np2S3m2_10 (np2S3m2_10) Types of accomm from 2-yr: child care MULTFMT

np2S3m2_11 (np2S3m2_11) Types of accomm from 2-yr: other accommodations MULTFMT

np2S3m2_K6L2_01 (np2S3m2_K6L2_01) Types of accomm from 2-yr: testing accommodations MULTFMT

np2S3m2_K6L2_02 (np2S3m2_K6L2_02) Types of accomm from 2-yr: assignment accommodations MULTFMT

np2S3m2_K6L2_03 (np2S3m2_K6L2_03) Types of accomm from 2-yr: materials technology adaptions MULTFMT

np2S3m2_K6L2_04 (np2S3m2_K6L2_04) Types of accomm from 2-yr: human aides MULTFMT

np2S3m2_K6L2_05 (np2S3m2_K6L2_05) Types of accomm from 2-yr: out of class learning supports MULTFMT

np2S3m2_K6L2_06 (np2S3m2_K6L2_06) Types of accomm from 2-yr: physical adaptions in classroom MULTFMT

np2S3m2_K6L2_07 (np2S3m2_K6L2_07) Types of accomm from 2-yr: independent living supports MULTFMT

np2S3m2_K6L2_08 (np2S3m2_K6L2_08) Types of accomm from 2-yr: therapies MULTFMT

np2S3m2_K6L2_09 (np2S3m2_K6L2_09) Types of accomm from 2-yr: service coordination/case management MULTFMT

np2S3m2_K6L2_10 (np2S3m2_K6L2_10) Types of accomm from 2-yr: child care MULTFMT

np2S3m2_K6L2_11 (np2S3m2_K6L2_11) Types of accomm from 2-yr: other accommodations MULTFMT

np2S3n (np2S3n) Youth gotten help or service on his/her own outside of those offered by 2-yr/comm college YNFMT

np2S3n_K6m1 (np2S3n_K6m1) Youth gotten help or service on his/her own outside of those offered by 2-yr/comm college YNFMT

np2s3n_s4l_s5m (np2s3n_s4l_s5m) Youth gotten help or service on his/her own outside of those offered by postsecondary YNFMT

np2S3o (np2S3o) Usefulness of services at 2-yr/comm coll to help youth stay in school and do best I2_130F

np2s3o_s4m_s5n (np2S3o_S4m_S5n) Usefulness of services at a postsecondary institution I2_130F

np2S3p (np2S3p) Youth thinks s/he gets enough services to help with 2-year/comm college YNFMT

np2S3p_S4n_S5o (np2S3p_S4n_S5o) Youth thinks s/he gets enough services to help at postsecondary YNFMT

np2S3q (np2S3q) Youth got a diploma from 2-year/community college YNFMT

np2S3q_K6m2 (np2S3q_K6m2) Youth got a diploma from 2-year/community college YNFMT

np2S3q_K6m2_out (np2S3q_K6m2_out) Youth graduated/got a diploma or certificate from 2-year/community college if no longer 

attending

YNFMT

np2S3q_out (np2S3q_out) Youth graduated/got a diploma or certificate from 2-year/community college if no longer attending YNFMT
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np2S3q_S4o_S5p_K6m2_K7j2_K8k_out(np2S3q_S4o_S5p_K6m2_K7j2_K8k_out) Youth graduated/got a diploma or certificate from postsecondary 

institution if no longer attending

YNFMT

np2S3q_S4o_S5p_out (np2S3q_S4o_S5p_out) Youth graduated/got a diploma or certificate from postsecondary institution if no longer 

attending

YNFMT

np2S3r (np2S3r) Youth working towards a diploma from 2-year/community college YNFMT

np2S3r_K6n (np2S3r_K6n) Youth working towards a diploma from 2-year/community college YNFMT

np2S4a (np2S4a) Youth took classes from a vocational or technical school since leaving high school YNFMT

np2S4a_D4a2 (np2S4a_D4a2) Youth took classes from a vocational or technical school since leaving high school YNFMT

np2S4a_D4a2_ever (np2S4a_D4a2_ever) Youth ever attended a postsecondary vocational school since leaving high school (if reported 

in any wave)

YNFMT

np2S4b (np2S4b) Number of months between high school and starting voc/tech school I2_147NF

np2S4b_K7a (np2S4b_K7a) Number of months between high school and starting voc/tech school I2_147NF

np2S4c (np2S4c) Youth currently going to a vocational/technical school YNFMT

np2S4c_D4b2 (np2S4c_D4b2) Youth currently going to a vocational/technical school YNFMT

np2S4d_01 (np2S4d_01) Youth left voc/tech because s/he graduated MULTFMT

np2S4d_02 (np2S4d_02) Youth left voc/tech because s/he finished the classes youth wanted/needed to take MULTFMT

np2S4d_03 (np2S4d_03) Youth left voc/tech because s/he changed schools, went to a different school MULTFMT

np2S4d_04 (np2S4d_04) Youth left voc/tech because of transportation problems MULTFMT

np2S4d_05 (np2S4d_05) Youth left voc/tech because s/he did not get services needed MULTFMT

np2S4d_06 (np2S4d_06) Youth left voc/tech because it was too expensive/could not afford it MULTFMT

np2S4d_07 (np2S4d_07) Youth left voc/tech because s/he did not have time/ schedule conflicts/ conflicted with other demands MULTFMT

np2S4d_08 (np2S4d_08) Youth left voc/tech because s/he poor grades/not doing well in school MULTFMT

np2S4d_09 (np2S4d_09) Youth left voc/tech because s/he did not like school MULTFMT

np2S4d_10 (np2S4d_10) Youth left voc/tech because s/he wanted/needed to find a job MULTFMT

np2S4d_11 (np2S4d_11) Youth left voc/tech because s/he was offered a job/chose to work MULTFMT

np2S4d_12 (np2S4d_12) Youth left voc/tech because s/he wanted to enter military MULTFMT

np2S4d_13 (np2S4d_13) Youth left voc/tech because s/he did not get into the program he/she wanted MULTFMT

np2S4d_14 (np2S4d_14) Youth left voc/tech because of illness/disability/ too sick to go MULTFMT

np2S4d_15 (np2S4d_15) Youth left voc/tech because he or she got married MULTFMT

np2S4d_16 (np2S4d_16) Youth left voc/tech because s/he got pregnant or had a child MULTFMT

np2S4d_17 (np2S4d_17) Youth left voc/tech because s/he moved MULTFMT

np2S4d_18 (np2S4d_18) Youth left voc/tech because school too dangerous MULTFMT
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np2S4d_19 (np2S4d_19) Youth left voc/tech because s/he wanted to travel MULTFMT

np2S4d_20 (np2S4d_20) Youth left voc/tech because friends were not in school/were dropping out MULTFMT

np2S4d_21 (np2S4d_21) Youth left voc/tech because s/he could not get along with teachers MULTFMT

np2S4d_22 (np2S4d_22) Youth left voc/tech because s/he could not get along with other students MULTFMT

np2S4d_23 (np2S4d_23) Youth left voc/tech because s/he could not get childcare MULTFMT

np2S4d_24 (np2S4d_24) Youth left voc/tech because parents/family did not want youth to go MULTFMT

np2S4d_25 (np2S4d_25) Youth left voc/tech because of another reason MULTFMT

np2S4d_26 (np2S4d_26) Youth left voc/tech because of summer school MULTFMT

np2S4d_att (np2S4d_att) Current attendance status of youth who have attended voc/tech in the past 2 years I3_025F

np2S4d_K7b_01 (np2S4d_K7b_01) Youth left voc/tech because s/he graduated MULTFMT

np2S4d_K7b_02 (np2S4d_K7b_02) Youth left voc/tech because s/he finished the classes youth wanted/needed to take MULTFMT

np2S4d_K7b_03 (np2S4d_K7b_03) Youth left voc/tech because s/he changed schools, went to a different school MULTFMT

np2S4d_K7b_04 (np2S4d_K7b_04) Youth left voc/tech because of transportation problems MULTFMT

np2S4d_K7b_05 (np2S4d_K7b_05) Youth left voc/tech because s/he did not get services needed MULTFMT

np2S4d_K7b_06 (np2S4d_K7b_06) Youth left voc/tech because it was too expensive/could not afford it MULTFMT

np2S4d_K7b_07 (np2S4d_K7b_07) Youth left voc/tech because s/he did not have time/ schedule conflicts/ conflicted with other 

demands

MULTFMT

np2S4d_K7b_08 (np2S4d_K7b_08) Youth left voc/tech because s/he poor grades/not doing well in school MULTFMT

np2S4d_K7b_09 (np2S4d_K7b_09) Youth left voc/tech because s/he did not like school MULTFMT

np2S4d_K7b_10 (np2S4d_K7b_10) Youth left voc/tech because s/he wanted/needed to find a job MULTFMT

np2S4d_K7b_11 (np2S4d_K7b_11) Youth left voc/tech because s/he was offered a job/chose to work MULTFMT

np2S4d_K7b_12 (np2S4d_K7b_12) Youth left voc/tech because s/he wanted to enter military MULTFMT

np2S4d_K7b_13 (np2S4d_K7b_13) Youth left voc/tech because s/he did not get into the program he/she wanted MULTFMT

np2S4d_K7b_14 (np2S4d_K7b_14) Youth left voc/tech because of illness/disability/ too sick to go MULTFMT

np2S4d_K7b_15 (np2S4d_K7b_15) Youth left voc/tech because s/he got married MULTFMT

np2S4d_K7b_16 (np2S4d_K7b_16) Youth left voc/tech because s/he got pregnant or had a child MULTFMT

np2S4d_K7b_17 (np2S4d_K7b_17) Youth left voc/tech because s/he moved MULTFMT

np2S4d_K7b_18 (np2S4d_K7b_18) Youth left voc/tech because school too dangerous MULTFMT

np2S4d_K7b_19 (np2S4d_K7b_19) Youth left voc/tech because s/he wanted to travel MULTFMT

np2S4d_K7b_20 (np2S4d_K7b_20) Youth left voc/tech because friends were not in school/were dropping out MULTFMT

np2S4d_K7b_21 (np2S4d_K7b_21) Youth left voc/tech because s/he could not get along with teachers MULTFMT

np2S4d_K7b_22 (np2S4d_K7b_22) Youth left voc/tech because s/he could not get along with other students MULTFMT

np2S4d_K7b_23 (np2S4d_K7b_23) Youth left voc/tech because s/he could not get childcare MULTFMT
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np2S4d_K7b_24 (np2S4d_K7b_24) Youth left voc/tech because parents/family did not want youth to go MULTFMT

np2S4d_K7b_25 (np2S4d_K7b_25) Youth left voc/tech because of another reason MULTFMT

np2S4d_K7b_26 (np2S4d_K7b_26) Youth left voc/tech because of summer school MULTFMT

np2S4d_K7b_att (np2S4d_K7b_att) Current attendance status of youth who have attended voc/tech in the past 2 years I3_025F

np2S4d1 (np2S4d1) Left voc/tech because graduated or other reason I3_001F

np2S4d1_K7b1 (np2S4d1_K7b1) Left voc/tech because graduated or other reason I3_001F

np2S4e (np2S4e) Youth attending voc/tech full or part time I2_095F

np2S4e_K7c (np2S4e_K7c) Youth attending voc/tech full or part time I2_095F

np2S4f_01 (np2S4f_01) At voc/tech training for agriculture, grounds keeping, horticulture MULTFMT

np2S4f_02 (np2S4f_02) At voc/tech training for animal care MULTFMT

np2S4f_03 (np2S4f_03) At voc/tech training for arts, drama, dance, music, graphic design/arts, fashion design MULTFMT

np2S4f_04 (np2S4f_04) At voc/tech training for communications, journalism, tv/radio, entertainment industry MULTFMT

np2S4f_05 (np2S4f_05) At voc/tech training for business MULTFMT

np2S4f_06 (np2S4f_06) At voc/tech training for child care, early childhood education MULTFMT

np2S4f_07 (np2S4f_07) At voc/tech training for clerical - eg, filing, receptionist, secretary, typist MULTFMT

np2S4f_08 (np2S4f_08) At voc/tech training for computer support MULTFMT

np2S4f_09 (np2S4f_09) At voc/tech training for education, teaching, tutoring MULTFMT

np2S4f_10 (np2S4f_10) At voc/tech training for engineering (electrical, mechanical, chemical, materials) MULTFMT

np2S4f_11 (np2S4f_11) At voc/tech training for financial services MULTFMT

np2S4f_12 (np2S4f_12) At voc/tech training for food service, restaurant management MULTFMT

np2S4f_13 (np2S4f_13) At voc/tech training for health care MULTFMT

np2S4f_14 (np2S4f_14) At voc/tech training for marketing, advertising MULTFMT

np2S4f_15 (np2S4f_15) At voc/tech training for mechanics (auto, machinery repair) MULTFMT

np2S4f_16 (np2S4f_16) At voc/tech training for personal services MULTFMT

np2S4f_17 (np2S4f_17) At voc/tech training for police science, criminal justice MULTFMT

np2S4f_18 (np2S4f_18) At voc/tech training for retail sales MULTFMT

np2S4f_19 (np2S4f_19) At voc/tech training for skilled crafts (plumbing, electrical work, carpentry) MULTFMT

np2S4f_20 (np2S4f_20) At voc/tech training for other vocation MULTFMT

np2S4f_K7d_01 (np2S4f_K7d_01) At voc/tech training for agriculture, grounds keeping, horticulture MULTFMT

np2S4f_K7d_02 (np2S4f_K7d_02) At voc/tech training for animal care MULTFMT

np2S4f_K7d_03 (np2S4f_K7d_03) At voc/tech training for arts, drama, dance, music, graphic design/arts, fashion design MULTFMT
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np2S4f_K7d_04 (np2S4f_K7d_04) At voc/tech training for communications, journalism, tv/radio, entertainment industry MULTFMT

np2S4f_K7d_05 (np2S4f_K7d_05) At voc/tech training for business MULTFMT

np2S4f_K7d_06 (np2S4f_K7d_06) At voc/tech training for child care, early childhood education MULTFMT

np2S4f_K7d_07 (np2S4f_K7d_07) At voc/tech training for clerical - eg, filing, receptionist, secretary, typist MULTFMT

np2S4f_K7d_08 (np2S4f_K7d_08) At voc/tech training for computer support MULTFMT

np2S4f_K7d_09 (np2S4f_K7d_09) At voc/tech training for education, teaching, tutoring MULTFMT

np2S4f_K7d_10 (np2S4f_K7d_10) At voc/tech training for engineering (electrical, mechanical, chemical, materials) MULTFMT

np2S4f_K7d_11 (np2S4f_K7d_11) At voc/tech training for financial services MULTFMT

np2S4f_K7d_12 (np2S4f_K7d_12) At voc/tech training for food service, restaurant management MULTFMT

np2S4f_K7d_13 (np2S4f_K7d_13) At voc/tech training for health care MULTFMT

np2S4f_K7d_14 (np2S4f_K7d_14) At voc/tech training for marketing, advertising MULTFMT

np2S4f_K7d_15 (np2S4f_K7d_15) At voc/tech training for mechanics (auto, machinery repair) MULTFMT

np2S4f_K7d_16 (np2S4f_K7d_16) At voc/tech training for personal services MULTFMT

np2S4f_K7d_17 (np2S4f_K7d_17) At voc/tech training for police science, criminal justice MULTFMT

np2S4f_K7d_18 (np2S4f_K7d_18) At voc/tech training for retail sales MULTFMT

np2S4f_K7d_19 (np2S4f_K7d_19) At voc/tech training for skilled crafts (plumbing, electrical work, carpentry) MULTFMT

np2S4f_K7d_20 (np2S4f_K7d_20) At voc/tech training for other vocation MULTFMT

np2S4g (np2S4g) Youth gets help with school work at voc/tech school YNFMT

np2S4g_K7e (np2S4g_K7e) Youth gets help with school work at voc/tech school YNFMT

np2S4h (np2S4h) Voc/tech school aware that youth has a disability I2_097F

np2S4h_K7f (np2S4h_K7f) Voc/tech school aware that youth has a disability I2_097F

np2S4i (np2S4i) Youth received services or accommodations from voc/tech school YNFMT

np2S4i_K7g (np2S4i_K7g) Youth received services or accommodations from voc/tech school YNFMT

np2S4j (np2S4j) Youth applied for services or accommodations from voc/tech school YNFMT

np2S4j_K7h (np2S4j_K7h) Youth applied for services or accommodations from voc/tech school YNFMT

np2S4k_01 (np2S4k_01) Accom/svc from voc/tech: more time in taking tests MULTFMT

np2S4k_02 (np2S4k_02) Accom/svc from voc/tech: having tests and other materials read to youth MULTFMT

np2S4k_03 (np2S4k_03) Accom/svc from voc/tech: different tests MULTFMT

np2S4k_04 (np2S4k_04) Accom/svc from voc/tech: different grading standards MULTFMT

np2S4k_05 (np2S4k_05) Accom/svc from voc/tech: different setting to take tests MULTFMT

np2S4k_06 (np2S4k_06) Accom/svc from voc/tech: instructions given in sign language or manual communication MULTFMT

np2S4k_07 (np2S4k_07) Accom/svc from voc/tech: scribe to record answers MULTFMT
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np2S4k_08 (np2S4k_08) Accom/svc from voc/tech: additional time to finish assignments MULTFMT

np2S4k_09 (np2S4k_09) Accom/svc from voc/tech: different assignments, like shorter assignments or different lab assignments 

in a science class

MULTFMT

np2S4k_10 (np2S4k_10) Accom/svc from voc/tech: large print or Braille materials or large print computer MULTFMT

np2S4k_11 (np2S4k_11) Accom/svc from voc/tech: books on tape MULTFMT

np2S4k_12 (np2S4k_12) Accom/svc from voc/tech: use of computer or spell checker in class or during test taking MULTFMT

np2S4k_13 (np2S4k_13) Accom/svc from voc/tech: computer software designed for students with disabilities MULTFMT

np2S4k_14 (np2S4k_14) Accom/svc from voc/tech: computer hardware adapted for needs of student (eg, alternative keyboard, 

switch interface)

MULTFMT

np2S4k_15 (np2S4k_15) Accom/svc from voc/tech: special use of calculator (eg, use for tests that other students do not have) MULTFMT

np2S4k_16 (np2S4k_16) Accom/svc from voc/tech: a reader or interpreter MULTFMT

np2S4k_17 (np2S4k_17) Accom/svc from voc/tech: note taker in class MULTFMT

np2S4k_18 (np2S4k_18) Accom/svc from voc/tech: a personal aide or instructional assistant to help you in class MULTFMT

np2S4k_19 (np2S4k_19) Accom/svc from voc/tech: tutor MULTFMT

np2S4k_20 (np2S4k_20) Accom/svc from voc/tech: support person to monitor academic progress and help with managing 

academic workload

MULTFMT

np2S4k_21 (np2S4k_21) Accom/svc from voc/tech: a behavior management program MULTFMT

np2S4k_22 (np2S4k_22) Accom/svc from voc/tech: help with learning strategies or study skills MULTFMT

np2S4k_23 (np2S4k_23) Accom/svc from voc/tech: support group for students with disabilities MULTFMT

np2S4k_24 (np2S4k_24) Accom/svc from voc/tech: early registration MULTFMT

np2S4k_25 (np2S4k_25) Accom/svc from voc/tech: physical changes to the classroom, special desks MULTFMT

np2S4k_26 (np2S4k_26) Accom/svc from voc/tech: changes to equipment, like different lab equipment in a science class MULTFMT

np2S4k_27 (np2S4k_27) Accom/svc from voc/tech: Transportation assistance MULTFMT

np2S4k_28 (np2S4k_28) Accom/svc from voc/tech: housing assistance MULTFMT

np2S4k_29 (np2S4k_29) Accom/svc from voc/tech: orientation and mobility services MULTFMT

np2S4k_30 (np2S4k_30) Accom/svc from voc/tech: social activities for students with disabilities MULTFMT

np2S4k_31 (np2S4k_31) Accom/svc from voc/tech: food service arrangements or accommodations MULTFMT

np2S4k_32 (np2S4k_32) Accom/svc from voc/tech: medical supports MULTFMT

np2S4k_33 (np2S4k_33) Accom/svc from voc/tech: psychological or mental health services or counseling MULTFMT

np2S4k_34 (np2S4k_34) Accom/svc from voc/tech: social work services MULTFMT
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np2S4k_35 (np2S4k_35) Accom/svc from voc/tech: occupational therapy or life skills training MULTFMT

np2S4k_36 (np2S4k_36) Accom/svc from voc/tech: service coordination or case management MULTFMT

np2S4k_37 (np2S4k_37) Accom/svc from voc/tech: childcare MULTFMT

np2S4k_38 (np2S4k_38) Accom/svc from voc/tech: Other service or accommodation MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_01 (np2S4k_K7i_01) Accom/svc from voc/tech: more time in taking tests MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_02 (np2S4k_K7i_02) Accom/svc from voc/tech: having tests and other materials read to youth MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_03 (np2S4k_K7i_03) Accom/svc from voc/tech: different tests MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_04 (np2S4k_K7i_04) Accom/svc from voc/tech: different grading standards MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_05 (np2S4k_K7i_05) Accom/svc from voc/tech: different setting to take tests MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_06 (np2S4k_K7i_06) Accom/svc from voc/tech: instructions given in sign language or manual communication MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_07 (np2S4k_K7i_07) Accom/svc from voc/tech: scribe to record answers MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_08 (np2S4k_K7i_08) Accom/svc from voc/tech: additional time to finish assignments MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_09 (np2S4k_K7i_09) Accom/svc from voc/tech: different assignments, like shorter assignments or different lab 

assignments in a science class

MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_10 (np2S4k_K7i_10) Accom/svc from voc/tech: large print or Braille materials or large print computer MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_11 (np2S4k_K7i_11) Accom/svc from voc/tech: books on tape MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_12 (np2S4k_K7i_12) Accom/svc from voc/tech: use of computer or spell checker in class or during test taking MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_13 (np2S4k_K7i_13) Accom/svc from voc/tech: computer software designed for students with disabilities MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_14 (np2S4k_K7i_14) Accom/svc from voc/tech: computer hardware adapted for needs of student (eg, alternative 

keyboard, switch interface)

MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_15 (np2S4k_K7i_15) Accom/svc from voc/tech: special use of calculator (eg, use for tests that other students do not 

have)

MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_16 (np2S4k_K7i_16) Accom/svc from voc/tech: a reader or interpreter MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_17 (np2S4k_K7i_17) Accom/svc from voc/tech: note taker in class MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_18 (np2S4k_K7i_18) Accom/svc from voc/tech: a personal aide or instructional assistant to help you in class MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_19 (np2S4k_K7i_19) Accom/svc from voc/tech: tutor MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_20 (np2S4k_K7i_20) Accom/svc from voc/tech: support person to monitor academic progress and help with managing 

academic workload

MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_21 (np2S4k_K7i_21) Accom/svc from voc/tech: a behavior management program MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_22 (np2S4k_K7i_22) Accom/svc from voc/tech: help with learning strategies or study skills MULTFMT
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np2S4k_K7i_23 (np2S4k_K7i_23) Accom/svc from voc/tech: support group for students with disabilities MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_24 (np2S4k_K7i_24) Accom/svc from voc/tech: early registration MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_25 (np2S4k_K7i_25) Accom/svc from voc/tech: physical changes to the classroom, special desks MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_26 (np2S4k_K7i_26) Accom/svc from voc/tech: changes to equipment, like different lab equipment in a science class MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_27 (np2S4k_K7i_27) Accom/svc from voc/tech: Transportation assistance MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_28 (np2S4k_K7i_28) Accom/svc from voc/tech: housing assistance MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_29 (np2S4k_K7i_29) Accom/svc from voc/tech: orientation and mobility services MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_30 (np2S4k_K7i_30) Accom/svc from voc/tech: social activities for students with disabilities MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_31 (np2S4k_K7i_31) Accom/svc from voc/tech: food service arrangements or accommodations MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_32 (np2S4k_K7i_32) Accom/svc from voc/tech: medical supports MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_33 (np2S4k_K7i_33) Accom/svc from voc/tech: psychological or mental health services or counseling MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_34 (np2S4k_K7i_34) Accom/svc from voc/tech: social work services MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_35 (np2S4k_K7i_35) Accom/svc from voc/tech: occupational therapy or life skills training MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_36 (np2S4k_K7i_36) Accom/svc from voc/tech: service coordination or case management MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_37 (np2S4k_K7i_37) Accom/svc from voc/tech: childcare MULTFMT

np2S4k_K7i_38 (np2S4k_K7i_38) Accom/svc from voc/tech: Other service or accommodation MULTFMT

np2S4k2_01 (np2S4k2_01) Types of accomm from voc: testing accommodations MULTFMT

np2S4k2_02 (np2S4k2_02) Types of accomm from voc: assignment accommodations MULTFMT

np2S4k2_03 (np2S4k2_03) Types of accomm from voc: materials technology adaptions MULTFMT

np2S4k2_04 (np2S4k2_04) Types of accomm from voc: human aides MULTFMT

np2S4k2_05 (np2S4k2_05) Types of accomm from voc: out of class learning supports MULTFMT

np2S4k2_06 (np2S4k2_06) Types of accomm from voc: physical adaptions in classroom MULTFMT

np2S4k2_07 (np2S4k2_07) Types of accomm from voc: independent living supports MULTFMT

np2S4k2_08 (np2S4k2_08) Types of accomm from voc: therapies MULTFMT

np2S4k2_09 (np2S4k2_09) Types of accomm from voc: service coordination/case management MULTFMT

np2S4k2_10 (np2S4k2_10) Types of accomm from voc: child care MULTFMT

np2S4k2_11 (np2S4k2_11) Types of accomm from voc: other accommodations MULTFMT

np2S4k2_K7i2_01 (np2S4k2_K7i2_01) Types of accomm from voc: testing accommodations MULTFMT

np2S4k2_K7i2_02 (np2S4k2_K7i2_02) Types of accomm from voc: assignment accommodations MULTFMT

np2S4k2_K7i2_03 (np2S4k2_K7i2_03) Types of accomm from voc: materials technology adaptions MULTFMT

np2S4k2_K7i2_04 (np2S4k2_K7i2_04) Types of accomm from voc: human aides MULTFMT

np2S4k2_K7i2_05 (np2S4k2_K7i2_05) Types of accomm from voc: out of class learning supports MULTFMT

np2S4k2_K7i2_06 (np2S4k2_K7i2_06) Types of accomm from voc: physical adaptions in classroom MULTFMT
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np2S4k2_K7i2_07 (np2S4k2_K7i2_07) Types of accomm from voc: independent living supports MULTFMT

np2S4k2_K7i2_08 (np2S4k2_K7i2_08) Types of accomm from voc: therapies MULTFMT

np2S4k2_K7i2_09 (np2S4k2_K7i2_09) Types of accomm from voc: service coordination/case management MULTFMT

np2S4k2_K7i2_10 (np2S4k2_K7i2_10) Types of accomm from voc: child care MULTFMT

np2S4k2_K7i2_11 (np2S4k2_K7i2_11) Types of accomm from voc: other accommodations MULTFMT

np2S4L (np2S4L) Youth got services on own outside of those provided by voc/tech school YNFMT

np2S4l_K7j1 (np2S4l_K7j1) Youth got services on own outside of those provided by voc/tech school YNFMT

np2S4m (np2S4m) Usefulness of services in helping youth stay in voc/tech school and do well I2_130F

np2S4n (np2S4n) Youth getting enough services and accommodations to help with voc/tech school YNFMT

np2S4o (np2S4o) Gotten  diploma from vocational school YNFMT

np2S4o_K7j2 (np2S4o_K7j2) Gotten  diploma from vocational school YNFMT

np2S4o_K7j2_out (np2S4o_K7j2_out) Youth graduated/got a diploma or certificate from voc/tech if no longer attending YNFMT

np2S4o_out (np2S4o_out) Youth graduated/got a diploma or certificate from voc/tech if no longer attending YNFMT

np2S4p (np2S4p) Number of months to receive voc/tech diploma/certificate I2_147NF

np2S4p_K7k (np2S4p_K7k) Number of months to receive voc/tech diploma/certificate I2_147NF

np2S4q (np2S4q) Youth working towards a diploma, certificate, or license at voc/tech school YNFMT

np2S4q_K7l (np2S4q_K7l) Youth working towards a diploma, certificate, or license at voc/tech school YNFMT

np2S5a (np2S5a) Youth has taken classes at a 4-year college/university since high school YNFMT

np2S5a_D4a3 (np2S5a_D4a3) Youth has taken classes at a 4-year college/university since high school YNFMT

np2S5a_D4a3_ever (np2S5a_D4a3_ever) Youth ever attended a 4-year college/university since leaving high school (if reported in any 

wave)

YNFMT

np2S5b (np2S5b) Number of months between high school and starting 4-year college I2_147NF

np2S5b_K8a (np2S5b_K8a) Number of months between high school and starting 4-year college I2_147NF

np2S5c (np2S5c) Youth is currently attending a 4-year college or university YNFMT

np2S5c_D4b3 (np2S5c_D4b3) Youth is currently attending a 4-year college or university YNFMT

np2S5d_01 (np2S5d_01) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he graduated MULTFMT

np2S5d_02 (np2S5d_02) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he finished the classes youth wanted/needed to take MULTFMT

np2S5d_03 (np2S5d_03) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he changed schools MULTFMT

np2S5d_04 (np2S5d_04) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he had transportation problems MULTFMT

np2S5d_05 (np2S5d_05) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he did not get services needed MULTFMT

np2S5d_06 (np2S5d_06) Youth left 4-yr college because it was too expensive/could not afford it MULTFMT
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np2S5d_07 (np2S5d_07) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he did not have time/ schedule conflicts/ conflicted with other 

demands

MULTFMT

np2S5d_08 (np2S5d_08) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he had poor grades/not doing well in school MULTFMT

np2S5d_09 (np2S5d_09) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he did not like school MULTFMT

np2S5d_10 (np2S5d_10) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he wanted/needed to find a job MULTFMT

np2S5d_11 (np2S5d_11) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he offered a job/chose to work MULTFMT

np2S5d_12 (np2S5d_12) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he wanted to enter military MULTFMT

np2S5d_13 (np2S5d_13) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he did not get into the program he/she wanted MULTFMT

np2S5d_14 (np2S5d_14) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he had an illness/disability/ too sick to go MULTFMT

np2S5d_15 (np2S5d_15) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he got married MULTFMT

np2S5d_16 (np2S5d_16) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he got pregnant or had a child MULTFMT

np2S5d_17 (np2S5d_17) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he moved MULTFMT

np2S5d_18 (np2S5d_18) Youth left 4-yr college because school too dangerous MULTFMT

np2S5d_19 (np2S5d_19) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he wanted to travel MULTFMT

np2S5d_20 (np2S5d_20) Youth left 4-yr college because friends were not in school/were dropping out MULTFMT

np2S5d_21 (np2S5d_21) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he could not get along with teachers MULTFMT

np2S5d_22 (np2S5d_22) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he could not get along with other students MULTFMT

np2S5d_23 (np2S5d_23) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he could not get childcare MULTFMT

np2S5d_24 (np2S5d_24) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he parents/family did not want youth to go MULTFMT

np2S5d_25 (np2S5d_25) Youth left 4-yr college because of other reason MULTFMT

np2S5d_26 (np2S5d_26) Youth left 4-yr college because of summer school MULTFMT

np2S5d_att (np2S5d_att) Current attendance status of youth who have attended 4-year college/university in the past 2 years I3_025F

np2S5d_K8b_01 (np2S5d_K8b_01) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he graduated MULTFMT

np2S5d_K8b_02 (np2S5d_K8b_02) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he finished the classes youth wanted/needed to take MULTFMT

np2S5d_K8b_03 (np2S5d_K8b_03) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he changed schools MULTFMT

np2S5d_K8b_04 (np2S5d_K8b_04) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he had transportation problems MULTFMT

np2S5d_K8b_05 (np2S5d_K8b_05) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he did not get services needed MULTFMT

np2S5d_K8b_06 (np2S5d_K8b_06) Youth left 4-yr college because it was too expensive/could not afford it MULTFMT

np2S5d_K8b_07 (np2S5d_K8b_07) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he did not have time/ schedule conflicts/ conflicted with other 

demands

MULTFMT

np2S5d_K8b_08 (np2S5d_K8b_08) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he had poor grades/not doing well in school MULTFMT

np2S5d_K8b_09 (np2S5d_K8b_09) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he did not like school MULTFMT
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np2S5d_K8b_10 (np2S5d_K8b_10) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he wanted/needed to find a job MULTFMT

np2S5d_K8b_11 (np2S5d_K8b_11) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he offered a job/chose to work MULTFMT

np2S5d_K8b_12 (np2S5d_K8b_12) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he wanted to enter military MULTFMT

np2S5d_K8b_13 (np2S5d_K8b_13) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he did not get into the program he/she wanted MULTFMT

np2S5d_K8b_14 (np2S5d_K8b_14) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he had an illness/disability/ too sick to go MULTFMT

np2S5d_K8b_15 (np2S5d_K8b_15) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he got married MULTFMT

np2S5d_K8b_16 (np2S5d_K8b_16) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he got pregnant or had a child MULTFMT

np2S5d_K8b_17 (np2S5d_K8b_17) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he moved MULTFMT

np2S5d_K8b_18 (np2S5d_K8b_18) Youth left 4-yr college because school too dangerous MULTFMT

np2S5d_K8b_19 (np2S5d_K8b_19) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he wanted to travel MULTFMT

np2S5d_K8b_20 (np2S5d_K8b_20) Youth left 4-yr college because friends were not in school/were dropping out MULTFMT

np2S5d_K8b_21 (np2S5d_K8b_21) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he could not get along with teachers MULTFMT

np2S5d_K8b_22 (np2S5d_K8b_22) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he could not get along with other students MULTFMT

np2S5d_K8b_23 (np2S5d_K8b_23) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he could not get childcare MULTFMT

np2S5d_K8b_24 (np2S5d_K8b_24) Youth left 4-yr college because s/he parents/family did not want youth to go MULTFMT

np2S5d_K8b_25 (np2S5d_K8b_25) Youth left 4-yr college because of other reason MULTFMT

np2S5d_K8b_26 (np2S5d_K8b_26) Youth left 4-yr college because of summer school MULTFMT

np2S5d_K8b_att (np2S5d_K8b_att) Current attendance status of youth who have attended 4-year college/university in the past 2 

years

I3_025F

np2S5d1 (np2S5d1) Left 4-year college/university because graduated or other reason I3_001F

np2S5d1_K8b1 (np2S5d1_K8b1) Left 4-year college/university because graduated or other reason I3_001F

np2S5e (np2S5e) Youth was enrolled steadily or off and on during the past 4-year college school year I2_094F

np2S5e_K8c (np2S5e_K8c) Youth was enrolled steadily or off and on during the past 4-year college school year I2_094F

np2S5f (np2S5f) Youth attending 4-year college full or part time I2_095F

np2S5f_K8d (np2S5f_K8d) Youth attending 4-year college full or part time I2_095F

np2S5g_01 (np2S5g_01) 4-year course of study:  agriculture, horticulture, viticulture, forestry MULTFMT

np2S5g_02 (np2S5g_02) 4-year course of study: arts, drama, dance, music, graphic design/arts, fashion design MULTFMT

np2S5g_03 (np2S5g_03) 4-year course of study: communications, journalism, tv/radio, entertainment industry MULTFMT

np2S5g_04 (np2S5g_04) 4-year course of study: business, marketing, management MULTFMT

np2S5g_05 (np2S5g_05) 4-year course of study: computer science, programming, artificial intelligence, information technologies MULTFMT

np2S5g_06 (np2S5g_06) 4-year course of study: education, teaching, child development, early childhood education, home 

economics

MULTFMT
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np2S5g_07 (np2S5g_07) 4-year course of study: English, literature, library science MULTFMT

np2S5g_08 (np2S5g_08) 4-year course of study: history, political science, economics, sociology, psychology, humanities, social 

sciences

MULTFMT

np2S5g_09 (np2S5g_09) 4-year course of study: liberal arts, general studies MULTFMT

np2S5g_10 (np2S5g_10) 4-year course of study: mathematics, statistics MULTFMT

np2S5g_11 (np2S5g_11) 4-year course of study: pre-med, nursing, public health, physical therapy, recreation therapy, pre-

veterinary

MULTFMT

np2S5g_12 (np2S5g_12) 4-year course of study: science, biology, earth science, geology, physics, chemistry, environmental 

science

MULTFMT

np2S5g_13 (np2S5g_13) 4-year course of study: police science, criminal justice MULTFMT

np2S5g_14 (np2S5g_14) 4-year course of study: engineering, electrical, mechanical, chemical MULTFMT

np2S5g_15 (np2S5g_15) 4-year course of study: foreign language MULTFMT

np2S5g_16 (np2S5g_16) 4-year course of study: undeclared, undecided MULTFMT

np2S5g_17 (np2S5g_17) 4-year course of study: other course of study MULTFMT

np2S5g_K8e_01 (np2S5g_K8e_01) 4-year course of study:  agriculture, horticulture, viticulture, forestry MULTFMT

np2S5g_K8e_02 (np2S5g_K8e_02) 4-year course of study: arts, drama, dance, music, graphic design/arts, fashion design MULTFMT

np2S5g_K8e_03 (np2S5g_K8e_03) 4-year course of study: communications, journalism, tv/radio, entertainment industry MULTFMT

np2S5g_K8e_04 (np2S5g_K8e_04) 4-year course of study: business, marketing, management MULTFMT

np2S5g_K8e_05 (np2S5g_K8e_05) 4-year course of study: computer science, programming, artificial intelligence, information 

technologies

MULTFMT

np2S5g_K8e_06 (np2S5g_K8e_06) 4-year course of study: education, teaching, child development, early childhood education, home 

economics

MULTFMT

np2S5g_K8e_07 (np2S5g_K8e_07) 4-year course of study: English, literature, library science MULTFMT

np2S5g_K8e_08 (np2S5g_K8e_08) 4-year course of study: history, political science, economics, sociology, psychology, humanities, 

social sciences

MULTFMT

np2S5g_K8e_09 (np2S5g_K8e_09) 4-year course of study: liberal arts, general studies MULTFMT

np2S5g_K8e_10 (np2S5g_K8e_10) 4-year course of study: mathematics, statistics MULTFMT

np2S5g_K8e_11 (np2S5g_K8e_11) 4-year course of study: pre-med, nursing, public health, physical therapy, recreation therapy, pre-

veterinary

MULTFMT

np2S5g_K8e_12 (np2S5g_K8e_12) 4-year course of study: science, biology, earth science, geology, physics, chemistry, 

environmental science

MULTFMT

np2S5g_K8e_13 (np2S5g_K8e_13) 4-year course of study: police science, criminal justice MULTFMT
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np2S5g_K8e_14 (np2S5g_K8e_14) 4-year course of study: engineering, electrical, mechanical, chemical MULTFMT

np2S5g_K8e_15 (np2S5g_K8e_15) 4-year course of study: foreign language MULTFMT

np2S5g_K8e_16 (np2S5g_K8e_16) 4-year course of study: undeclared, undecided MULTFMT

np2S5g_K8e_17 (np2S5g_K8e_17) 4-year course of study: other course of study MULTFMT

np2S5h (np2S5h) Youth ever got help with school work at the 4-year college/university YNFMT

np2S5h_K8f (np2S5h_K8f) Youth ever got help with school work at the 4-year college/university YNFMT

np2S5i (np2S5i) 4-year college/university aware youth has a disability I2_097F

np2S5i_K8g (np2S5i_K8g) 4-year college/university aware youth has a disability I2_097F

np2S5J (np2S5J) Youth received services from 4-year college to help do his/her best YNFMT

np2S5j_K8h (np2S5j_K8h) Youth received services from 4-year college to help do his/her best YNFMT

np2S5K (np2S5K) Youth applied for services or accommodations from the 4-year college YNFMT

np2S5k_K8i (np2S5k_K8i) Youth applied for services or accommodations from the 4-year college YNFMT

np2S5L_01 (np2S5L_01) Accom/svc from 4-year: more time in taking tests MULTFMT

np2S5L_02 (np2S5L_02) Accom/svc from 4-year: having tests and other materials read to youth MULTFMT

np2S5L_03 (np2S5L_03) Accom/svc from 4-year: different tests MULTFMT

np2S5L_04 (np2S5L_04) Accom/svc from 4-year: different grading standards MULTFMT

np2S5L_05 (np2S5L_05) Accom/svc from 4-year: different setting to take tests MULTFMT

np2S5L_06 (np2S5L_06) instructions given in sign language or manual communication MULTFMT

np2S5L_07 (np2S5L_07) scribe to record answers MULTFMT

np2S5L_08 (np2S5L_08) additional time to finish assignments MULTFMT

np2S5L_09 (np2S5L_09) different assignments, like shorter assignments or different lab assignments in a science class MULTFMT

np2S5L_10 (np2S5L_10) large print or braille materials or large print computer MULTFMT

np2S5L_11 (np2S5L_11) books on tape MULTFMT

np2S5L_12 (np2S5L_12) Accom/svc from 4-year: use of computer or spell checker in class or during test taking MULTFMT

np2S5L_13 (np2S5L_13) Accom/svc from 4-year: computer software designed for students with disabilities MULTFMT

np2S5L_14 (np2S5L_14) Accom/svc from 4-year: computer hardware adapted for needs of student MULTFMT

np2S5L_15 (np2S5L_15) Accom/svc from 4-year: special use of calculator MULTFMT

np2S5L_16 (np2S5L_16) Accom/svc from 4-year: a reader or interpreter MULTFMT

np2S5L_17 (np2S5L_17) Accom/svc from 4-year: note taker in class MULTFMT

np2S5L_18 (np2S5L_18) Accom/svc from 4-year: a personal aide or instructional assistant to help you in class MULTFMT

np2S5L_19 (np2S5L_19) Accom/svc from 4-year: tutor MULTFMT
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np2S5L_20 (np2S5L_20) Accom/svc from 4-year: support person to monitor academic progress and help with managing 

academic workload

MULTFMT

np2S5L_21 (np2S5L_21) Accom/svc from 4-year: a behavior management program MULTFMT

np2S5L_22 (np2S5L_22) Accom/svc from 4-year: help with learning strategies or study skills (eg, writing center) MULTFMT

np2S5L_23 (np2S5L_23) Accom/svc from 4-year: support group for students with disabilities MULTFMT

np2S5L_24 (np2S5L_24) Accom/svc from 4-year: early registration MULTFMT

np2S5L_25 (np2S5L_25) Accom/svc from 4-year: physical changes to the classroom, special desks MULTFMT

np2S5L_26 (np2S5L_26) Accom/svc from 4-year: changes to equipment, like different lab equipment in a science class MULTFMT

np2S5L_27 (np2S5L_27) Accom/svc from 4-year: transportation assistance (ie, to get to classes) MULTFMT

np2S5L_28 (np2S5L_28) Accom/svc from 4-year: housing assistance (eg, modified living arrangements MULTFMT

np2S5L_29 (np2S5L_29) Accom/svc from 4-year: orientation and mobility services MULTFMT

np2S5L_30 (np2S5L_30) Accom/svc from 4-year: social activities for students with disabilities MULTFMT

np2S5L_31 (np2S5L_31) Accom/svc from 4-year: food service arrangements or accommodations MULTFMT

np2S5L_32 (np2S5L_32) Accom/svc from 4-year: medical supports MULTFMT

np2S5L_33 (np2S5L_33) Accom/svc from 4-year: psychological or mental health services or counseling MULTFMT

np2S5L_34 (np2S5L_34) Accom/svc from 4-year: social work services MULTFMT

np2S5L_35 (np2S5L_35) Accom/svc from 4-year: occupational therapy or life skills training MULTFMT

np2S5L_36 (np2S5L_36) Accom/svc from 4-year: service coordination or case management MULTFMT

np2S5L_37 (np2S5L_37) Accom/svc from 4-year: childcare MULTFMT

np2S5L_38 (np2S5L_38) Accom/svc from 4-year: other service or accommodation MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_01 (np2S5L_K8j_01) Accom/svc from 4-year: more time in taking tests MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_02 (np2S5L_K8j_02) Accom/svc from 4-year: having tests and other materials read to youth MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_03 (np2S5L_K8j_03) Accom/svc from 4-year: different tests MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_04 (np2S5L_K8j_04) Accom/svc from 4-year: different grading standards MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_05 (np2S5L_K8j_05) Accom/svc from 4-year: different setting to take tests MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_06 (np2S5L_K8j_06) instructions given in sign language or manual communication MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_07 (np2S5L_K8j_07) scribe to record answers MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_08 (np2S5L_K8j_08) additional time to finish assignments MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_09 (np2S5L_K8j_09) different assignments, like shorter assignments or different lab assignments in a science class MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_10 (np2S5L_K8j_10) large print or braille materials or large print computer MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_11 (np2S5L_K8j_11) books on tape MULTFMT
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np2S5L_K8j_12 (np2S5L_K8j_12) Accom/svc from 4-year: use of computer or spell checker in class or during test taking MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_13 (np2S5L_K8j_13) Accom/svc from 4-year: computer software designed for students with disabilities MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_14 (np2S5L_K8j_14) Accom/svc from 4-year: computer hardware adapted for needs of student MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_15 (np2S5L_K8j_15) Accom/svc from 4-year: special use of calculator MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_16 (np2S5L_K8j_16) Accom/svc from 4-year: a reader or interpreter MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_17 (np2S5L_K8j_17) Accom/svc from 4-year: note taker in class MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_18 (np2S5L_K8j_18) Accom/svc from 4-year: a personal aide or instructional assistant to help you in class MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_19 (np2S5L_K8j_19) Accom/svc from 4-year: tutor MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_20 (np2S5L_K8j_20) Accom/svc from 4-year: support person to monitor academic progress and help with managing 

academic workload

MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_21 (np2S5L_K8j_21) Accom/svc from 4-year: a behavior management program MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_22 (np2S5L_K8j_22) Accom/svc from 4-year: help with learning strategies or study skills (eg, writing center) MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_23 (np2S5L_K8j_23) Accom/svc from 4-year: support group for students with disabilities MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_24 (np2S5L_K8j_24) Accom/svc from 4-year: early registration MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_25 (np2S5L_K8j_25) Accom/svc from 4-year: physical changes to the classroom, special desks MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_26 (np2S5L_K8j_26) Accom/svc from 4-year: changes to equipment, like different lab equipment in a science class MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_27 (np2S5L_K8j_27) Accom/svc from 4-year: transportation assistance (ie, to get to classes) MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_28 (np2S5L_K8j_28) Accom/svc from 4-year: housing assistance (eg, modified living arrangements MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_29 (np2S5L_K8j_29) Accom/svc from 4-year: orientation and mobility services MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_30 (np2S5L_K8j_30) Accom/svc from 4-year: social activities for students with disabilities MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_31 (np2S5L_K8j_31) Accom/svc from 4-year: food service arrangements or accommodations MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_32 (np2S5L_K8j_32) Accom/svc from 4-year: medical supports MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_33 (np2S5L_K8j_33) Accom/svc from 4-year: psychological or mental health services or counseling MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_34 (np2S5L_K8j_34) Accom/svc from 4-year: social work services MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_35 (np2S5L_K8j_35) Accom/svc from 4-year: occupational therapy or life skills training MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_36 (np2S5L_K8j_36) Accom/svc from 4-year: service coordination or case management MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_37 (np2S5L_K8j_37) Accom/svc from 4-year: childcare MULTFMT

np2S5L_K8j_38 (np2S5L_K8j_38) Accom/svc from 4-year: other service or accommodation MULTFMT

np2S5L2_01 (np2S5L2_01) Types of accomm from 4-yr: testing accommodations MULTFMT
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np2S5L2_02 (np2S5L2_02) Types of accomm from 4-yr: assignment accommodations MULTFMT

np2S5L2_03 (np2S5L2_03) Types of accomm from 4-yr: materials technology adaptions MULTFMT

np2S5L2_04 (np2S5L2_04) Types of accomm from 4-yr: human aides MULTFMT

np2S5L2_05 (np2S5L2_05) Types of accomm from 4-yr: out of class learning supports MULTFMT

np2S5L2_06 (np2S5L2_06) Types of accomm from 4-yr: physical adaptions in classroom MULTFMT

np2S5L2_07 (np2S5L2_07) Types of accomm from 4-yr: independent living supports MULTFMT

np2S5L2_08 (np2S5L2_08) Types of accomm from 4-yr: therapies MULTFMT

np2S5L2_09 (np2S5L2_09) Types of accomm from 4-yr: service coordination/case management MULTFMT

np2S5L2_10 (np2S5L2_10) Types of accomm from 4-yr: child care MULTFMT

np2S5L2_11 (np2S5L2_11) Types of accomm from 4-yr: other accommodations MULTFMT

np2S5L2_K8j2_01 (np2S5L2_K8j2_01) Types of accomm from 4-yr: testing accommodations MULTFMT

np2S5L2_K8j2_02 (np2S5L2_K8j2_02) Types of accomm from 4-yr: assignment accommodations MULTFMT

np2S5L2_K8j2_03 (np2S5L2_K8j2_03) Types of accomm from 4-yr: materials technology adaptions MULTFMT

np2S5L2_K8j2_04 (np2S5L2_K8j2_04) Types of accomm from 4-yr: human aides MULTFMT

np2S5L2_K8j2_05 (np2S5L2_K8j2_05) Types of accomm from 4-yr: out of class learning supports MULTFMT

np2S5L2_K8j2_06 (np2S5L2_K8j2_06) Types of accomm from 4-yr: physical adaptions in classroom MULTFMT

np2S5L2_K8j2_07 (np2S5L2_K8j2_07) Types of accomm from 4-yr: independent living supports MULTFMT

np2S5L2_K8j2_08 (np2S5L2_K8j2_08) Types of accomm from 4-yr: therapies MULTFMT

np2S5L2_K8j2_09 (np2S5L2_K8j2_09) Types of accomm from 4-yr: service coordination/case management MULTFMT

np2S5L2_K8j2_10 (np2S5L2_K8j2_10) Types of accomm from 4-yr: child care MULTFMT

np2S5L2_K8j2_11 (np2S5L2_K8j2_11) Types of accomm from 4-yr: other accommodations MULTFMT

np2S5m (np2S5m) Youth got services on own outside those offered by 4-year college to help with school YNFMT

np2S5m_K8j1 (np2S5m_K8j1) Youth got services on own outside those offered by 4-year college to help with school YNFMT

np2S5n (np2S5n) Usefulness of services in helping youth stay in 4-year college/university I2_130F

np2S5o (np2S5o) Youth thinks s/he gets enough services and accommodations to help with 4-year college YNFMT

np2S5p (np2S5p) Youth gotten a diploma, certificate, or license from a 4-year college YNFMT

np2S5p_K8k (np2S5p_K8k) Youth gotten a diploma, certificate, or license from a 4-year college YNFMT

np2S5p_K8k_out (np2S5p_K8k_out) Youth graduated/got a diploma or certificate from 4-year college/university if no longer attending YNFMT

np2S5p_out (np2S5p_out) Youth graduated/got a diploma or certificate from 4-year college/university if no longer attending YNFMT

np2S5q (np2S5q) Youth working toward a diploma or certificate at 4-year college YNFMT
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np2S5q_K8l (np2S5q_K8l) Youth working toward a diploma or certificate at 4-year college YNFMT

np2T10a (np2T10a) Youth had a paid job before his/her current job YNFMT

np2T10a_L10a (np2T10a_L10a) Youth had a paid job before his/her current job YNFMT

np2T10b (np2T10b) Youth usually worked more or less hours at previous job I2_107F

np2T10b_L10b (np2T10b_L10b) Youth usually worked more or less hours at previous job I2_107F

np2T10c (np2T10c) Youth was paid more or less than current job when s/he left previous job I2_108F

np2T10c_L10c (np2T10c_L10c) Youth was paid more or less than current job when s/he left previous job I2_108F

np2T10d_a (np2T10d_a) Youth got paid vacation or sick leave at previous job YNFMT

np2T10d_b (np2T10d_b) Youth got health insurance at previous job YNFMT

np2T10d_c (np2T10d_c) Youth got retirement benefits at previous job YNFMT

np2T10d_L10d_a (np2T10d_L10d_a) Youth got paid vacation or sick leave at previous job YNFMT

np2T10d_L10d_b (np2T10d_L10d_b) Youth got health insurance at previous job YNFMT

np2T10d_L10d_c (np2T10d_L10d_c) Youth got retirement benefits at previous job YNFMT

np2T10e (np2T10e) Most of other workers had a disability at previous job YNFMT

np2T10e_L10e (np2T10e_L10e) Most of other workers had a disability at previous job YNFMT

np2T10f (np2T10f) Reason youth left previous job I2_109F

np2T10f_L10f (np2T10f_L10f) Reason youth left previous job I2_109F

np2T10g (np2T10g) Reason youth quit previous job I2_101F

np2T10g_L10g (np2T10g_L10g) Reason youth quit previous job I2_101F

np2T11a (np2T11a) Type of work youth did at most recent job I2_099F

np2T11a_L11a (np2T11a_L11a) Type of work youth did at most recent job I2_099F

np2T11b (np2T11b) Number of hours per week youth usually worked at most recent job I2_148NF

np2T11b_L11b (np2T11b_L11b) Number of hours per week youth usually worked at most recent job I2_148NF

np2T11c (np2T11c) Youth usually worked full or part time at most recent job I2_103F

np2T11c_L11c (np2T11c_L11c) Youth usually worked full or part time at most recent job I2_103F

np2T11d (np2T11d) Worked part time at most recent job because youth wanted to I2_104F

np2T11d_L11d (np2T11d_L11d) Worked part time at most recent job because youth wanted to I2_104F

np2T11e (np2T11e) Number of months unemployed out-of school youth had past job I2_147NF

np2T11e_L11e (np2T11e_L11e) Number of months unemployed out-of school youth had past job I2_147NF

np2T11f (np2T11f) Hourly wage of unemployed out-of-school youth^s past job I2_146NF

np2T11f_L11f (np2T11f_L11f) Hourly wage of unemployed out-of-school youth^s past job I2_146NF

np2T11g_a (np2T11g_a) Youth paid more when left most recent job than when s/he started YNFMT

np2T11g_a_L11g (np2T11g_a_L11g) Youth paid more when left most recent job than when s/he started YNFMT

np2T11g_b (np2T11g_b) Youth was promoted since s/he started most recent job YNFMT
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np2T11g_b_L11h (np2T11g_b_L11h) Youth was promoted since s/he started most recent job YNFMT

np2T11h_a (np2T11h_a) Youth got paid vacation or sick leave at most recent job YNFMT

np2T11h_b (np2T11h_b) Youth got health insurance at most recent job YNFMT

np2T11h_c (np2T11h_c) Youth got retirement benefits at most recent job YNFMT

np2T11h_L11i_a (np2T11h_L11i_a) Youth got paid vacation or sick leave at most recent job YNFMT

np2T11h_L11i_b (np2T11h_L11i_b) Youth got health insurance at most recent job YNFMT

np2T11h_L11i_c (np2T11h_L11i_c) Youth got retirement benefits at most recent job YNFMT

np2T11i (np2T11i) Most of the other workers had a disability at most recent job YNFMT

np2T11i_L11j (np2T11i_L11j) Most of the other workers had a disability at most recent job YNFMT

np2T11j1 (np2T11j1) Youth told employer s/he had a disability at most recent job I2_105F

np2T11j1_L11k1 (np2T11j1_L11k1) Youth told employer s/he had a disability at most recent job I2_105F

np2T11j2 (np2T11j2) Employer told or was aware of youth^s disability at recent job YNFMT

np2T11j2_L11k2 (np2T11j2_L11k2) Youth thinks employer was aware of his/her disability at most recent job YNFMT

np2T11k (np2T11k) Youth received help or assistance from employer due to disability at most recent job YNFMT

np2T11k_L11L (np2T11k_L11L) Youth received help or assistance from employer due to disability at most recent job YNFMT

np2T11L (np2T11L) Youth asked for help from employer at most recent job YNFMT

np2T11L_L11m (np2T11L_L11m) Youth asked for help from employer at most recent job YNFMT

np2T11m_01 (np2T11m_01) Accom at most recent job: none MULTFMT

np2T11m_02 (np2T11m_02) Accom at most recent job: large print or Braille materials or large print computer MULTFMT

np2T11m_03 (np2T11m_03) Accom at most recent job: written materials on tape MULTFMT

np2T11m_04 (np2T11m_04) Accom at most recent job: computer hardware adapted for needs of student MULTFMT

np2T11m_05 (np2T11m_05) Accom at most recent job: headsets to allow hands free phone use or to magnify sound MULTFMT

np2T11m_06 (np2T11m_06) Accom at most recent job: different equipment (other than computer) or changes to equipment used 

on the job

MULTFMT

np2T11m_07 (np2T11m_07) Accom at most recent job: TTY or TTD available MULTFMT

np2T11m_08 (np2T11m_08) Accom at most recent job: altered work station MULTFMT

np2T11m_09 (np2T11m_09) Accom at most recent job: a reader or interpreter MULTFMT

np2T11m_10 (np2T11m_10) Accom at most recent job: job coach-helps monitor progress, offers advice to improve performance MULTFMT

np2T11m_11 (np2T11m_11) Accom at most recent job: a personal aide or assistant to help on the job MULTFMT

np2T11m_12 (np2T11m_12) Accom at most recent job: more training, training tailored to individual needs MULTFMT

np2T11m_13 (np2T11m_13) Accom at most recent job: more or different supervision or mentoring MULTFMT
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np2T11m_14 (np2T11m_14) Accom at most recent job: different expectations for productivity or performance MULTFMT

np2T11m_15 (np2T11m_15) Accom at most recent job: instructions are modified in form or in the way they are communicated MULTFMT

np2T11m_16 (np2T11m_16) Accom at most recent job: flexible times for arriving at and leaving work MULTFMT

np2T11m_17 (np2T11m_17) Accom at most recent job: slower pace for getting the job done MULTFMT

np2T11m_18 (np2T11m_18) Accom at most recent job: more breaks, longer breaks MULTFMT

np2T11m_19 (np2T11m_19) Accom at most recent job: more paid sick leave or paid time off for medical needs, therapy 

appointments, etc

MULTFMT

np2T11m_20 (np2T11m_20) Accom at most recent job: rearranged equipment or furniture to improve accessibility MULTFMT

np2T11m_21 (np2T11m_21) Accom at most recent job: made changes to the building MULTFMT

np2T11m_22 (np2T11m_22) Accom at most recent job: transportation assistance MULTFMT

np2T11m_23 (np2T11m_23) Accom at most recent job: parking accommodations MULTFMT

np2T11m_24 (np2T11m_24) Accom at most recent job: emergency plan accounts for disabled worker MULTFMT

np2T11m_25 (np2T11m_25) Accom at most recent job: other help or assistance MULTFMT

np2T11m_L11n_01 (np2T11m_L11n_01) Accom at most recent job: none MULTFMT

np2T11m_L11n_02 (np2T11m_L11n_02) Accom at most recent job: large print or Braille materials or large print computer MULTFMT

np2T11m_L11n_03 (np2T11m_L11n_03) Accom at most recent job: written materials on tape MULTFMT

np2T11m_L11n_04 (np2T11m_L11n_04) Accom at most recent job: computer hardware adapted for needs of student MULTFMT

np2T11m_L11n_05 (np2T11m_L11n_05) Accom at most recent job: headsets to allow hands free phone use or to magnify sound MULTFMT

np2T11m_L11n_06 (np2T11m_L11n_06) Accom at most recent job: different equipment (other than computer) or changes to equipment 

used on the job

MULTFMT

np2T11m_L11n_07 (np2T11m_L11n_07) Accom at most recent job: TTY or TTD available MULTFMT

np2T11m_L11n_08 (np2T11m_L11n_08) Accom at most recent job: altered work station MULTFMT

np2T11m_L11n_09 (np2T11m_L11n_09) Accom at most recent job: a reader or interpreter MULTFMT

np2T11m_L11n_10 (np2T11m_L11n_10) Accom at most recent job: job coach-helps monitor progress, offers advice to improve 

performance

MULTFMT

np2T11m_L11n_11 (np2T11m_L11n_11) Accom at most recent job: a personal aide or assistant to help on the job MULTFMT

np2T11m_L11n_12 (np2T11m_L11n_12) Accom at most recent job: more training, training tailored to individual needs MULTFMT

np2T11m_L11n_13 (np2T11m_L11n_13) Accom at most recent job: more or different supervision or mentoring MULTFMT

np2T11m_L11n_14 (np2T11m_L11n_14) Accom at most recent job: different expectations for productivity or performance MULTFMT
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np2T11m_L11n_15 (np2T11m_L11n_15) Accom at most recent job: instructions are modified in form or in the way they are 

communicated

MULTFMT

np2T11m_L11n_16 (np2T11m_L11n_16) Accom at most recent job: flexible times for arriving at and leaving work MULTFMT

np2T11m_L11n_17 (np2T11m_L11n_17) Accom at most recent job: slower pace for getting the job done MULTFMT

np2T11m_L11n_18 (np2T11m_L11n_18) Accom at most recent job: more breaks, longer breaks MULTFMT

np2T11m_L11n_19 (np2T11m_L11n_19) Accom at most recent job: more paid sick leave or paid time off for medical needs, therapy 

appointments, etc

MULTFMT

np2T11m_L11n_20 (np2T11m_L11n_20) Accom at most recent job: rearranged equipment or furniture to improve accessibility MULTFMT

np2T11m_L11n_21 (np2T11m_L11n_21) Accom at most recent job: made changes to the building MULTFMT

np2T11m_L11n_22 (np2T11m_L11n_22) Accom at most recent job: transportation assistance MULTFMT

np2T11m_L11n_23 (np2T11m_L11n_23) Accom at most recent job: parking accommodations MULTFMT

np2T11m_L11n_24 (np2T11m_L11n_24) Accom at most recent job: emergency plan accounts for disabled worker MULTFMT

np2T11m_L11n_25 (np2T11m_L11n_25) Accom at most recent job: other help or assistance MULTFMT

np2T11m2_00 (np2T11m2_00) Types of accomm from out-sch unemp last job: none MULTFMT

np2T11m2_01 (np2T11m2_01) Types of accomm from out-sch unemp last job: materials/tech adaptations MULTFMT

np2T11m2_02 (np2T11m2_02) Types of accomm from out-sch unemp last job: human aides MULTFMT

np2T11m2_03 (np2T11m2_03) Types of accomm from out-sch unemp last job: assignment/supervision accom MULTFMT

np2T11m2_04 (np2T11m2_04) Types of accomm from out-sch unemp last job: scheduling accom MULTFMT

np2T11m2_05 (np2T11m2_05) Types of accomm from out-sch unemp last job: physical adaptions MULTFMT

np2T11m2_06 (np2T11m2_06) Types of accomm from out-sch unemp last job: other supports MULTFMT

np2T11m2_L11n2_01 (np2T11m2_L11n2_01) Types accom at most recent job: materials/technical adaptations MULTFMT

np2T11m2_L11n2_02 (np2T11m2_L11n2_02) Types accom at most recent job: human aides MULTFMT

np2T11m2_L11n2_03 (np2T11m2_L11n2_03) Types accom at most recent job: assignment/supervision accommodations MULTFMT

np2T11m2_L11n2_04 (np2T11m2_L11n2_04) Types accom at most recent job: scheduling accommodations MULTFMT

np2T11m2_L11n2_05 (np2T11m2_L11n2_05) Types accom at most recent job: physical adaptations MULTFMT

np2T11m2_L11n2_06 (np2T11m2_L11n2_06) Types accom at most recent job: other supports MULTFMT

np2T11n (np2T11n) Usefulness of accommodations in helping youth keep most recent job I2_130F

np2T11o (np2T11o) Youth thought s/he got enough help/accommodations at most recent job YNFMT

np2T11p_a (np2T11p_a) Youth was pretty well paid for work at most recent job YNFMT

np2T11p_b (np2T11p_b) Youth was treated well by others at job at most recent job YNFMT

np2T11p_c (np2T11p_c) Youth had lots of chances to work his/her way up at most recent job YNFMT

np2T11p_d (np2T11p_d) Education & training of youth was put to good use at most recent job YNFMT
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np2T11q_a (np2T11q_a) How well youth got along with co-workers at most recent job I2_133F

np2T11q_b (np2T11q_b) How well youth got along with boss at most recent job I2_133F

np2T11r (np2T11r) How youth usually liked most recent job I2_132F

np2T11s (np2T11s) How youth usually got to most recent job I2_100F

np2T11s_L11o (np2T11s_L11o) How youth usually got to most recent job I2_100F

np2T12a (np2T12a) Youth found previous job by self or had help I2_106F

np2T12a_L12a (np2T12a_L12a) Youth found previous job by self or had help I2_106F

np2T12b_00 (np2T12b_00) Youth found most recent job by him or herself MULTFMT

np2T12b_01 (np2T12b_01) Someone in an employment agency or other program helped youth find previous job MULTFMT

np2T12b_02 (np2T12b_02) A teacher or someone at school helped youth find previous job MULTFMT

np2T12b_03 (np2T12b_03) A family member helped youth find previous job MULTFMT

np2T12b_04 (np2T12b_04) A friend or someone else youth knows helped youth find previous job MULTFMT

np2T12b_L12b_01 (np2T12b_L12b_01) Someone in an employment agency or other program helped youth find previous job MULTFMT

np2T12b_L12b_02 (np2T12b_L12b_02) A teacher or someone at school helped youth find previous job MULTFMT

np2T12b_L12b_03 (np2T12b_L12b_03) A family member helped youth find previous job MULTFMT

np2T12b_L12b_04 (np2T12b_L12b_04) A friend or someone else youth knows helped youth find previous job MULTFMT

np2T12c (np2T12c) Agency stayed in touch to check up on how youth was doing at previous job YNFMT

np2T12c_L12c (np2T12c_L12c) Agency stayed in touch to check up on how youth was doing at previous job YNFMT

np2T12d (np2T12d) Reason youth left previous job I2_109F

np2T12d_L12d (np2T12d_L12d) Reason youth left previous job I2_109F

np2T12e (np2T12e) Main reason youth quit previous job I2_101F

np2T12e_L12e (np2T12e_L12e) Main reason youth quit previous job I2_101F

np2T13a (np2T13a) Youth is currently looking for a paid job YNFMT

np2T13a_L13a (np2T13a_L13a) Youth is currently looking for a paid job YNFMT

np2T13b (np2T13b) Number of months unemployed out-of school youth has looked for job I2_147NF

np2T13b_L13b (np2T13b_L13b) Number of months unemployed out-of school youth has looked for job I2_147NF

np2T13c (np2T13c) What youth has done in the past month to find a job I2_110F

np2T13c_L13c (np2T13c_L13c) What youth has done in the past month to find a job I2_110F

np2T13d_01 (np2T13d_01) Not looking for work because youth did not want to look/it was too hard to look MULTFMT

np2T13d_02 (np2T13d_02) Not looking for work because youth is homemaker, raising a family/working in the home MULTFMT

np2T13d_03 (np2T13d_03) Not looking for work because youth is going to school/in a training program MULTFMT
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np2T13d_04 (np2T13d_04) Not looking for work because youth does not want to work/does not need the money MULTFMT

np2T13d_05 (np2T13d_05) Not looking for work because youth does not know how to find a job MULTFMT

np2T13d_06 (np2T13d_06) Not looking for work because available jobs are not worth having/do not interest you MULTFMT

np2T13d_07 (np2T13d_07) Not looking for work because youth tried to get a job and could not/no one will hire youth MULTFMT

np2T13d_08 (np2T13d_08) Not looking for work because there are not any jobs available MULTFMT

np2T13d_09 (np2T13d_09) Not looking for work because parents do not want youth to work MULTFMT

np2T13d_10 (np2T13d_10) Not looking for work because jobs too hard to get to/transportation problems MULTFMT

np2T13d_11 (np2T13d_11) Not looking for work because youth would lose SSI/disability/unemployment or other benefits MULTFMT

np2T13d_12 (np2T13d_12) Not looking for work because youth has a job that has not started yet/is waiting to hear about a 

job/program for which he/she has applied

MULTFMT

np2T13d_13 (np2T13d_13) Not looking for work because of other reason MULTFMT

np2T13d_L13d_01 (np2T13d_L13d_01) Not looking for work because youth did not want to look/it was too hard to look MULTFMT

np2T13d_L13d_02 (np2T13d_L13d_02) Not looking for work because youth is homemaker, raising a family/working in the home MULTFMT

np2T13d_L13d_03 (np2T13d_L13d_03) Not looking for work because youth is going to school/in a training program MULTFMT

np2T13d_L13d_04 (np2T13d_L13d_04) Not looking for work because youth does not want to work/does not need the money MULTFMT

np2T13d_L13d_05 (np2T13d_L13d_05) Not looking for work because youth does not know how to find a job MULTFMT

np2T13d_L13d_06 (np2T13d_L13d_06) Not looking for work because available jobs are not worth having/do not interest you MULTFMT

np2T13d_L13d_07 (np2T13d_L13d_07) Not looking for work because youth tried to get a job and could not/no one will hire youth MULTFMT

np2T13d_L13d_08 (np2T13d_L13d_08) Not looking for work because there are not any jobs available MULTFMT

np2T13d_L13d_09 (np2T13d_L13d_09) Not looking for work because parents do not want youth to work MULTFMT

np2T13d_L13d_10 (np2T13d_L13d_10) Not looking for work because jobs too hard to get to/transportation problems MULTFMT

np2T13d_L13d_11 (np2T13d_L13d_11) Not looking for work because youth would lose SSI/disability/unemployment or other benefits MULTFMT

np2T13d_L13d_12 (np2T13d_L13d_12) Not looking for work because youth has a job that has not started yet/is waiting to hear about a 

job/program for which he/she has applied

MULTFMT

np2T13d_L13d_13 (np2T13d_L13d_13) Not looking for work because of other reason MULTFMT

np2T14 (np2T14) Youth has ever been fired from a job YNFMT
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np2T14_L14 (np2T14_L14) Youth has ever been fired from a job YNFMT

np2T1a (np2T1a) Youth took part in school-sponsored work in the past 12 months YNFMT

np2T1a_L1a (np2T1a_L1a) Youth took part in school-sponsored work in the past 12 months YNFMT

np2T1b (np2T1b) Youth got credit for school-sponsored work YNFMT

np2T1b_L1b (np2T1b_L1b) Youth got credit for school-sponsored work YNFMT

np2T1c (np2T1c) Youth got paid for school-sponsored work YNFMT

np2T1c_L1c (np2T1c_L1c) Youth got paid for school-sponsored work YNFMT

np2T1d (np2T1d) Type of work youth did for school-sponsored work I2_098F

np2T1d_L1d (np2T1d_L1d) Type of work youth did for school-sponsored work I2_098F

np2T2a (np2T2a) Youth worked for pay other than work around house in the past two years YNFMT

np2T2a_L2a_I2a (np2T2a_L2a_I2a) Youth worked for pay other than work around house in the past two years YNFMT

np2T2b (np2T2b) Youth worked during summer or during the school year I2_102F

np2T2b_L2b (np2T2b_L2b) Youth worked during summer or during the school year I2_102F

np2T2c (np2T2c) Number of hours worked in summer I2_148NF

np2T2c_L2c (np2T2c_L2c) Number of hours worked in summer I2_148NF

np2T2d (np2T2d) number of hours worked during school year I2_148NF

np2T2d_L2d (np2T2d_L2d) number of hours worked during school year I2_148NF

np2T3a (np2T3a) Youth currently has a paid job other than work around house YNFMT

np2T3a_L3a_I2b (np2T3a_L3a_I2b) Youth currently has a paid job other than work around house YNFMT

np2T3b (np2T3b) Number of different paid jobs youth currently has I2_155NF

np2T3b_L3b (np2T3b_L3b) Number of different paid jobs youth currently has I2_155NF

np2T3b_T4e (np2T3b_T4e) In HS youth has/had more than one job YNFMT

np2T3b_T4e_L3b_L4e (np2T3b_T4e_L3b_L4e) Youth has/had more than one job YNFMT

np2T3c (np2T3c) Number of hours youth worked per week for all jobs combined I2_148NF

np2T3c_L3c (np2T3c_L3c) Number of hours youth worked per week for all jobs combined I2_148NF

np2T3c_T4d_T4f (np2T3c_T4d_T4f) Hours youth worked per week for all current/recent jobs I2_148NF

np2T3c_T4d_T4f_L3c_L4d_L4f_I3b (np2T3c_T4d_T4f_L3c_L4d_L4f_I3b) Hours per week employed youth works/worked at all jobs I2_148NF

np2T3d (np2T3d) Youth works full or part time with all jobs together I2_103F

np2T3d_L3d (np2T3d_L3d) Youth works full or part time with all jobs together I2_103F

np2T3d_T4d (np2T3d_T4d) Youth works/worked full or part time at all jobs I2_103F

np2T3d_T4d_L3d_L4d_I3b (np2T3d_T4d_L3d_L4d_I3b) Youth works/worked full or part time at all jobs I2_103F

np2T3e (np2T3e) Type of work youth does at current paid job I2_098F

np2T3e_L3e (np2T3e_L3e) Type of work youth does at current paid job I2_098F

np2T3e_T4a (np2T3e_T4a) Type of work youth did at current or most recent job I2_098F
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np2T3e_T4a_L3e_L4a (np2T3e_T4a_L3e_L4a) Type of work youth did at current or most recent job    np2L3e_L4a_T3e_T4a I2_098F

np2T3f1 (np2T3f1) Hourly wage of in-school youth^s current job I2_146NF

np2T3f1_L3f1_I3a (np2T3f1_L3f1_I3a) Hourly wage of in-school youth^s current job I2_146NF

np2T3f1_T4b (np2T3f1_T4b) Hourly wage youth earned at current or most recent job I2_146NF

np2T3f1_T4b_L3f1_L4b_I3a (np2T3f1_T4b_L3f1_L4b_I3a) Hourly wage in HS youth earned at current or most recent job I2_146NF

np2T3f2 (np2T3f2) Number of hours per week youth usually works at current job I2_148NF

np2T3f2_L3f2_I3b (np2T3f2_L3f2_I3b) Number of hours per week youth usually works at current job I2_148NF

np2T3g (np2T3g) How youth usually gets to his/her current job I2_100F

np2T3g_L3g (np2T3g_L3g) How youth usually gets to his/her current job I2_100F

np2T3g_T4c (np2T3g_T4c) How in HS youth got to his/her current or most recent job I2_100F

np2T3g_T4c_L3g_L4c (np2T3g_T4c_L3g_L4c) How youth got to his/her current or most recent job I2_100F

np2T4a (np2T4a) Type of work youth did at most recent job I2_098F

np2T4a_L4a (np2T4a_L4a) Type of work youth did at most recent job I2_098F

np2T4b (np2T4b) Hourly wage of unemployed in-school youth^s most recent job I2_146NF

np2T4b_L4b (np2T4b_L4b) Hourly wage of unemployed in-school youth^s most recent job I2_146NF

np2T4c (np2T4c) How youth usually got to most recent job I2_100F

np2T4c_L4c (np2T4c_L4c) How youth usually got to most recent job I2_100F

np2T4d (np2T4d) Number of hours worked per week at most recent job I2_148NF

np2T4d_L4d (np2T4d_L4d) Number of hours worked per week at most recent job I2_148NF

np2T4e (np2T4e) Youth had other jobs at the same time as the most recent job YNFMT

np2T4e_L4e (np2T4e_L4e) Youth had other jobs at the same time as the most recent job YNFMT

np2T4f (np2T4f) Number of hours youth worked per week with all jobs when had most recent job I2_148NF

np2T4f_L4f (np2T4f_L4f) Number of hours youth worked per week with all jobs when had most recent job I2_148NF

np2T5 (np2T5) Youth has been fired from job at any time in the past 2 yrs YNFMT

np2T5_L5 (np2T5_L5) Youth has been fired from job at any time in the past 2 yrs YNFMT

np2T6a (np2T6a) Youth worked for pay in the past 2 years other than work around the house YNFMT

np2T6a_L6a_I2a (np2T6a_L6a_I2a) Youth worked for pay in the past 2 years other than work around the house YNFMT

np2T6b (np2T6b) Number of  paid job youth had altogether in the past 2years I2_156NF

np2T6b_L6b (np2T6b_L6b) Number of  paid job youth had altogether in the past 2years I2_156NF

np2T6b_T6d (np2T6b_T6d) How many paid jobs youth had in the past 2 years or since leaving HS I2_156NF

np2T6b_T6d_L6b_L6d (np2T6b_T6d_L6b_L6d) How many paid jobs youth had in the past 2 years or since leaving HS I2_156NF

np2T6c (np2T6c) Longest time (in months) out-of school youth has worked at a job in past 2 years I2_147NF

np2T6c_L6c (np2T6c_L6c) Longest time (in months) out-of school youth has worked at a job in past 2 years I2_147NF
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np2T6c_T6e (np2T6c_T6e) Longest time at a job in the past 2 years or since leaving HS I2_147NF

np2T6c_T6e_L6c_L6e (np2T6c_T6e_L6c_L6e) Longest time at a job in the past 2 years or since leaving HS I2_147NF

np2T6d (np2T6d) Number of paid jobs youth has had since leaving high school I2_156NF

np2T6d_L6d (np2T6d_L6d) Number of paid jobs youth has had since leaving high school I2_156NF

np2T6e (np2T6e) Longest time (in months) out-of school youth has worked at a job since high school I2_147NF

np2T6e_L6e (np2T6e_L6e) Longest time (in months) out-of school youth has worked at a job since high school I2_147NF

np2T7a (np2T7a) Youth currently has a paid job other than work around the house YNFMT

np2T7a_L7a_I2b (np2T7a_L7a_I2b) Youth currently has a paid job other than work around the house YNFMT

np2T7b (np2T7b) Number of jobs youth has currently I2_155NF

np2T7b_L7b (np2T7b_L7b) Number of jobs youth has currently I2_155NF

np2T7c (np2T7c) Number of hours youth works per week including all jobs together I2_148NF

np2T7c_L7c (np2T7c_L7c) Number of hours youth works per week including all jobs together I2_148NF

np2T7d (np2T7d) Youth works full or part time with all jobs together I2_103F

np2T7d_L7d (np2T7d_L7d) Youth works full or part time with all jobs together I2_103F

np2T8a (np2T8a) Type of work youth does for his/her current job I2_099F

np2T8a_L8a (np2T8a_L8a) Type of work youth does for his/her current job I2_099F

np2T8a_T11a (np2T8a_T11a) What youth did at current/most recent job I2_099F

np2T8a_T11a_L8a_L11a (np2T8a_T11a_L8a_L11a) What youth did at current/most recent job I2_099F

np2T8b (np2T8b) Number of hours per week youth usually works at current job I2_148NF

np2T8b_L8b (np2T8b_L8b) Number of hours per week youth usually works at current job I2_148NF

np2T8b_T11b (np2T8b_T11b) Number of hours worked at current/most recent job I2_148NF

np2T8b_T11b_L8b_L11b (np2T8b_T11b_L8b_L11b) Number of hours worked at current/most recent job I2_148NF

np2T8c (np2T8c) Youth usually works full time or part time at current job I2_103F

np2T8c_L8c (np2T8c_L8c) Youth usually works full time or part time at current job I2_103F

np2T8c_T11c (np2T8c_T11c) Worked part or full time at current/most recent job I2_103F

np2T8c_T11c_L8c_L11c (np2T8c_T11c_L8c_L11c) Worked part or full time at current/most recent job I2_103F

np2T8d (np2T8d) Youth works part time because s/he wants to I2_104F

np2T8d_L8d (np2T8d_L8d) Youth works part time because s/he wants to I2_104F

np2T8d_T11d (np2T8d_T11d) Youth chose/chooses work part time at current/most recent job I2_104F

np2T8d_T11d_L8d_L11d (np2T8d_T11d_L8d_L11d) Worked part time at current/recent because s/he wanted to I2_104F

np2T8e (np2T8e) Number of months out-of-school youth has held current job I2_147NF

np2T8e_L8e (np2T8e_L8e) Number of months out-of-school youth has held current job I2_147NF

np2T8e_T11e (np2T8e_T11e) Number of months out-of-school youth held current/recent job I2_147NF

np2T8e_T11e_L8e_L11e (np2T8e_T11e_L8e_L11e) Number of months out-of-school youth held current/recent job I2_147NF
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np2T8f1 (np2T8f1) Hourly wage of out-of-school youth^s current job I2_146NF

np2T8f1_L8f1_I3a (np2T8f1_L8f1_I3a) Hourly wage of out-of-school youth^s current job I2_146NF

np2T8f1_T11f (np2T8f1_T11f) Hourly wage of out-of-school youth^s current/most recent job I2_146NF

np2T8f1_T11f_L8f1_L11f_I3a (np2T8f1_T11f_L8f1_L11f_I3a) Hourly wage of out-of-school youth^s current/most recent job I2_146NF

np2T8f2 (np2T8f2) Number of hours per week youth usually works at current job I2_148NF

np2T8f2_L8f2_I3b (np2T8f2_L8f2_I3b) Number of hours per week youth usually works at current job I2_148NF

np2T8g_a (np2T8g_a) Youth is paid more than when s/he started current job YNFMT

np2T8g_a_L8g (np2T8g_a_L8g) Youth is paid more than when s/he started current job YNFMT

np2T8g_a_T11g_a (np2T8g_a_T11g_a) Youth received pay raise at current/most recent job YNFMT

np2T8g_a_T11g_a_L8g_L11g (np2T8g_a_T11g_a_L8g_L11g) Youth received pay raise at current/most recent job YNFMT

np2T8g_b (np2T8g_b) Youth has been promoted since s/he started current job YNFMT

np2T8g_b_L8h (np2T8g_b_L8h) Youth has been promoted since s/he started current job YNFMT

np2T8g_b_T11g_b (np2T8g_b_T11g_b) Youth promoted after started current/most recent job YNFMT

np2T8g_b_T11g_b_L8h_L11h (np2T8g_b_T11g_b_L8h_L11h) Youth received promotion at current/most recent job since high school YNFMT

np2T8h_a (np2T8h_a) Youth gets paid vacation or sick leave at current job YNFMT

np2T8h_a_T11h_a (np2T8h_a_T11h_a) Benefits current/recent: Paid vacation/sick leave MULTFMT

np2T8h_a_T11h_a_L8i_a_L11i_a (np2T8h_a_T11h_a_L8i_a_L11i_a) Benefits current/recent: paid vacation/sick leave MULTFMT

np2T8h_b (np2T8h_b) Youth gets health insurance at current job YNFMT

np2T8h_b_T11h_b (np2T8h_b_T11h_b) Benefits current/recent: Health insurance MULTFMT

np2T8h_b_T11h_b_L8i_b_L11i_b (np2T8h_b_T11h_b_L8i_b_L11i_b) Benefits current/recent: health insurance MULTFMT

np2T8h_c (np2T8h_c) Youth gets retirement benefits at current job YNFMT

np2T8h_c_T11h_c (np2T8h_c_T11h_c) Benefits current/recent: Retirement benefits MULTFMT

np2T8h_c_T11h_c_L8i_c_L11i_c (np2T8h_c_T11h_c_L8i_c_L11i_c) Benefits current/recent: retirment benefits MULTFMT

np2T8h_L8i_a (np2T8h_L8i_a) Youth gets paid vacation or sick leave at current job YNFMT

np2T8h_L8i_b (np2T8h_L8i_b) Youth gets health insurance at current job YNFMT

np2T8h_L8i_c (np2T8h_L8i_c) Youth gets retirement benefits at current job YNFMT

np2T8i (np2T8i) Most of the other workers have a disability at current job YNFMT

np2T8i_L8j (np2T8i_L8j) Most of the other workers have a disability at current job YNFMT

np2T8i_T11i (np2T8i_T11i) Most workers have/had disability at current/most recent job YNFMT

np2T8i_T11i_L8j_L11j (np2T8i_T11i_L8j_L11j) Most of the other workers have a disability at current/most recent job YNFMT

np2T8j1 (np2T8j1) Youth told employer that s/he had a disability at current job I2_105F

np2T8j1_L8k1 (np2T8j1_L8k1) Youth told employer that s/he had a disability at current job I2_105F

np2T8j1_T11j1 (np2T8j1_T11j1) Youth told employer that s/he had a disability at current/most recent job I2_105F
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np2T8j1_T11j1_L8k1_L11k1 (np2T8j1_T11j1_L8k1_L11k1) Told employer s/he had a disability at current/recent job I2_105F

np2T8j2 (np2T8j2) Employer told or is aware of youth^s disability at current job YNFMT

np2T8j2_L8k2 (np2T8j2_L8k2) Employer aware that youth has disability at current job YNFMT

np2T8j2_T11j2 (np2T8j2_T11j2) Employer aware that youth has/had disability at current/recent job YNFMT

np2T8j2_T11j2_L8k2_L11k2 (np2T8j2_T11j2_L8k2_L11k2) Employer aware that youth has disability at current/recent job YNFMT

np2T8k (np2T8k) Youth received accommodations or help from employer due to disability at current job YNFMT

np2T8k_L8L (np2T8k_L8L) Youth received accommodations or help from employer due to disability at current job YNFMT

np2T8k_T11k (np2T8k_T11k) Youth received accommodations from employer at current/recent job YNFMT

np2T8k_T11k_L8L_L11L (np2T8k_T11k_L8L_L11L) Youth received accommodations from employer at current/recent job YNFMT

np2T8L (np2T8L) Youth asked for any help or accommodations from employer at current job YNFMT

np2T8L_L8m (np2T8L_L8m) Youth asked for any help or accommodations from employer at current job YNFMT

np2T8m_01 (np2T8m_01) Current job accom: no accommodations or help MULTFMT

np2T8m_02 (np2T8m_02) Current job accom: large print or braille materials or large print computer MULTFMT

np2T8m_03 (np2T8m_03) Current job accom: written materials on tape MULTFMT

np2T8m_04 (np2T8m_04) Current job accom: computer hardware adapted for needs of youth MULTFMT

np2T8m_05 (np2T8m_05) Current job accom: headsets to allow hands free phone use or to magnify sound MULTFMT

np2T8m_06 (np2T8m_06) Current job accom: different equipment (other than computer) or changes to equipment used on the 

job

MULTFMT

np2T8m_07 (np2T8m_07) Current job accom: TTY or TTD available MULTFMT

np2T8m_08 (np2T8m_08) Current job accom: altered work station MULTFMT

np2T8m_09 (np2T8m_09) Current job accom: a reader or interpreter MULTFMT

np2T8m_10 (np2T8m_10) Current job accom: job coach-helps monitor progress, offers advice to improve performance MULTFMT

np2T8m_11 (np2T8m_11) Current job accom: a personal aide or assistant to help on the job MULTFMT

np2T8m_12 (np2T8m_12) Current job accom: more training, training tailored to individual needs MULTFMT

np2T8m_13 (np2T8m_13) Current job accom: more or different supervision or mentoring MULTFMT

np2T8m_14 (np2T8m_14) Current job accom: different expectations for productivity or performance MULTFMT

np2T8m_15 (np2T8m_15) Current job accom: instructions are modified in form or in the way they are communicated MULTFMT

np2T8m_16 (np2T8m_16) Current job accom: flexible times for arriving at and leaving work MULTFMT

np2T8m_17 (np2T8m_17) Current job accom: slower pace for getting the job done MULTFMT

np2T8m_18 (np2T8m_18) Current job accom: more breaks, longer breaks MULTFMT
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np2T8m_19 (np2T8m_19) Current job accom: more paid sick leave or paid time off for medical needs, therapy appointments, etc MULTFMT

np2T8m_20 (np2T8m_20) Current job accom: rearranged equipment or furniture to improve accessibility MULTFMT

np2T8m_21 (np2T8m_21) Current job accom: made changes to the building MULTFMT

np2T8m_22 (np2T8m_22) Current job accom: transportation assistance MULTFMT

np2T8m_23 (np2T8m_23) Current job accom: parking accommodations MULTFMT

np2T8m_24 (np2T8m_24) Current job accom: emergency plan accounts for disabled worker MULTFMT

np2T8m_25 (np2T8m_25) Current job accom: other accommodations MULTFMT

np2T8m_L8n_01 (np2T8m_L8n_01) Current job accom: no accommodations or help MULTFMT

np2T8m_L8n_02 (np2T8m_L8n_02) Current job accom: large print or braille materials or large print computer MULTFMT

np2T8m_L8n_03 (np2T8m_L8n_03) Current job accom: written materials on tape MULTFMT

np2T8m_L8n_04 (np2T8m_L8n_04) Current job accom: computer hardware adapted for needs of youth MULTFMT

np2T8m_L8n_05 (np2T8m_L8n_05) Current job accom: headsets to allow hands free phone use or to magnify sound MULTFMT

np2T8m_L8n_06 (np2T8m_L8n_06) Current job accom: different equipment (other than computer) or changes to equipment used on 

the job

MULTFMT

np2T8m_L8n_07 (np2T8m_L8n_07) Current job accom: TTY or TTD available MULTFMT

np2T8m_L8n_08 (np2T8m_L8n_08) Current job accom: altered work station MULTFMT

np2T8m_L8n_09 (np2T8m_L8n_09) Current job accom: a reader or interpreter MULTFMT

np2T8m_L8n_10 (np2T8m_L8n_10) Current job accom: job coach-helps monitor progress, offers advice to improve performance MULTFMT

np2T8m_L8n_11 (np2T8m_L8n_11) Current job accom: a personal aide or assistant to help on the job MULTFMT

np2T8m_L8n_12 (np2T8m_L8n_12) Current job accom: more training, training tailored to individual needs MULTFMT

np2T8m_L8n_13 (np2T8m_L8n_13) Current job accom: more or different supervision or mentoring MULTFMT

np2T8m_L8n_14 (np2T8m_L8n_14) Current job accom: different expectations for productivity or performance MULTFMT

np2T8m_L8n_15 (np2T8m_L8n_15) Current job accom: instructions are modified in form or in the way they are communicated MULTFMT

np2T8m_L8n_16 (np2T8m_L8n_16) Current job accom: flexible times for arriving at and leaving work MULTFMT

np2T8m_L8n_17 (np2T8m_L8n_17) Current job accom: slower pace for getting the job done MULTFMT

np2T8m_L8n_18 (np2T8m_L8n_18) Current job accom: more breaks, longer breaks MULTFMT

np2T8m_L8n_19 (np2T8m_L8n_19) Current job accom: more paid sick leave or paid time off for medical needs, therapy 

appointments, etc

MULTFMT

np2T8m_L8n_20 (np2T8m_L8n_20) Current job accom: rearranged equipment or furniture to improve accessibility MULTFMT

np2T8m_L8n_21 (np2T8m_L8n_21) Current job accom: made changes to the building MULTFMT
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np2T8m_L8n_22 (np2T8m_L8n_22) Current job accom: transportation assistance MULTFMT

np2T8m_L8n_23 (np2T8m_L8n_23) Current job accom: parking accommodations MULTFMT

np2T8m_L8n_24 (np2T8m_L8n_24) Current job accom: emergency plan accounts for disabled worker MULTFMT

np2T8m_L8n_25 (np2T8m_L8n_25) Current job accom: other accommodations MULTFMT

np2T8m2_00 (np2T8m2_00) Types of accomm from out-sch current job: none MULTFMT

np2T8m2_01 (np2T8m2_01) Types of accomm from out-sch current job: materials/tech adaptations MULTFMT

np2T8m2_02 (np2T8m2_02) Types of accomm from out-sch current job: human aides MULTFMT

np2T8m2_03 (np2T8m2_03) Types of accomm from out-sch current job: assignment/supervision accom MULTFMT

np2T8m2_04 (np2T8m2_04) Types of accomm from out-sch current job: scheduling accom MULTFMT

np2T8m2_05 (np2T8m2_05) Types of accomm from out-sch current job: physical adaptions MULTFMT

np2T8m2_06 (np2T8m2_06) Types of accomm from out-sch current job: other supports MULTFMT

np2T8m2_L8n2_00 (np2T8m2_L8n2_00) Types of accomm from out-sch current job: none MULTFMT

np2T8m2_L8n2_01 (np2T8m2_L8n2_01) Types of accomm from out-sch current job: materials/tech adaptations MULTFMT

np2T8m2_L8n2_02 (np2T8m2_L8n2_02) Types of accomm from out-sch current job: human aides MULTFMT

np2T8m2_L8n2_03 (np2T8m2_L8n2_03) Types of accomm from out-sch current job: assignment/supervision accom MULTFMT

np2T8m2_L8n2_04 (np2T8m2_L8n2_04) Types of accomm from out-sch current job: scheduling accom MULTFMT

np2T8m2_L8n2_05 (np2T8m2_L8n2_05) Types of accomm from out-sch current job: physical adaptions MULTFMT

np2T8m2_L8n2_06 (np2T8m2_L8n2_06) Types of accomm from out-sch current job: other supports MULTFMT

np2T8n (np2T8n) Usefulness of accommodations at current job in helping youth keep job/do his/her best I2_130F

np2T8o (np2T8o) Youth thinks s/he is getting enough help at current job YNFMT

np2T8p_a (np2T8p_a) Youth is pretty well paid for work at current job YNFMT

np2T8p_a_T11p_a (np2T8p_a_T11p_a) Attitude towards curr/recent: pretty well paid MULTFMT

np2T8p_b (np2T8p_b) Youth is treated pretty well by others at current job YNFMT

np2T8p_b_T11p_b (np2T8p_b_T11p_b) Attitude towards curr/recent: treated well by others MULTFMT

np2T8p_c (np2T8p_c) Youth has chances to work your way up at current job YNFMT

np2T8p_c_T11p_c (np2T8p_c_T11p_c) Attitude towards curr/recent: chances to work way up MULTFMT

np2T8p_d (np2T8p_d) Education/training of youth put to good use at current job YNFMT

np2T8p_d_T11p_d (np2T8p_d_T11p_d) Attitude towards curr/recent: education/training put to use MULTFMT

np2T8q_a (np2T8q_a) How well youth gets along with co-workers at current job I2_133F

np2T8q_a_T11q_a (np2T8q_a_T11q_a) How well got along w/ coworkers at current/recent I2_133F

np2T8q_b (np2T8q_b) How well youth gets along with boss at current job I2_133F

np2T8q_b_T11q_b (np2T8q_b_T11q_b) How well got along w/ boss at current/recent I2_133F

np2T8r (np2T8r) How youth usually likes his/her current job I2_132F

np2T8r_T11r (np2T8r_T11r) How well youth likes/liked current/recent job I2_132F
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np2T8s (np2T8s) How youth usually gets to his/her current job I2_100F

np2T8s_L8o (np2T8s_L8o) How youth usually gets to his/her current job I2_100F

np2T8s_T11s (np2T8s_T11s) How youth usually gets/got to his/her current/recent job I2_100F

np2T8s_T11s_L8o_L11o (np2T8s_T11s_L8o_L11o) How youth usually gets to his/her current/most recent job I2_100F

np2T9a (np2T9a) Number of months out-of-school youth looked for current job I2_147NF

np2T9a_L9a (np2T9a_L9a) Number of months out-of-school youth looked for current job I2_147NF

np2T9b (np2T9b) Youth found his/her current job by self or had help I2_106F

np2T9b_L9b (np2T9b_L9b) Youth found his/her current job by self or had help I2_106F

np2T9b_T12a (np2T9b_T12a) Youth found his/her current/most recent job by self or had help I2_106F

np2T9b_T12a_L9b_L12a (np2T9b_T12a_L9b_L12a) Youth found his/her current/most recent job by self or had help I2_106F

np2T9c_00 (np2T9c_00) Youth found current job by him or herself MULTFMT

np2T9c_01 (np2T9c_01) Someone in an employment agency or other program helped youth find current job MULTFMT

np2T9c_02 (np2T9c_02) A teacher or someone at school helped youth find current job MULTFMT

np2T9c_03 (np2T9c_03) A family member helped youth find current job MULTFMT

np2T9c_04 (np2T9c_04) A friend or someone else youth knows helped youth find current job MULTFMT

np2T9c_L9c_00 (np2T9c_L9c_00) Youth found his/her own current job MULTFMT

np2T9c_L9c_01 (np2T9c_L9c_01) Someone in an employment agency or other program helped youth find current job MULTFMT

np2T9c_L9c_02 (np2T9c_L9c_02) A teacher or someone at school helped youth find current job MULTFMT

np2T9c_L9c_03 (np2T9c_L9c_03) A family member helped youth find current job MULTFMT

np2T9c_L9c_04 (np2T9c_L9c_04) A friend or someone else youth knows helped youth find current job MULTFMT

np2T9c_T12b_00 (np2T9c_T12b_00) Helped find curr/recent: found by him/herself MULTFMT

np2T9c_T12b_01 (np2T9c_T12b_01) Helped find curr/recent: employment agency MULTFMT

np2T9c_T12b_02 (np2T9c_T12b_02) Helped find curr/recent: teacher/school MULTFMT

np2T9c_T12b_03 (np2T9c_T12b_03) Helped find curr/recent: family member MULTFMT

np2T9c_T12b_04 (np2T9c_T12b_04) Helped find curr/recent: friend MULTFMT

np2T9c_T12b_L9c_L12b_00 (np2T9c_T12b_L9c_L12b_00) Helped find curr/recent: Youth found own job MULTFMT

np2T9c_T12b_L9c_L12b_01 (np2T9c_T12b_L9c_L12b_01) Helped find curr/recent: employment agency MULTFMT

np2T9c_T12b_L9c_L12b_02 (np2T9c_T12b_L9c_L12b_02) Helped find curr/recent: teacher/school MULTFMT

np2T9c_T12b_L9c_L12b_03 (np2T9c_T12b_L9c_L12b_03) Helped find curr/recent: family member MULTFMT

np2T9c_T12b_L9c_L12b_04 (np2T9c_T12b_L9c_L12b_04) Helped find curr/recent: friend MULTFMT

np2T9d (np2T9d) Someone from agency stayed in touch to check on how youth is doing at current job YNFMT

np2T9d_L9d (np2T9d_L9d) Someone from agency stayed in touch to check on how youth is doing at current job YNFMT

np2T9d_T12c (np2T9d_T12c) Agency stayed in touch after found current/recent job YNFMT
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np2T9d_T12c_L9d_L12c (np2T9d_T12c_L9d_L12c) Agency stayed in touch after found current/recent job YNFMT

np2TransJob (np2TransJob) How youth got to his or her job (in or out of sch) I2_100F

np2U10a (np2U10a) How much youth relies upon friends I2_131F

np2U10b (np2U10b) How much youth relies upon parents or guardians I2_131F

np2U10c (np2U10c) How much youth relies upon a girlfriend or boyfriend I2_131F

np2U10d (np2U10d) How much youth relies upon brothers or sisters I2_131F

np2U10e (np2U10e) How much youth relies upon a priest, minister, or rabbi I2_131F

np2U10f (np2U10f) How much youth relies upon a guidance counselors I2_131F

np2U10g (np2U10g) How much youth relies upon teachers I2_131F

np2U10h (np2U10h) How much youth relies upon coworkers I2_131F

np2U10i (np2U10i) How much youth relies upon his/her boss or supervisor I2_131F

np2U10j (np2U10j) How much youth relies upon some other adult I2_131F

np2U1a (np2U1a) How many days youth smoked cigarettes in the past 30 days I2_135F

np2U1b (np2U1b) Number of cigarettes youth smokes in a day I2_149NF

np2U2 (np2U2) How many days youth had at least 1 alcoholic drink in the past 30 days I2_135F

np2U3a (np2U3a) Youth has ever had sexual intercourse YNFMT

np2U3b (np2U3b) Youth had sexual intercourse in past 3 months YNFMT

np2U3c (np2U3c) Youth used a condom the last time s/he had sex YNFMT

np2U3c_U3d (np2U3c_U3d) Youth or partner used any contraception last time s/he had sex YNFMT

np2U3d (np2U3d) Youth or partner used contraception other than a condom last time s/he had sex YNFMT

np2U4 (np2U4) How many days youth carried a weapon in the past 30 days I2_136F

np2U5_Any (np2U5_Any) Youth used any drugs in the past 30 days YNFMT

np2U5a (np2U5a) How many times youth used marijuana in the past 30 days I2_137F

np2U5b (np2U5b) How many times youth used cocaine in the past 30 days I2_137F

np2U5c (np2U5c) How many times youth used illegal drugs in the past 30 days I2_157NF

np2U6 (np2U6) Youth belongs to a gang YNFMT

np2U7 (np2U7) Youth got into a physical fight in the past 12 months YNFMT

np2U8a (np2U8a) Youth has been arrested any time in the past 2 years YNFMT

np2U8a_J15a (np2U8a_J15a) Youth has been arrested any time in the past 2 years YNFMT

np2U8a_J15a_ever (np2U8a_J15a_ever) Youth has ever been arrested at any time YNFMT

np2U8b (np2U8b) Youth has been in jail overnight in the past 2 years YNFMT

np2U8b_J15b (np2U8b_J15b) Youth has been in jail overnight in the past 2 years YNFMT

np2U8b_J15b_ever (np2U8b_J15b_ever) Youth has ever been in jail overnight YNFMT

np2U8c (np2U8c) Youth has been on probation in the past 2 years YNFMT
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np2U8c_J15c (np2U8c_J15c) Youth has been on probation in the past 2 years YNFMT

np2U8c_J15c_ever (np2U8c_J15c_ever) Youth has ever been on probation YNFMT

np2U8d (np2U8d) Youth has been stopped by police in the past 2 years YNFMT

np2U8d_J15d (np2U8d_J15d) Youth has been stopped by police in the past 2 years YNFMT

np2U8d_J15d_ever (np2U8d_J15d_ever) Youth has ever been stopped by police YNFMT

np2U9 (np2U9) Youth is registered to vote YNFMT

np2U9_J16 (np2U9_J16) Youth is registered to vote YNFMT

np2V10 (np2V10) Likelihood that youth will graduate from a 4 year college/university I2_008F

np2V10_G8a (np2V10_G8a) Likelihood that youth will graduate from a 4 year college/university I2_008F

np2V11 (np2V11) Likelihood that youth will get a drivers license I2_008F

np2V11_G9 (np2V11_G9) Likelihood that youth will get a drivers license I2_008F

np2V12a (np2V12a) Likelihood that youth will live away home without supervision I2_008F

np2V12a_G10 (np2V12a_G10) Likelihood that youth will live away home without supervision I2_008F

np2V12b (np2V12b) Likelihood that youth will live away home with supervision I2_008F

np2V12b_G11 (np2V12b_G11) Likelihood that youth will live away home with supervision I2_008F

np2V13 (np2V13) Likelihood that youth will get a paid job I2_008F

np2V13_G12a (np2V13_G12a) Likelihood that youth will get a paid job I2_008F

np2V14 (np2V14) Likelihood that youth will earn enough money support self I2_008F

np2V14_G12b (np2V14_G12b) Likelihood that youth will earn enough money support self I2_008F

np2V1a (np2V1a) How good youth is at being well organized I2_006F

np2V1a_G2a (np2V1a_G2a) How good youth is at being well organized I2_006F

np2V1b (np2V1b) How good youth is at a performing art, like music, theater I2_006F

np2V1b_G2b (np2V1b_G2b) How good youth is at a performing art, like music, theater I2_006F

np2V1c (np2V1c) How good youth is at a creative art, like drawing or writing I2_006F

np2V1c_G2c (np2V1c_G2c) How good youth is at a creative art, like drawing or writing I2_006F

np2V1d (np2V1d) How good youth is at being sensitive to other people feelings I2_006F

np2V1d_G2d (np2V1d_G2d) How good youth is at being sensitive to other people feelings I2_006F

np2V1e (np2V1e) How good youth is at mechanical skill, like building I2_006F

np2V1e_G2e (np2V1e_G2e) How good youth is at mechanical skill, like building I2_006F

np2V1f (np2V1f) How good youth is at using the computer I2_006F

np2V1f_G2f (np2V1f_G2f) How good youth is at using the computer I2_006F

np2V1g (np2V1g) How good youth is at a physical or athletic activity I2_006F

np2V1g_G2g (np2V1g_G2g) How good youth is at a physical or athletic activity I2_006F

np2V1h (np2V1h) How good youth is at having a sense of humor I2_006F
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np2V1h_G2h (np2V1h_G2h) How good youth is at having a sense of humor I2_006F

np2V2a (np2V2a) How often youth felt that s/he enjoyed life I2_138F

np2V2b (np2V2b) How often youth felt depressed I2_138F

np2V2c (np2V2c) How often youth felt that people disliked him/her I2_138F

np2V2d (np2V2d) How often youth felt hopeful about the future I2_138F

np2V2e (np2V2e) How often youth felt lonely I2_138F

np2V3a (np2V3a) Youth identification with statement: you are proud of who you are I2_139F

np2V3b (np2V3b) Youth identification with statement: you are a nice person I2_139F

np2V3c (np2V3c) Youth identification with statement: you can make friends easily I2_139F

np2V3d (np2V3d) Youth identification with statement: can tell other people your age how feel when they upset you or hurt 

your feelings

I2_139F

np2V3e (np2V3e) Youth identification with statement: you feel useful and important I2_139F

np2V3f (np2V3f) Youth identification with statement: You feel your life is full of interesting things to do I2_139F

np2V3g (np2V3g) Youth identification with statement: you can handle most things that come your way I2_139F

np2V3h (np2V3h) Youth identification with statement: you know how to get the information you need I2_139F

np2V3i (np2V3i) Youth identification with statement: you can get school staff to listen I2_139F

np2V4a (np2V4a) Youth feels adults care about him/her I2_140F

np2V4b (np2V4b) Youth feels parents care about him/her I2_140F

np2V4c (np2V4c) Youth feels friends care about him/her I2_140F

np2V4d (np2V4d) Youth feels family pays attention to him/her I2_140F

np2V5 (np2V5) Youth usually feels safe in his/her neighborhood YNFMT

np2V6 (np2V6) Likelihood that youth will graduate from high school with a diploma I2_008F

np2V6_G5 (np2V6_G5) Likelihood that youth will graduate from high school with a diploma I2_008F

np2V7 (np2V7) Likelihood that youth will go to school after high school I2_008F

np2V7_G6 (np2V7_G6) Likelihood that youth will go to school after high school I2_008F

np2V8 (np2V8) Likelihood that youth will get diploma a from a vocational or trade school I2_008F

np2V8_G7a (np2V8_G7a) Likelihood that youth will get diploma a from a vocational or trade school I2_008F

np2V9 (np2V9) Likelihood that youth will graduate from a 2 yr college I2_008F

np2V9_G7b (np2V9_G7b) Likelihood that youth will graduate from a 2 yr college I2_008F

np2W1a (np2W1a) Youth currently lives with a spouse or partner YNFMT

np2W1a_M1 (np2W1a_M1) Youth currently lives with a spouse or partner YNFMT

np2W1b (np2W1b) Marital status of youth I2_111AF

np2W1b_M2 (np2W1b_M2) Marital status of youth I2_111AF

np2W1c (np2W1c) Spouse or partner of youth currently has a paid job YNFMT
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np2W1c_M3 (np2W1c_M3) Spouse or partner of youth currently has a paid job YNFMT

np2W2a (np2w2a) Youth has ever had or fathered a child YNFMT

np2W2a_Ever (np2W2a_Ever) Youth ever had or fathered a child YNFMT

np2W2a_M4 (np2W2a_M4) Youth has ever had/fathered any children YNFMT

np2W2a_M4_Ever (np2W2a_M4_Ever) Youth ever had or fathered a child YNFMT

np2W2b (np2W2b) How many children youth had in the past 2 years I2_112F

np2W2b_M5 (np2W2b_M5) How many children youth had in the past 2 years I2_112F

np2W2c (np2W2c) If any children of youth have a disability/special need YNFMT

np2W2c_M6 (np2W2c_M6) If any children of youth have a disability/special need YNFMT

np2W3a (np2W3a) Youth received TANF/state welfare benefits in the past 2 yrs YNFMT

np2W3a_M7a (np2W3a_M7a) Youth received TANF/state welfare benefits in the past 2 yrs YNFMT

np2W3b (np2W3b) Youth currently receives benefits from TANF/state welfare YNFMT

np2W3b_M7b (np2W3b_M7b) Youth currently receives benefits from TANF/state welfare YNFMT

np2W4a (np2W4a) Youth received Food Stamps anytime in the past 2 years YNFMT

np2W4a_M7c (np2W4a_M7c) Youth received Food Stamps anytime in the past 2 years YNFMT

np2W4b (np2W4b) Youth currently receives Food Stamps YNFMT

np2W4b_M7d (np2W4b_M7d) Youth currently receives Food Stamps YNFMT

np2W5a_b (np2W5a_b) If youth has health insurance, type of coverage I2_158NF

np2W5a_b_M8a_b_c (np2W5a_b_M8a_b_c) If youth has health insurance, type of coverage I2_158NF

np2W5a1 (np2W5a1) Youth is currently covered by any kind of health insurance YNFMT

np2W5a1_M8a (np2W5a1_M8a) Youth is currently covered by any kind of health insurance YNFMT

np2W5a2 (np2W5a2) Youth is covered by a private health insurance from job YNFMT

np2W5a2_M8b (np2W5a2_M8b) Youth is covered by a private health insurance from job YNFMT

np2W5b (np2W5b) Youth is covered by government-assisted insurance YNFMT

np2W5b_M8c (np2W5b_M8c) Youth is covered by government-assisted insurance YNFMT

np2W5c (np2W5c) Health insurance youth has is with an HMO YNFMT

np2W5c_M8d (np2W5c_M8d) Health insurance youth has is with an HMO YNFMT

np2W5d (np2W5d) Health insurance coverage youth has is managed care YNFMT

np2W5d_M8e (np2W5d_M8e) Health insurance coverage youth has is managed care YNFMT

np2W5e_a (np2W5e_a) Youth is covered for cost of dental care YNFMT

np2W5e_b (np2W5e_b) Youth is covered for cost of vision care YNFMT

np2W5e_c (np2W5e_c) Youth is covered for cost of prescription medicines YNFMT

np2W5e_d (np2W5e_d) Youth is covered for cost of mental health care YNFMT

np2W5e_M8f_a (np2W5e_M8f_a) Youth is covered for cost of dental care YNFMT
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np2W5e_M8f_b (np2W5e_M8f_b) Youth is covered for cost of vision care YNFMT

np2W5e_M8f_c (np2W5e_M8f_c) Youth is covered for cost of prescription medicines YNFMT

np2W5e_M8f_d (np2W5e_M8f_d) Youth is covered for cost of mental health care YNFMT

np2W6_M9_Cat (np2W6_M9_Cat) Youth^s household income categories I_120FMT

np2W6_M9_Detail (np2W6_M9_Detail) Detailed income ranges of youth^s household I_117FMT

np2W6a (np2W6a) Individual youth income above or below $25,000 in the past tax year I2_080F

np2W6a_M9a (np2W6a_M9a) Individual youth income above or below $25,000 in the past tax year I2_080F

np2W6ab (np2W6ab) Youth^s or youth^s household income was more or less than $25,000 I2_080F

np2W6b (np2W6b) Youth household income was above or below $25,000 in the past tax year I2_080F

np2W6b_M9b (np2W6b_M9b) Youth household income was above or below $25,000 in the past tax year I2_080F

np2W6c (np2W6c) Youth household income categories were between $5,000 and $25,000 I2_081F

np2W6c_M9c (np2W6c_M9c) Youth household income categories were between $5,000 and $25,000 I2_081F

np2W6Cat (np2W6Cat) Youth^s household income categories I_120FMT

np2W6d (np2W6d) Youth household income was above or below $50,000 in the past tax year I2_082F

np2W6d_M9d (np2W6d_M9d) Youth household income was above or below $50,000 in the past tax year I2_082F

np2W6Detail (np2W6Detail) Detailed income ranges of youth^s household I_117FMT

np2W6e (np2W6e) Youth household income categories were between $25,001 and $50,000 I2_083F

np2W6e_M9e (np2W6e_M9e) Youth household income categories were between $25,001 and $50,000 I2_083F

np2W6f (np2W6f) Youth household income categories were $50,001 and above I2_084F

np2W6f_M9f (np2W6f_M9f) Youth household income categories were $50,001 and above I2_084F

np2W7 (np2W7) How difficult is for youth to get where s/he  needs to go I2_085F

np2W7_M10 (np2W7_M10) How difficult is for youth to get where s/he  needs to go I2_085F

np2W8 (np2W8) Youth has been without phone service at any time in the past 12 months YNFMT

np2W8_M11 (np2W8_M11) Youth has been without phone service at any time in the past 12 months YNFMT

np2Wt (np2Wt) Wave 2 parent/youth survey weight

np2Yage (np2Yage) Youth^s age at time of Wave 2 interview

np2YouthBirthMonth (np2YouthBirthMonth) Birth month of youth

np2YouthBirthYear (np2YouthBirthYear) Birth year of youth

np2YouthFlg (np2YouthFlg) Youth interview flag - 1 = done

np2YouthWt (np2YouthWt) Wave 2 youth weight

np2YthLang (np2YthLang) Youth lang flag 1,3 = English, 2 = Spanish I2_001F

np2Z10 (np2Z10) Respondent gender I2_020F

np2Z11a (np2Z11a) Female respondent relationship to youth I2_021F

np2Z11b (np2Z11b) Type mother I2_022F
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np2Z11c (np2Z11c) Female respondent is legal guardian of youth YNFMT

np2Z12a (np2Z12a) Male respondent relationship to youth I2_023F

np2Z12b (np2Z12b) Type father I2_024F

np2Z12c (np2Z12c) Male respondent is legal guardian of youth YNFMT

npx12Weight (npx12Weight) Parent Interview Wave 1 and Wave 2 weight

npx12Wt_Repl_01 (npx12Wt_Repl_01) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 01

npx12Wt_Repl_02 (npx12Wt_Repl_02) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 02

npx12Wt_Repl_03 (npx12Wt_Repl_03) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 03

npx12Wt_Repl_04 (npx12Wt_Repl_04) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 04

npx12Wt_Repl_05 (npx12Wt_Repl_05) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 05

npx12Wt_Repl_06 (npx12Wt_Repl_06) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 06

npx12Wt_Repl_07 (npx12Wt_Repl_07) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 07

npx12Wt_Repl_08 (npx12Wt_Repl_08) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 08

npx12Wt_Repl_09 (npx12Wt_Repl_09) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 09

npx12Wt_Repl_10 (npx12Wt_Repl_10) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 10

npx12Wt_Repl_11 (npx12Wt_Repl_11) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 11

npx12Wt_Repl_12 (npx12Wt_Repl_12) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 12

npx12Wt_Repl_13 (npx12Wt_Repl_13) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 13

npx12Wt_Repl_14 (npx12Wt_Repl_14) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 14

npx12Wt_Repl_15 (npx12Wt_Repl_15) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 15

npx12Wt_Repl_16 (npx12Wt_Repl_16) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 16

npx12Wt_Repl_17 (npx12Wt_Repl_17) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 17

npx12Wt_Repl_18 (npx12Wt_Repl_18) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 18

npx12Wt_Repl_19 (npx12Wt_Repl_19) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 19

npx12Wt_Repl_20 (npx12Wt_Repl_20) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 20

npx12Wt_Repl_21 (npx12Wt_Repl_21) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 21

npx12Wt_Repl_22 (npx12Wt_Repl_22) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 22

npx12Wt_Repl_23 (npx12Wt_Repl_23) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 23

npx12Wt_Repl_24 (npx12Wt_Repl_24) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 24

npx12Wt_Repl_25 (npx12Wt_Repl_25) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 25

npx12Wt_Repl_26 (npx12Wt_Repl_26) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 26

npx12Wt_Repl_27 (npx12Wt_Repl_27) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 27

npx12Wt_Repl_28 (npx12Wt_Repl_28) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 28

npx12Wt_Repl_29 (npx12Wt_Repl_29) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 29
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npx12Wt_Repl_30 (npx12Wt_Repl_30) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 30

npx12Wt_Repl_31 (npx12Wt_Repl_31) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 31

npx12Wt_Repl_32 (npx12Wt_Repl_32) parent interview cross wave (1 & 2) replicate weight 32

OI_OHI_MH_VI (OI_OHI_MH_VI) Skip check boolean: resp identified youth as OI/OHI/MH/VI YNFMT

OtherDis (OtherDis) Skip check boolean: resp identified youth as other than LD/Speech YNFMT

OtherResp (OtherResp) Skip check boolean: wave 2 respondent is other than parent/guardian YNFMT

OutSchW2SubSet (OutSchW2SubSet) Data both waves/out of school in Wave 2

RespParGuardian (RespParGuardian) Skip check boolean: wave 2 respondent is parent/guardian YNFMT

W1cert (W1cert) preload from W1: received HS certificate

W1ConfirmDiS (W1ConfirmDiS) preload from W1:  confirmed disability

W1Drive (W1Drive) preload from W1: had a driver^s license

W1Drop (W1Drop) preload from W1: dropped out

W1GR9_12 (W1GR9_12) preload from W1: was in secondary in W1

W1Grad (W1Grad) preload from W1: graduated

W1HadChild (W1HadChild) preload from W1: had a child

W1JobEver (W1JobEver) preload from W1: ever had a job

W1NotInSch (W1NotInSch) preload from W1: not in school

W1PdJob (W1PdJob) preload from W1: had a paid job

W1PostSec (W1PostSec) preload from W1: went to a postsecondary

W1Resp (W1Resp) preload from W1: respondent

W1Sign (W1Sign) preload from W1: used sign language

W1SpEd (W1SpEd) preload from W1: was in special ed

W2_Age2003 (w2_Age2003) Age at time of interview

W2_AgeHdr2003 (W2_AgeHdr2003) Age category for tables B2_1FMT

W2_DisHdr2003 (W2_DisHdr2003) Disability category for tables B_7FMT

W2_EthHdr2003 (W2_EthHdr2003) Ethnicity category for tables B_2FMT

W2_GendHdr2003 (W2_GendHdr2003) Gender category for tables B_3FMT

W2_IncomeHdr2003 (W2_IncomeHdr2003) Income category for tables I_120FMT

WithParGuardian (WithParGuardian) Skip check boolean: Youth lives w/ parent/guardian YNFMT

WithRelative (WithRelative) Skip check boolean: Youth lives w/ relative YNFMT
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